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Abstract

Compared to the general population, higher education students report elevated levels of psychological distress, with symptoms of and criteria for serious mental illness also being higher. Tertiary education marks a time in life of high levels of change and stress. Despite these difficulties, many students continue to succeed in their studies. One factor that has been shown to contribute to, and predict academic success is motivation. The current study aims to explore factors which contribute to psychological well-being, academic self-efficacy and resilience in students and their impact on motivation. Victoria University students (N=163) completed a survey of demographic questions and a variety of measures including locus of control, spirituality, perceived stress, academic self-efficacy, psychological well-being, resilience and motivation. Regression analyses using the bootstrapped method were conducted to explore relationships. Psychological well-being, academic self-efficacy and resilience jointly predicted motivation. Individually, however, academic self-efficacy, depression and resilience each contributed to extrinsic motivation; depression, academic self-efficacy, resilience and stress each predicted amotivation; while only academic self-efficacy was a significant predictor of intrinsic motivation. Lower scores on perception of stress were predicted by an internal locus of control and higher levels of spirituality, while higher levels of perceived stress were predictive of lower levels of psychological well-being. Perception of stress was a significant mediator between locus of control and psychological well-being, as well as spirituality and psychological well-being. Depression also mediated the relationship between perception of stress and amotivation. Measurement issues and implications of the findings are discussed.
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Chapter One: Overview

Tertiary education marks a time of change in life when levels of stress are typically high. Entering higher education generally comes at a time in an individual’s life when they are experiencing and attempting to understand naturally occurring developmental changes and shifts (Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2003). There can be high levels of academic pressure to perform, reduced levels of academic support compared to secondary school, social isolation during the transition period and potential long term financial debt (Hartley, 2011). University students generally also face increasing independence and may need to deal with separation from family and friends. Stress has repeatedly been shown to negatively impact academic performance in college students (Hartley, 2011) while also contributing to other conditions such as disturbed sleep and eating patterns (Dusselier, Dunn, Wang, Shelley & Whalen, 2005; Misra & McKeen, 2000); anxiety and depression (Dixon, Rumford, Heppner & Lips, 1992; Grote, Bledsoe, Larkin, Lemay, & Brown, 2007; Segrin, 1999; Vaez, & Laflamme, 2008); and other somatic problems (Adams, Wharton, Quilter & Hirsch, 2008). Students facing financial difficulties are also more likely to have an increase in mental health problems or symptoms (Roberts, Golding, Towell & Weinreb, 1999). Andrews and Chong (2011) found that heightened levels of stress, anxiety and depression coincided with increasing stress in Australian university students. Heightened stress levels of students in higher education has also been a predictor of suicidal ideation and feelings of hopelessness (Dixon et al., 1992), which is a defining feature of depressive disorders (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Increases in headaches, sleep disturbances, the common cold and other ailments experienced by college students, impact
on their education, days missed and productivity. Given such worrying findings, Deckro et al. (2002) argue that stress management of students is important.

The latest National Survey of Mental Health and Well-being (Slade et al., 2009) reported the 16-24 year old age bracket to be at highest risk of developing mental and emotional problems, at 26.4%. A similar proportion (25%) of 25-34 year olds experienced a mental health disorder in a twelve month period. These age groups represent the highest proportion of tertiary students (Slade et al., 2009), indicating a particular vulnerability for tertiary students to develop mental illness or experience psychological distress. In 2013, 73% of Australian tertiary enrolled students were under the age of 25 (Australian Government Department of Education and Training, 2014).

Stallman (2008) surveyed students attending an Australian university health service, finding a much higher rate of anxiety and mood problems in the university sample, compared to the general Australian population. Compared to the general population prevalence (36%), 53% of the students surveyed reported elevated levels of distress. Criteria for serious mental illness were met by 26.6% of the student population, compared to only 12% of the general population. Stallman concluded that in comparison to national trends, simply being a student may constitute a risk factor for mental health problems.

British university students also rated higher on psychological ill health measures compared to the general population (Roberts, Golding, Towell & Weinreb, 1999; Stewart-Brown et al., 2000). The Royal College of Psychiatrists (2003) in London undertook an analysis and review of the mental health of students in higher education, reviewing the nature, prevalence and causes of mental health problems of tertiary students. This review was
partly spurred by evidence of an increase in student numbers attending student health services as well as an increase in the severity of mental health problems. They considered students with mental health problems as a disadvantaged population, with the potential to disturb study and learning, amongst other things. They found a higher rate of mental health symptoms of students in higher education when compared to age matched controls. They also reported females to be at a higher risk of mental health problems, compared to males (Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2003). Cooke, Bewick, Barkham, Bradley & Audin (2006) also found female students in the United Kingdom to score high on levels of depression and anxiety compared to their male counterparts. Their study of 4,699 first year university students’ psychological well-being showed that first year university students experienced difficulties in line with heightened levels of anxiety. The tension that first year university students reported was higher than their reported levels of stress prior to beginning university. At four different stages across the first year of university, Cooke et al. (2006) measured subjective well-being symptoms (anxiety, depression and physical problems), life functioning and risk. They found significant overall differences across all four time intervals, with all general scores also significantly higher for females compared to males. Scores were highest at interval three, which was the end of the first semester. Levels of stress however, did not decrease to pre-university levels.

Cooke et al. (2006) also explored support service usage of first year university students and found that while approximately one third of students deemed to be in the highest bracket of vulnerability accessed university counselling services, an alarming two thirds did not access any counselling services internal or external to the university. An
Australian study of international students reported similar findings (Rosenthal, Russell & Thomson, 2006) from which a sample of 979 international students, 27.6% reported that they thought they needed help from the university’s counselling service during the current academic year. Of those students, only 19.8% visited the counselling service, translating to 5.8% of the total surveyed population having accessed the university counselling service in that academic semester. Only 3.7% of respondents reported using a service off campus as a reason for not accessing the university’s counselling service (Rosenthal, Russell & Thomson, 2006).

A particular concern of these reports is that the number of students undertaking higher education studies is increasing (Gibney, 2013; Kirby, 2007; National Center for Education Statistics, n.d Padron, 2006). This also holds true in Australian higher education (OECD, 2012a). The Australian Government has committed to widening participation in Australian higher education (Gale & Parker, 2013). In 2012, 50% of Australia’s young people (age range not specified) were expected to complete university education. This is above the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) average of 39% and places Australia in fifth rank of 28 OECD countries (OECD, 2012a). In 2009, the Australian Government announced that by the year 2025, 40% of 25-34 year olds should attain an undergraduate degree. At the time of announcement, only 32% of 25-34 year olds held an undergraduate degree. To achieve the 40% target, an additional 25,000 students are required to enrol in a higher education course each year between 2009 and 2021. Between 2004 and 2011 there was an increase in the number of commencing undergraduate students each year, with the biggest increase of 15,363 seen in 2009. The total increase in all
undergraduate students from 2006 to 2011 was approximately 26% (Gale & Parker, 2013). Also by 2020, the Australian government committed to having 20% of undergraduate students from low socioeconomic backgrounds. In 2011, the percentage of students from a low socioeconomic background enrolled in a course of study sat at 15.8% (Australian Bureau of Statistic, 2013). If higher education students are continuing to exceed their age-matched counterparts in rates and severity of mental illness symptoms and problems, then it is imperative to consider the mental health of higher education students and contemplate a preventative or strength based approach to student mental health, particularly as the number of higher education students is steadily increasing.

Cooke et al. (2006) anticipate that academic pressure will only increase for students in higher education. They postulate that increasing enrolments in higher education will result in higher education being more common, therefore the strain to obtain an advanced degree will place greater demands on students than ever before. This is particularly relevant for Australian higher education students, with the Australian government’s target of 40% of 25-34 year olds obtaining a higher education certification. With increasing numbers, and increasing burdens experienced, it is important to keep up with increasing demands and ensure that institutions are better equipped to handle increasing numbers but also create an environment which minimizes the impact and stress of higher education on students. With increasing research and interest in the well-being of students, there is still little research on the well-being of Australian university students, compared to other countries such as the United States (Abdel-Khalek & Lester, 2010; Hayes, 1997; McMahan, Ryu & Choi, 2014; O’Connor, Vizcaino & Benavides, 2015; Wang, Heppner, Wang & Zhu, 2015) and the
United Kingdom (Cooke, Bewick, Barkham & Audin, 2006; Duckett, Sixsmith & Kagan, 2008; Grant, 2002; Roberts et al., 1999; Topham & Moller, 2011).

Given the risks and vulnerabilities of tertiary students, it is important to consider which protective factors serve to promote student resilience and their ability to maintain well-being and complete their studies. By definition, the term resilience implies rising to challenges; surviving and continuing to function and flourish in the face of adversity. One can therefore wonder what it is about some university students who face many difficulties, compounded by higher rates of mental illness, which enables them to continue to study and achieve at this demanding and competitive higher education level. The current study intends to identify protective factors in university students’ resilience and well-being which contribute to their academic motivation, and to propose a preliminary, tentative model of how these factors relate to one another. Factors that will be considered in the present study include academic motivation as the focal outcome variable, as it is known as an important precursor to overall academic achievement (Hustinx, Kuyper, van der Werf, & Dijkstra, 2009; Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2002). As it has been demonstrated, the university experience is a time of challenge and heightened risk for students to experience low levels of mental health and increased symptoms of mental illness. Therefore, psychological well-being and resilience will be explored as predictors of academic motivation. Of the various factors that have been identified to protect and promote resilience and psychological well-being, the current study will explore the cognitive factors of academic self-efficacy and stress appraisal, stemming from locus of control and spirituality.
The following review of the literature will first outline the outcome variable under consideration: motivation, which will be followed by a review of the other aforementioned variables and how they contribute towards motivation. Motivation is important as it directs and sustains behaviour towards identified goals. Motivation influences the amount of effort exerted on a particular task or towards reaching a goal, and is related to psychological well-being, perseverance and cognitive processing. In an academic context, motivation has also been linked to course completion (Gibson & Graff, 1992; Hart, 2012) and academic performance (Bembenutty & White, 2013; Linnenbrinck & Pintrich, 2002).

This study will explore the pathway from locus of control to academic motivation. It will consider the impact of locus of control and spirituality on the appraisal of stress and academic self-efficacy. The direct impact of academic self-efficacy on academic motivation and also as a mediator between academic motivation and locus of control will be considered. The contribution of stress appraisal on psychological well-being and resilience will also be explored and how they in turn impact on academic motivation.

Chapter Two: Literature Review

Motivation

Geldard and Geldard (2010) suggest that motivation is important as it is a means for achieving success and self satisfaction. In educational settings, motivation has been referred to as achievement motivation (Busato, Prins, Elshout & Hamaker, 2000), a factor which is repeatedly linked to completion of studies and is also known as academic motivation (Areepattamannil, Freeman, & Klinger, 2011; Kaufman, Agars & Lopez-Wagner, 2008;
Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2002; Ning & Downing, 2010; Vallerand et al., 1992). The fact that academic motivation is considered specifically in an academic context highlights the development of this concept and is an important step in further understanding motivation, particularly in students. Linnenbrink and Pintrich (2002) discuss motivation as an academic enabler and identify motivation, according to social cognitive models, as dynamic and contextual rather than a stable individual trait.

Motivation relates to important factors in preparing students for college, the workforce and lifelong learning (Lai, 2011). Examples of such factors linked to motivation include critical thinking, analysing arguments (Paul, 1992), judging and evaluating (Case, 2005), problem solving, and deductive and inductive reasoning (Willingham, 2007). Scales and Leffert (1999) also reported a link between achievement motivation and mental health, communication and fewer problem behaviours.

As a predictor of academic success, motivation has been predictive of higher grades in school, increased high school competencies, increased college enrolment and higher scores in literacy and numeracy (Scales and Leffert, 1999). Ning and Downing (2010) found student motivation to be the strongest predictor of academic performance in the first 15 months of undergraduate study. They also postulated that academic motivation was related to the use of cognitive and meta-cognitive strategies such as concentration, goal setting, self testing and anxiety management in order to monitor and regulate learning and academic performance. Kusurkar, Ten Cate, Van Asperen and Croiset (2011) analysed motivation in medical education, looking at various studies and literature with motivation as a dependent variable and independent variable. Their meta-analysis indicated motivation
was a significant precursor to well-being, academic success, persistence, learning and continuation in studies. Busato, Prins, Elshout and Hamaker (2000) studied 409 first year psychology undergraduate students and found that achievement motivation was a predictor of academic success, which they defined as study points awarded at the end of each academic year as well as scores on first examinations. In addition to this they found that the greatest predictor of academic success in subsequent years of undergraduate study was performance in first exams of undergraduate studies. Motivation has also been associated with student persistence in a study by Dodge, Mitchell and Mensch (2009), who explored student retention in athletic training programs. Compared to pre-college experiences, family background, personal attributes, academic integration, clinical integration and social integration, they found motivation to be the strongest predictor of student persistence. They concluded that students with high motivation are better equipped, or at least more likely, to positively deal with obstacles, while lower motivated students are less likely to complete their degrees. Therefore, understanding motivation and factors which may increase motivation is important in order to potentially create an environment conducive to academic success.

Busato et al. (2000) also found that achievement motivation of psychology university students was associated with academic success. This trend dates back to when Harris (1940) reported motivation to be one of the essential criteria for academic achievement, along with intelligence. Areepattamannil, Freeman and Klinger (2011) found that motivation, specifically intrinsic motivation, was a positive predictor of academic achievement in Indian adolescent students in Canada and India. Extrinsic motivation,
however, appeared to negatively predict academic achievement for the Indian students in Canada. This is in line with the general consensus on extrinsic motivation, suggesting that extrinsically motivated individuals are less self-determined (Froiland, Oros, Smith & Hirchert, 2012; Readdy, Raabe & Harding, 2014; Richer & Vallerand, 1995; Smith, Deemer, Thoman, Zazworsky, 2014; Vansteenkiste, Lens & Deci, 2006).

While high levels of motivation have been reported to predict success and various positive outcomes; likewise, low academic motivation can have negative implications and has been reported to result in low academic performance (Domene, Socholotiuk & Woitowicz, 2011; Fortier, Vallerand & Guay, 1995), and psychological maladjustment (Domene et al., 2011; Miquelon, Vallerand, Grouzet & Cardinal, 2005), which has been replicated across various cultures (Caldwell & Obasi, 2010; Liem, Martin, Porter & Colmar, 2012; Smith, Cech, Metz, Huntoon & Moyer, 2014; Wagner, 2012), and heightened levels of procrastination (Domene et al., 2011). This has been replicated cross culturally, including Latino students in the United States of America as well as Indian students in Canada and India (Alfaro, Umana-Taylor, Gonzales-Backen, Bamaca & Zeiders, 2009; Areepattamannil et al., 2011). Anderson and Keith (1997) argued that low academic motivation may be a severe detriment in some careers. An incomplete degree is an example of potential detriment, particularly in professional careers which may require formal qualifications.
Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation

Earlier theoretical approaches toward motivation were firmly based on Skinner’s (1976) theory of behaviour, focusing primarily on extrinsic motivation; that is, external reinforcers such as rewards or consequences guiding behaviour. However, it is now widely accepted that motivation in any one individual can consist of extrinsic or intrinsic motivation, or both (Stipek, 1996), and amotivation which is the lack of motivation as described in self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 2002; Ryan & Deci, 2000b), one of the most widely utilised theories of motivation.

At its core, self-determination theory rests on three basic psychological needs, including sense of autonomy, competence and relatedness which cultivate various forms and levels of motivation (Ryan, 2009). For example if an individual’s environment is favourable and encourages or allows for an individual to feel autonomous, competent and connected to others, then the more optimum form of motivation is able to be utilised whereby individuals are then able to perform or interact with their environments from an intrinsically motivated standpoint. Self-determination theory proposes that poorer well-being and decreased levels of motivation will result if the three basic psychological needs are unable to be supported, expressed or nurtured (Ryan, 2009).

Motivation, intrinsic and extrinsic, is goal oriented. Intrinsic motivation refers to motivation from within an individual, which is rooted in the sheer pleasure of participating in an activity and personal fulfilment, while extrinsic motivation stems from factors outside of the individual, generally seeking an external reward. Ryan and Deci (2000a) propose that intrinsic goals are positively correlated with psychological well-being due to satisfaction of
three basic psychological needs through individual choice and control in the initiation, maintenance and regulation of behaviour. Intrinsic motivation has been linked to positive academic performance (Anderson & Keith, 1997; Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier & Ryan, 1991; Kaufman et al., 2008; Ning & Downing, 2010; Schunk, 2005), a greater sense of satisfaction of academic work (Vallerand, Blais, Briere & Pelletier, 1989), higher academic achievement (Soenens & Vansteenkiste, 2005), greater levels of perceived academic competence (Fortier, et al., 1995), and higher quality learning (Grolnick & Ryan, 1987). In contrast, extrinsic motivation has been shown to be related to a limited coping ability and increased anxiety (Deci & Ryan, 2000).

Type of motivation is thought to correspond with the continuum of self-determination, such that amotivation is in line with low levels of self-determination, extrinsic motivation corresponds with relatively higher levels of self-determination, and intrinsic motivation corresponds with the highest level of self-determination. As higher levels of self-determination have been linked to positive psychological functioning (Deci & Ryan, 1985), Vallerand et al. (1993) expected to find that intrinsic motivation would be closely aligned to positive psychological well-being, which would weaken further down the motivation continuum as with the self-determination continuum. This has been highlighted in the contexts of relationships, sports, leisure and ageing, and also in an educational context (Vallerand et al., 1993). Vallerand, Blais, Briere & Pelletier (1989) reported more negative academic outcomes were correlated with amotivation, while higher up on the continuum, extrinsic motivation was related to positive academic outcomes such as effort and persistence, with intrinsic motivation holding the most positive education outcomes. In
a study of 217 junior college students, they found intrinsic motivation to be positively related to effort, psychological adjustment, quality of conceptual learning, persistence in studies, satisfaction with academic life and positive emotions experienced in the classroom.

Using the Academic Motivation Scale, Vecchione, Alessandri and Marsicano (2014) found that academic motivation predicted positive educational outcomes such as grades, attendance and behaviour in students aged 9-22 years. For university students, they found that intrinsic motivation significantly predicted higher grades among females, but not males. They posited that gender difference was explained by known gender related differences in autonomy, which self-determination theory posits is beneficial in predicting adaptive outcomes. Vecchione, Alessandri and Marsicano drew on prior research in which female students rated themselves higher on autonomy compared to male students, and felt that their autonomous behaviour was encouraged. On the other hand, they found external regulation to significantly predict higher grades in males, but not females, in line with Ryan’s (2009) finding that males hold control orientations stronger than females and are therefore more likely to manage their behaviour based on external rewards. Interaction of gender with intrinsic motivation and external regulation also predicted grades. Alfaro, Umana-Taylor, Gonzales-Backen, Bamaca and Zeiders (2009) also found academic motivation to contribute to positive academic outcomes in Latino adolescents. Their four year longitudinal study found that higher levels of motivation were significantly related to higher academic scores for both males and females. Unlike other studies which replicated this finding longitudinally, Alfaro et al. did not find motivation to predict academic
outcomes over time. They suggested that motivation impacted on academic success indirectly through earlier academic successes.

Kaufman, Agars and Lopez-Wagner (2008) studied personality factors and motivation as predictors of grades in a sample of undergraduate university students in the United States with a mix of race and ethnic backgrounds, and found motivation, both intrinsic and extrinsic, to significantly predict grades. Church, Elliot and Gable (2011) also reported a link between classroom success and intrinsic motivation. As previously discussed, intrinsic motivation relates to motivation due to perceived importance or interest and enjoyment stemming from within the individual rather than by external rewards or recognition. Students who are intrinsically motivated are more likely to engage in tasks willingly and work to improve their skills, increasing their capabilities (Wigfield, Guthrie, Tonks & Perencevich, 2004). This type of self-determined motivation has been linked to educational outcomes and academic success from early elementary school through to college (Alfaro et al., 2009). Students with higher self-determined motivation for doing school related work were more likely to complete schooling, achieve, show evidence of conceptual understanding, and be well adjusted compared to those with low self-determined motivation (Connell & Wellborn, 1991; Daoust, Vallerand & Blais, 1988). This is not to say that students are not also motivated extrinsically, for example, by the desire to achieve good grades. While this is useful, research suggests intrinsic motivation, which is related to internalised and intrinsic goals, is more instrumental in positive outcomes and well-being.

With motivation being a stronger predictor of achievement than ability, it is evident that motivation is an important attribute to foster in individuals, particularly students.
Gottfried (1990) found that the relationship was bi-directional, in that motivation predicted achievement, but also that achievement predicted motivation, and perhaps strengthened future motivation levels in young elementary students. In her longitudinal study, following children from ages seven through to nine, she found that motivation was positively related to achievement, intelligence and sense of competence, while being inversely related to academic anxiety.

Moving beyond a simplistic behavioural understanding of motivation, which is primarily based on consequences and rewards; more recent views of motivation focus on cognitions as the primary influence of behaviour. Individuals are able to consider whether they are able to perform or execute a particular task, whether they want to take part in a particular task and what is required of them to succeed in a particular task (Broussard & Garrison, 2004). Considering these three questions that individuals may ponder, it is evident that various factors and attributes come into play; for example, locus of control, self-efficacy and cognitive appraisals. These may all be factors contributing to academic motivation. As stated by Ryan and Deci (2000b), without a sense of internal control or autonomy, just feeling competent or confident in a task or behaviour is not sufficient to enhance intrinsic motivation. Bandura (1993) argued that self-efficacy, which can be understood as perceived competence, influences motivation in determining the goals individuals set, the time and effort they use in striving and persevering towards their goals, and their resilience to failures.

Given that motivation is so important for academic success, it is equally important to examine factors which promote motivation. The current study will explore some of those
factors such as psychological well-being, resilience, academic self-efficacy, locus of control, perceived stress and spirituality. These factors are discussed in the below sections.

Firstly, the factors which contribute towards levels of academic motivation will be discussed (psychological well-being, resilience and academic self-efficacy), followed by locus of control, perceived stress and spirituality, which are proposed to influence the aforementioned factors of resilience, psychological well-being and academic self-efficacy.

**Psychological well-being**

The terms mental health and psychological well-being are ambiguous with varied measures and definitions (Akin, 2008; Bennett, 2005; Gartoulla, Bell, Worsley & Davis, 2015; Kinderman, Shwannauer, Pontin & Tai, 2011; Rose, Ahuja & Jones, 2006; Ryff & Keyes, 1995; Thatcher & Milner, 2014; Veit & Ware, 1983). Wilkinson and Walford (1998) suggest that care needs to be taken when researching mental health and psychological well-being, and recommend not using the terms interchangeably. Akin (2008) concurs with this, describing the wide use of terms interchangeably as a primary reason for the non-unified understanding of psychological well-being. Akin cites various terms such as happiness, mood, affect, subjective well-being, quality of life, satisfaction with life, mental health, emotional health and well-being all being used interchangeably with psychological well-being. Through evolving definitions and understandings, there has been a shift from the earlier measurements of psychological dysfunction and distress in understanding well-being and mental health, towards positive psychology highlighting positive functioning and protective factors of individuals as important measures of mental health and psychological well-being.
Positive psychology has advanced understanding by acknowledging that a mentally or psychologically healthy person is not an individual who merely presents with an absence of negative psychological symptoms such as anxiety or depression. Rather, it recognises that mental health or psychological well-being also encompasses protective factors and positive functioning such as high levels of resilience (Andrews & Chong, 2011; Cvetkovski, Reavley & Jorm, 2012; Stallman, 2010), high levels of social connections (Cacioppo, Capitano & Cacioppo, 2014; Roffey, 2015; Sarkar & Fletcher, 2014; Spencer & Patrick, 2009), increased levels of hope (Lapierre, Dube, Bouffard & Alain, 2007) and spirituality (Burris, Brechting, Salsman & Carlson, 2009; Salmoirago-Blotcher et al., 2012). Protective factors and positive functioning need to be considered and have important treatment implications, which are useful in de-stigmatising mental illness, however, it is equally important to consider psychological distress when considering an individual’s mental health or psychological well-being. In other words, the absence of psychopathology is crucial in considering an individual’s overall mental health and psychological well-being. For example, it could be questioned whether a psychotic patient who reports high levels of subjective well-being and other protective factors, such as family and social support, and high levels of intelligence, can be deemed psychologically well. To answer in the negative would not imply that the psychotic patient is unable to best utilise their protective factors and therefore enhance their functioning, but rather that it is important to assess any psychological distress in order to best assist and formulate the best possible care. This is where positive psychology could have a significant role in optimising individual strengths and protective factors, and hence improve functioning and increase subjective well-being.
While psychological well-being is considered as the presence of protective factors beyond the mere absence of psychological ill health symptoms, psychological distress is generally considered as the presence of psychological symptoms indicative of poor mental health. These symptoms are experienced above a certain threshold to be considered as psychological distress. Symptoms of depression and anxiety in response to stress with a limited perceived ability to cope with the stress are characteristic of psychological distress (Deasy, Coughlan, Pironom, Jourdan & McNamara, 2014). Psychological distress has been linked to increases in symptoms of anxiety, depression, substance use and personality disorders (Verger, et al. 2009).

The current study takes this into consideration and utilises this approach in measuring levels of psychological symptoms of depression, anxiety and stress to better understand levels of psychological distress in university students. An American study of college students revealed that of the top six health-related problems which affect academic performance, five were psychological (Stallman, 2008). Due to the high prevalence and severity of psychological distress also found in Australian university students (Andrews & Chong, 2011; Bhullar, Hine & Phillips, 2014; Cvetkovski et al., 2012), it is important to measure psychological distress in order to contribute towards a well-rounded understanding of student well-being. While the importance and impact of protective factors are not downplayed, it is important to consider whether these protective factors do in fact buffer individuals against psychological distress. The current study explores the absence of psychological distress in the form of symptoms of depression, anxiety and stress as
indicators of mental health and well-being, also taking into account aspects of positive functioning and well-being such as resilience and academic self-efficacy.

In order to better understand psychological well-being and distress, Antaramian (2015) encouraged the use of a dual factor mental health model, taking into consideration both psychopathology and psychological well-being to determine overall mental health. The dual factor model of mental health challenges the idea that psychological well-being and psychological distress are opposing constructs of the one mental health continuum. Rather, the dual factor model suggests that psychological well-being and psychological distress are two separate and distinct constructs which are highly correlated (Keyes, 2005).

Antaramian (2015) used the model to assess whether college students differed in mental health profiles and academic success. She explored both psychological symptoms and psychological well-being in order to better understand college student performance. Subjective well-being was operationalised as a combination of positive and negative affect (emotional components of subjective well-being) and life satisfaction (cognitive components of subjective well-being). Psychological distress was operationalised as internalising symptoms (depression) and externalising symptoms (aggression). Educational outcomes were measured by a student engagement survey which included subscales of academic engagement, peer engagement, faculty engagement, intellectual engagement, and beyond class engagement of social connectedness and a feeling of connection to the wider university community. A self-reported GPA score was also considered.
Based on reported levels of psychological symptoms (high and low) and levels of subjective well-being (high and low), Antaramian (2015) found that participants fit into four distinct groups on the dual factor model of mental health. The first group, termed *well-adjusted* comprised students indicating low levels of psychological symptoms and high levels of subjective well-being. As expected in the single continuum of mental health research, another group termed *distressed* was comprised of high levels of psychological symptoms and low levels of subjective well-being. It is the two additional groups that strengthen the position of the dual factor model. The group who displayed high levels of psychological symptoms and high levels of subjective well-being was termed *ambivalent*. The formation of the ambivalent group highlights that psychological distress or negative psychological symptoms alone do not necessarily indicate an incapacity for life satisfaction and subjective well-being; in other words, negative psychological symptoms *can* co-occur with protective factors and positive well-being. Finally, the *at-risk* group showed low levels of psychological symptoms teamed with low levels of subjective well-being, which strengthens the argument that the mere absence of psychopathology does not necessarily equate to good mental health. In relation to academic success, she concluded that the absence of psychopathology or negative psychological symptoms in addition to the presence of protective and positive functioning factors were significant in promoting academic success.

Antamarian (2015) also reported on previous studies of dual factor models of mental health, in which the four groups differed on a range of outcomes including, but not limited to, motivation, academic achievement, student engagement, self-efficacy, locus of
control, perceived social support and physical health. She highlighted that these findings relate to childhood and adolescence with limited research of this dual factor model in higher education students, hence her focus on college students.

Antamarian’s (2015) findings guide the present study in terms of the connection between psychological well-being and motivation. As psychological well-being has been linked to academic achievement (Murray-Harvery, 2010), this study proposes that mediating that relationship is academic motivation. Antamarian also highlighted self-efficacy and locus of control, similarly to the present study which proposes that they are linked to psychological well-being and academic motivation.

While the dual factor model has been utilised in better understanding the multi-dimensional nature of mental health in adults, Wilkonson and Walford (1998) argued that research into adolescent mental health and psychological well-being was still largely guided by the single factor approach which treats psychological well-being and psychological distress as opposites on a single continuum. In a sample of 273 adolescents aged 16-19 years, Wilkinson and Walford found that psychological health in adolescents was indeed best understood as the combination of the two distinct factors of distress and well-being. Contributing to the distress factor were the scales measuring negative affect, anxiety and depression, whereas the well-being factor was comprised of scales measuring positive affect, happiness and satisfaction with life. Interestingly, the scale measuring depression loaded on both factors of distress and well-being and did not discriminate very highly between the two. Veit and Ware (1983) also outlined the importance of measuring both psychological distress along with psychological well-being in order to gain a better
sense of an individual’s overall mental health. They argued that while measuring symptoms of anxiety and depression was useful due to these conditions and symptoms being the more prevalent symptoms of psychological distress, it may be flawed in that few people report these symptoms. Therefore, they suggested that the measurement of psychological well-being was just as important to gain a clearer picture of mental health. They brought attention to the Mental Health Inventory (Veit & Ware, 1983), which is a multi-factorial measurement of well-being rather than an instrument which derives a single score of mental health. They found that the Mental Health Inventory yielded two distinct but correlated factors of psychological distress and psychological well-being. Psychological distress was further branched into anxiety, depression, and loss of behavioural and emotional control, while psychological well-being was comprised of general positive affect and emotional ties. The current study takes this suggestion into account and considers psychological distress symptoms such as symptoms of depression, anxiety and stress, as well as balancing that with the exploration or inclusion of positive well-being through resilience and self-efficacy, hence exploring both positive and negative aspects of mental health and well-being.

Bhullar, Hine and Phillips (2014) looked at profiles of psychological well-being in 278 Australian university students. As a measure of psychological well-being, they used the Psychological Well-Being Scale (Ryff & Keyes, 1989), which consists of six different dimensions including autonomy, personal growth, self-acceptance, positive relations with others, environmental mastery and purpose in life. To measure psychological distress they used the Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale-21 items (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995). They found higher levels of psychological well-being predicted lower levels of depression,
and also that lower levels of psychological well-being predicted higher levels of depression, potentially indicating a cyclical relationship between the two. An interesting finding, however, was the importance of autonomy or sense of control. They reported findings which indicated autonomy acted as a protective factor against depression. They found no gender differences, in contrast to Piccinelli and Wilkinson (2000) who found females to be more at risk of depression than males. Piccinelli and Wilkinson suggested that childhood environment and adverse experiences increased risk of depression and anxiety disorders at earlier ages and that social roles and cultural norms played a role in females’ risk of depression. These findings have also been replicated in an Australian university sample, where Stallman (2010) found female university students reported higher levels of psychological distress than their male counterparts. Females consistently scored higher in moderate, high and very high levels of psychological distress; and lower than male students in the low category of psychological distress. This trend is also evident in the general Australian population (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2008). Chow (2010) also found male students reported higher levels of psychological well-being than female students in Canada. Boughton and Street (2007) however, indicated that while gender differences related to depression have been reported, this finding has not been consistently found in university samples.

Hankin and Abramson (2001) state gender differences in the prevalence of depression begin to occur during adolescence. Cicchetti and Toth (1998) also reported an emergence of a difference in depression between males and females beginning between the ages of 11 and 13 years. Gender differences, particularly in self-reported levels of
depression have repeatedly been found whereby males report lower levels of depression than females. It is important, however to keep in mind the self-report bias relating to gender, with the response bias hypothesis suggesting that males tend to under-report levels of depression, compared to females (Sigmon, et al., 2005).

Stallman (2010) reported that psychological distress was also associated with lower levels of academic achievement; a finding corroborated by Verger et al. (2009). Predictors of psychological distress that she highlighted included financial stress, being a full time student, being female, studying an undergraduate degree beyond the first year and being aged between 18 and 34 years.

Factors linked to psychological well-being and distress among American undergraduate psychology students showed that optimism was the main predictor of positive psychological well-being and decreased levels of psychological distress, followed by health as a value. This indicates that the more an individual values their health, the more likely they are to engage in health promoting behaviours and the less likely they are to engage in health compromising behaviours. Neither religiosity nor spirituality predicted psychological well-being, but were related to psychological distress, with religiousness related to less psychological distress and spirituality related to higher levels of psychological distress. The authors attempted to explain this by suggesting that spirituality may be a coping mechanism students employ when they are experiencing heightened levels of distress; however, they acknowledged that this interpretation is contradicted by the inverse relationship between religiosity and psychological distress, as religion has also been
used as a coping mechanism in times of distress (Burris et al., 2009). Spirituality will be considered in more detail at a later stage.

**Academic self-efficacy**

Another factor potentially influencing motivation is self-efficacy. Self-efficacy refers to the confidence and belief that an individual has about their ability to achieve in a certain area or at a certain task (Bandura, 1982). Self-efficacy is a cognitive judgement of capabilities based on mastery criteria (Bong & Clark, 1999), in which individuals’ beliefs of their own self-efficacy play an influential role in choice of behaviours; that is, what an individual will pursue, the effort afforded in their pursuit and the length of time they will persevere when faced with setbacks and challenges. Self-efficacy influences the way people feel, think, behave and motivate themselves (Bandura, 1982). It is the belief in the power to influence personal outcomes rather than possessing actual power or ability that defines self-efficacy. Recently, the concept of self-efficacy has been drawn upon for changing health risk behaviours, with many interventions including the promotion or enhancement of self-efficacy. Enhancing self-efficacy beliefs results in the successful change and maintenance of many health behaviours, including exercise, diet, stress management, safe sex, smoking cessation, overcoming alcohol abuse, compliance with treatment and prevention regimes, and also disease detection behaviours such as breast self-examinations (Sniehotta, Scholz & Schwarzer, 2005). Extending from health behaviours, self-efficacy has also shown to be an important factor in motivation and achievement, resulting in educational success (Schunk, 1991). These findings are promising due to cross sectional, longitudinal and experimental designs which have been used (Multon, Brown & Lent,
1991; Schunk, 1991; Zimmerman, 1995), and which consistently report effort and academic motivation to be cultivated from self-efficacy.

Self-efficacy is generally domain specific, for example academic self-efficacy, social self-efficacy, emotional self-efficacy and physical self-efficacy (Bong & Clark, 1999). Keeping this in mind in terms of academic self-efficacy, studies have found that self-efficacy, academic performance and persistence to be positively related, and to account for additional variance beyond aptitude (Gore, 2006) and intelligence (Wagner & Szamoskozi, 2012). In a study of seventh and eighth graders, Ning and Downing (2010) found that a classroom emphasis on mastery predicted student motivation. This was in contrast to classrooms who promoted competition and ability, which was predictive of procrastination. Multon, Brown and Lent (1991) suggested that self-efficacy not only directly affects academic performance, but also has mediating effects. In their review of self-efficacy versus self-concept in academic motivation research, Bong and Clark (1999) point out previous work in self-efficacy enhancing student achievement. As self-efficacy is a cognitive self-perception and belief about ability, it may be possible that the effect of self-efficacy on student achievement is mediated by academic motivation.

Self-efficacy has also been found to be important in distinguishing resilient individuals from non-resilient individuals (Hamill, 2003). McMillan and Reed (1994) studied resilience in at-risk students, and factors that contributed to their academic success. They suggested that resilience is understood through four interacting factors including individual attributes, positive use of time, family and school. Of the individual attributes, they found that among resilient students, a strong sense of self-efficacy and locus of control
was important. McMillan and Reed (1994) suggest that confidence in achieving goals is an essence of resilient students who also have realistic goals and a sense of optimism for the future. This feeling of confidence is a cornerstone of self-efficacy.

Bandura (1993) highlighted four main processes through which beliefs or perceptions of self-efficacy influence how people feel, think, motivate themselves and behave. The four main processes are cognitive, motivational, affective and selection processes. Within the various cognitive processes, Bandura highlighted ability, social comparison, framing of feedback and perceived controllability. Considering all of these concepts is beyond the scope of the current study, however, perceived controllability will be highlighted in more detail. In the context of the current study, and that of Bandura’s previous work, perceived controllability is conceptualised as locus of control, a construct first identified by Rotter (1966). This concerns an individual’s view that their environment or reactions to their environment are controllable. Controllability relates to the belief in being able to make changes to oneself through effort and various resources as well as the belief in creating change and making the most of environmental opportunities to exercise personal control. This will be discussed in further detail later.

Affective processes are influenced by an individual’s beliefs or self-efficacy to handle stressors, and hence minimise the impact of stressors on their emotional states, mainly levels of anxiety, stress and depression. People with higher self-efficacy beliefs tend to believe they are able to cope with adversity and stressors, and are more confident in the management of disturbing or negative thoughts, which in turn manages states of depression and anxiety (Bandura, 1993).
Selection processes entail individuals choosing to participate in various aspects of their environment. These choices, or selection processes are influenced by self-efficacy in that an individual’s beliefs about their ability or confidence to undertake certain tasks inform choices they make, and potentially determine the course of their lives. This is relevant in the context of the present study in terms of students making choices about careers, but also in the more immediate future, decisions about which course to undertake, and which unit to select (Bandura, 1993).

Bandura (1993) also highlighted the fundamental role of self-efficacy in motivation. Bandura posited that motivation in humans is largely generated through thoughts, which are instrumental in the motivational process. The three cognitive motivators through which self-efficacy beliefs function are: causal attributions, outcome expectancies and goal setting. He suggested that individuals set goals based on their beliefs about what they can do. Self-efficacy beliefs also regulate the amount of effort and perseverance exerted in the attainment of the goals.

An individual’s level of aspirations, perseverance, adaptability and flexibility can be affected by their perceived self-efficacy. According to self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985), when individuals feel that they are accomplishing and overcoming challenges, and that they have choice and a sense of connection to others, they in turn feel more personal agency and choice, and hence intrinsic motivation. Other studies have shown that students with higher levels of self-efficacy related to their studies, expressed more self-determined motivation and persevered more (Vallerand & Bissonnette, 1992; Vallerand et al., 1992). As beliefs about self-efficacy are thought to regulate human
functioning and emotional well-being through cognitive, motivational and affective processes, individuals with high self-efficacy are more likely to persevere and deny negative beliefs about their abilities and themselves compared to those with lower levels of self-efficacy (Ozer & Bandura, 1990), and hence experience increased levels of psychological well-being.

Of the factors discussed in this section, perceived controllability, as conceptualised as locus of control, is proposed to be one of the stronger and more direct influences on self-efficacy, and is a focus of the current study. The nature and influences of locus of control are discussed in a later section.

**Resilience**

The term resilience has gained much attention in recent years, ranging from mainstream popular culture (Cherry, 2013; Ellis, 2015; Killian, 2015; This Emotional Life, n.d; Ward, 2014) to psychological and scientific research (Atkinson, Martin & Rankin, 2009; Davidson, 2000; Olsson, Bond, Burns, Vella-Brodrick & Sawyer, 2003). While the term resilience is gaining increasing momentum and popularity, it still remains largely fragmented without a strong theoretical base, unified measurement (Bonanno, Romero & Klein, 2015; Luthar, Cicchetti & Becker, 2000) or definition (Davydov, Stewart, Ritchie & Chaudieu, 2010). Resilience, or the importance of resilience in mental health, is crucial as it highlights positive and protective factors which serve to enhance and promote positive mental health (Davydov, Stewart, Ritchie & Chaudieu, 2010) and can serve as an intervention focus in psychological treatment. Lightsey (2006), states that operationalised
resilience should conform to scientific and statistical measures such as exhibiting reliability and internal consistency, but also measure unique characteristics and constructs, while predicting positive and negative outcomes, protect against stressors, and not be associated with unrelated constructs.

As there has been little uniformity in the study and measurement of resilience in relation to mental health, it might be useful to highlight some of the more general ways in which resilience has been conceptualised. Firstly, resilience has been popular in a harm reduction, or recovery approach to mental health (Netuveli, Wiggins, Montgomery, Hildon & Blane, 2008; Tugade & Fredrickson, 2004). This approach assumes that once a negatively perceived stressor has been experienced, resilience allows for quick recovery to pre-stressor levels of functioning in terms of mental health. The second approach of protection assumes that some level of resilience exists within individuals that they are able to use in order to protect or ward off any negative effects of adverse situations (Patel & Goodman, 2007). This is analogous to what may be more frequently considered as protective factors. The final approach is that of promotion. This approach assumes additional resources have been utilised or developed within the individual in order to foster resilience and mental health (Patel & Goodman, 2007). Any new skills or tools acquired in the promotion approach are then able to be employed in future through harm reduction and protection. It may be through the second and third approaches, that clinicians and researchers can focus their efforts in intervention. In addition to individual factors, each approach considers external factors beyond the individual, such as social support (Davydov et al., 2010).
Some researchers view resilience as a trait that is either present or not (Genet & Siemer, 2011; Waugh, Thompson & Gotlib, 2011) while others have described it as a process through adjustment of negative and challenging events and circumstances (Cefai, 2007; Connor & Davidson, 2003; Friborg, Hjemdal, Rosenvinge & Martinussen, 2003; Theron, 2013; Theron & Theron, 2014; Wagnild & Young, 1993). This may lend to the lack of unity in its definition and the inconsistency in research. The present study will align with the view that resilience is process driven, influenced by other factors which are also process-oriented such as stress appraisal, or perceived stress and spirituality. Davydov, Stewart, Ritchie and Chaudieu (2010) encourage the study of resilience at the individual level to be considered at, or balanced with, the artificial level, which they describe as internal and external contributions received from society. Sameroff and Rosenblum (2006) add weight to this proposition suggesting that social context may provide better indicators of resilience than individual characteristics. This may be useful in the context of the current study as it explores resilience in university students at one particular Australian university, that is, participants naturally belonging to one larger group.

Looking at predictors of academic resilience, Borman and Rachuba (2001) examined five different models which included individual characteristics, effective schools, school resources, peer group composition and supportive school communities. The individual characteristics model explored personal characteristics including self-esteem, control and self-efficacy. The effective schools model considered the development of school missions, strong leadership and fostering attachment and a sense of belonging to the school. Their third model of school resources addressed factors such as student-to-teacher
ratios and school funding. The peer group composition model analysed the impact of the social and peer group; and finally, the supportive school community model examined safety, active involvement and participation of students with teachers and within the school environment. The two models that they found contributed most to resilience were the supportive school community and individual characteristics models. Of the supportive school community model, the factor that contributed most was the student-teacher relationship. Of the individual characteristics model, self-efficacy, locus of control and academic engagement contributed most to resilience. Lightsey (2006) suggested that resilience could be defined as global self-efficacy, therefore making the concept measurable, proposing that self-efficacy enables an individual to cope with difficulties and stressors through an awareness of their own strengths and resources. While this clearly outlines the mechanism of self-efficacy in overcoming adversities, self-efficacy may be a separate construct which contributes to resilience as proposed in the model of the current study.

Yet another understanding of resilience was introduced by Martin and Marsh (2008). They coined the term buoyancy as the coping of every day hassles and stressors, describing it as everyday resilience. They distinguished buoyancy from resilience in a number of ways. Firstly, they argued that the two constructs differ in simple definition. While by definition, resilience relates to major hardships, whether acute or chronic, buoyancy relates to difficulties associated with obstacles, tension and tribulations in the course of daily living.
Resilience and buoyancy were also distinguished based on samples studied. Due to the very nature of the definition, studies on resilience utilise samples experiencing acute or chronic difficulties. In the field of academics, Martin and Marsh (2008) identified numerous resilience studies with students experiencing learning difficulties, chronic underachievers, and students from various ethnic backgrounds facing adverse situations such as poverty and gang violence; thereby failing to address the daily positive and negative fluctuations of life and people who are facing challenges, yet not so acute or chronic to consider them resilient. Therefore, studying buoyancy may potentially allow for the study of students in general as opposed to a select few who have experienced or are experiencing severe adversity. This may include circumstances such as students facing poor performance, poor grades, and fluctuations in motivation and engagement.

While the outcome of experiencing adverse situations or circumstances may lead to clinical presentations such as anxiety and depression, the outcome of every day struggles may be more likely to present as low level stress and confidence. This has direct implications for treatment which Martin and Marsh (2008) suggest differ between resilience and buoyancy based interventions. They outlined that interventions to enhance buoyancy are based on the *broaden and build* theory of positive emotions, through which treatment provides a positive focus in which an individual’s strengths and adaptive protective factors serve as a basis on which to address maladaptive aspects or burdens. Through this, they argued that psychological growth may ensue.

In relation to studies and outcomes for students, Martin and March (2008) posit that enhancing buoyancy may in turn impact positively on academic environment, interests and
attitudes, and positive motivation and engagement. However, they fail to delineate resilience treatment. While they suggest that resilience and buoyancy are distinct concepts, they continue to discuss the idea that buoyancy may be a critical component of resilience. They acknowledge that students who are considered resilient, may also be buoyant, with a hierarchical categorisation of resilience above buoyancy. Thus, they suggest that promoting and developing an individual’s level of buoyancy to smaller hassles may be an important and beneficial first step as a means of enhancing resilience to deal with more adverse situations. If this is the case, it is possible that resilience and buoyancy may not be distinct in terms of treatment.

Martin and Marsh’s (2008) distinction between resilience and buoyancy may imply the student experience is not considered adverse or severe enough to warrant more intensive treatment, and therefore may be missing the more subtle nuances of student hardship and adversity. As numerous findings (Bernhardsdottir & Vilhjalmsson, 2013; Nerdrum, Rustoen & Ronnestad, 2006; Stallman, 2010) continue to show, students, particularly higher education students, experience levels of distress that are higher than the normal population. This has also been documented cross culturally (Adlaf, Gliksman, Demers & Newton-Taylor, 2001; Calloway, Kelly & Ward-Smith, 2012; Rudd, 2004). Many students, including Australian higher education students, report levels of anxiety and depression in the clinical range (Andrews & Chong, 2011; Cvetkovski et al., 2012; Stallman, 2010). This suggests that the negative experiences and circumstances of higher education students may potentially be more than just a daily up and down, and may ring true for a larger student sample than just a small portion that experience severe enough
adversity or an acute stressor to warrant the term resilience over buoyancy. Dixon, Rumford, Heppner and Lips (1992) explored various sources of stress which predicted hopelessness and suicide ideation in a college population, expressing concern about the growing suicide rate for 15-24 year olds. They reported the suicide rate tripled between 1950 and 1980, taking suicide from the fifth leading cause of death in that age group, to the third leading cause of death. By 1989, they showed that suicide rates for 15-24 year olds had risen again to be the second highest cause of death. In 2013, Australia recorded 21.9% of all deaths in males ages 15-19 to be due to suicide with 28.7% of 20-24 year old deaths to be due to suicide. In the same year, the percentage of deaths by suicide in females aged 15-19 was 32.6% and 25.2% in 20-24 year olds (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2015).

Intentional self-harm was ranked the 14th highest leading cause of death in Australia, and worryingly, it was ranked first in terms of years of potential life lost. Years of potential life lost relates to premature mortality and the impact of premature death, as a result of affecting a younger demographic (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2015). Dixon et al. (1992) also cited other work which highlights the suicide rate among college students to be 50% higher than for the same aged non student population.

Gallagher (1987) also reported an increasing number of hospitalisations for students due to psychological problems. Bernard and Bernard (1982) suggested that there may be particular college stressors or environmental factors that increase the likelihood of suicide in college students. It cannot be ignored that the higher education student population continues to be at higher risk than the general population of clinical range mental health problems; hence their daily experience may be considered adverse, whether acute or
chronic. Resilience may therefore be a useful construct in understanding the student experience from difficulties faced through to obstacles overcome.

Hartley (2011) suggested that resilience is fundamental in students facing the strain of higher education. As noted earlier, stressful situations can negatively impact students, not just physically and psychologically, but also academically. Many students, however, continue to thrive and succeed in their quest for a higher education. Tinto (1975) theorised that academic persistence, which can be thought of or understood as academic resilience is closely tied to students’ motivation to attend class and study. In a study of 605 undergraduate students in the United States, Hartley examined the relationship between resilience, mental health and academic persistence, to conclude that resilience positively contributed to grade point average scores (Hartley, 2011). Baker and Hawkins (2006) illustrated an apparent relationship between resilience and positive educational outcomes. Perhaps it is motivation that mediates that relationship, as motivation has also been documented to be related to positive educational variables such as analysing arguments, reasoning, judging, evaluating and problem solving (Bailin, Case, Coombs & Daniels, 1999; Halonen, 1995; Paul, 1992).

Davydov et al. (2010) outlined factors which are related to resilience, some of which promote and protect mental health. Factors included cognitive flexibility, such as reappraisal; meaning, including religion and spirituality; and capacity to turn traumatic helplessness to learned helpfulness, which has also been defined as motivation (Charney, 2004). Reappraisal and meaning will be further explored in proceeding sections, following
a discussion of control. Specifically, it will be proposed that spirituality and reappraisal, or perceived stress contribute to resilience which, in turn, impacts motivation.

**Locus of control**

The way in which stressful situations are perceived influences the coping mechanisms used. If a situation is thought to be changeable, problem focused strategies tend to be employed, whereas situations which are perceived as determined and fixed, tend to evoke emotion focused behaviours (Folkman & Lazarus, 1980). This may be linked to an individual’s locus of control. Academic stressors have been rated as more controllable than stressors involving relationships with others (Hampel & Petermann, 2006), with problem focused strategies more likely to be used for academic stressors. Therefore, students may be utilising problem focused strategies for a situation they may perceive as changeable or within their control, and hence exercising an internal locus of control. This may be one explanation as to why students continue to succeed, despite adversity and challenges. Locus of control is thought to influence appraisal of stress; and has its roots in social learning theory (Rotter, 1966). It may be that locus of control is a precursor to psychological well-being and motivation, through cognitive appraisals and self-efficacy. Rotter proposed that when individuals believe outcomes achieved are a result of their own behaviour, those behaviours are reinforced. He asserted that “the individual who has a strong belief that he can control his own destiny is likely to a) be more alert to those aspects of the environment which provide useful information for his future behaviour, b) take steps to improve his environmental conditions, c) place greater value on skill or achievement reinforcements and
be generally more concerned with his ability, particularly his failures, and d) be resistive to subtle attempts to influence him” (Rotter, 1966, p. 25).

As they are the most influential instigators of events, individuals with an internal locus of control also believe that they can be active in the solution of their own problems and manage adversities. An internal locus of control enables an individual to feel a sense of being in control and able to choose from a selection of available options with outcomes being somewhat dependent on the choices they make. That is, locus of control may influence appraisal of stress in that higher internal locus of control is possibly related to an appraisal of situations as less stressful. Au (2015) found locus of control has been linked to stress, with an internal locus of control related to lower perceived stress in students. Therefore, individuals with a more prominent internal locus of control may be more resilient and report more positive aspects of psychological well-being. Reported benefits of an internal locus of control include lower levels of depression and anxiety, better physical health, increased initiative, better ability to deal with stress and lower levels of trauma by victimization (Thompson, 2002). An internal locus of control has also been linked to positive health habits, compliance and fewer illnesses (Wallerstein, 1992) and resilience (Werner & Smith, 1992). Bernardi (1997) also highlighted a meta-analysis in which locus of control was related to satisfaction, commitment, involvement, motivation, performance, less emotional distress, fewer psychical symptoms, less role stress and less withdrawal. It may be that perceived stress acts as a mediator between variables such as locus of control and motivation, or locus of control and psychological well-being. These mediated relationships will form part of the focus of the current study. It has been proposed that a
decreased sense of internal control, in contrast, might contribute to lower levels of motivation and an increase in depressed and anxious states (Peterson & Seligman, 1984).

Bernardi (1997) studied the links between locus of control, perceived stress and job performance of juniors at two accounting firms. Employees were asked to consider the stress they experienced in college and general life. He found that the higher the level of internal locus of control, the more likely an individual was to perceive stress as a precursor to higher achievements. Control orientation has also been shown to be a primary factor in predicting motivation and academic achievement (Gifford, Briceno-Perriott & Mianzo, 2006). Peng, Lee, Wang & Walberg (1992) examined 17,000 students from low income families, and found academic success was predicted by an internal locus of control. Johnson and Sarason (1978) also found college students with higher scores on an internal locus of control tended to experience fewer stressful events and report fewer illnesses, compared to students with a more prominent external locus of control. Adolescents with a higher sense of internal control have also been found to experience higher levels of motivation and effort in their academic studies (Luthar & Zigler, 1992).

Building on Rotter’s (1966) findings of locus of control, Krampen (1988) built control orientation into his model of personality, termed the action-theoretical model of personality. Krampen attempted to link personality variables to situational variables, by considering both stable personality variables that are carried through various situations as well as looking at contextual factors that may shape personality variables. With this model in mind, some have argued that locus of control and academic achievement are mediated by motivation (Finn & Rock, 1997). When an individual feels more in control of their own
behaviour, and in turn their successes and failures, they may exhibit higher levels of motivation (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002). Feeling in control of their own behaviours and outcomes of behaviours and actions, individuals may in turn have more confidence in their ability to perform a certain behaviour or task, that is, exhibit an increase in perceived self-efficacy.

The association between locus of control and self-efficacy is particularly prominent in the literature of healthy lifestyle behaviours (Acikgoz Cepni & Kitis, 2016; Marr & Wilcox, 2015; Richards & Nelson, 2012), in which an internal locus of control has shown to have a positive effect on behaviours through self-efficacy. The association between locus of control and self-efficacy in an academic setting shows a similar pattern. Tella (2011) reported a negative relationship between locus of control and self-efficacy in a sample of 500 Nigerian secondary school students, and that together, locus of control and self-efficacy predicted academic achievement. In Turkish university students, Yesilyurt (2014) also found locus of control to predict academic self-efficacy, while Sagone and Caroli (2014) also reported the same trend in a sample of 267 Italian university students, with an internal locus of control and self-efficacy being positively related. Arazzini Stewart and De George-Walker (2014) however found no association between locus of control and self-efficacy, although their sample size of 79 university students was much smaller.

Pintrich and De Groot (1990) also suggested that self-efficacy was related to motivation in that individuals with higher levels of self-efficacy possess higher levels of motivation and also tended to produce more favourable outcomes on chosen tasks. Pintrich and De Groot also point out that individual views of self-efficacy are a better predictor of
achievement than ability. If motivation is highly influenced by cognitions, as outlined in more recent literature, it may be that cognitive reappraisals and stress appraisal are important mediators between locus of control and motivation.

**Cognitive appraisal and reappraisal**

Finding a sense of meaning, purpose or connection, involves a challenge of underlying beliefs. Reivich and Schatte (2002) suggest cognitive techniques are utilised to create a sense of meaning and connection; particularly by challenging underlying beliefs. It is how we understand those beliefs that shape our feelings and behaviours in particular situations. This cognitive restructuring is, in essence, a form of reappraisal during particularly stressful events whereby the perception of threat is able to be challenged. This important function contributes to, and offers a way of understanding events affecting an individual’s life as well as their perception of control of events and situations. Positive cognitive reappraisals have been found to predict better academic performance on three examinations by female university students (Kuiper, Martin & Olinger, 1993). The present study suggests that relationship may mediated by academic motivation, psychological well-being and resilience.

The feeling of lost hope or hopelessness implies a negative outlook of future expectations. Many researchers, following on from Beck’s (1983) work on cognitions, have identified hopelessness as a cognitive schema which responds to environmental strain. While there is much work that has followed Beck’s cognitive theory to support the idea of hopelessness as a key determinant in mental illness, less work has focused on the precursor
to feelings of hopelessness, and individual factors that may contribute to hopelessness. The impact of stressful events is largely influenced by how stressful an individual perceives a situation to be, rather than the situation itself (Lazarus, 1966). Lazarus (1966) maintains that it is the emotional response mediated by the cognitive appraisal rather than the event itself that is the cause of the stress.

As in the resilience literature, stress has largely been studied in relation to major traumatic events (Bonanno, Galeo, Bucciarelli & Vlahov, 2007; Carek, Norman & Barton, 2010; Riolli, Savicki & Spain, 2010), and less so in relation to daily stresses and stressors. Some research, however, indicates that the cumulative effect of daily hassles can contribute more to depression than major traumatic events (Kanner, Coyne, Schaefer, & Lazarus, 1981). Dixon et al. (1992) argued that while major traumatic events can have a significant negative psychological impact on individuals, so too can daily disruptions and disappointments. They examined the role of different sources of stress as predictors of hopelessness and suicidal thoughts in college students and found that daily hassles, such as troublesome neighbours, too much noise and misplacing or losing things significantly contributed to feelings of hopelessness and suicidal ideation, beyond what negative life events accounted for. Their data also showed the greatest correlation between negative life events and daily hassles, indicating that there may be a relationship whereby one influences the other and vice versa.

The notion of daily hassles as prominent sources of stress as opposed to significant negative life events was the impetus for Cohen, Kamarck and Mermelstein’s (1983) development of the global measurement of perceived stress. Their measure of perceived
stress utilises an individual’s own perception of stress, as opposed to earlier research which utilised objective measures of stress, which Cohen et al. claim to downplay the interaction between the individual and their environment. Their global measure of perceived stress, emphasises the cognitive appraisal of situations deemed as threatening in addition to a belief of capacity or incapacity to handle the situation, compared to previous research which implied stress if participants were exposed to certain events predetermined by the researchers as stressful, such as unemployment, bereavement and high levels of population density. Cohen et al.’s scale instead measures the perception of an uncontrollable, unpredictable and overloading life, which serve as three central factors of stress. This supports the earlier work of Lazarus (1966) who suggested that stress occurs only if a particular situation is perceived as threatening and the individual believes that they will be unable to cope with the situation. This may have an effect on an individual’s level of motivation, as individuals may experience lower levels of motivation to initiate behaviours in situations that are perceived as stressful, in order to avoid that stress.

According to a transactional model of coping (Lazarus, 1966), problem solving strategies (emotion and problem focused) are enlisted in order to manage problems, thereby reducing stress. Frydenberg (2008) discussed three potential routes in stress management. Firstly, positive emotions give rise to a revision of goals and problem focused coping through finding meaning to a situation. Secondly, an individual may focus on the distress rather than the event at the centre of the distress with both positive and negative emotions evident, and an eventual search for meaning or a positive in the situation. The final route results in positive emotions due to coping processes leading to goal directed behaviour.
These non-specific and non-clarified coping processes which appear to be at least in part linked to looking for and finding meaning (in essence, reappraising a stressful situation once meaning has been attained or clarified), highlights the possibility of spirituality as a protective or predictive factor in the positive appraisal of stressful events, such that higher levels of spirituality may contribute to lower levels of perceived stress. This possibility is discussed in the following section.

**Spirituality**

While there appears to be consensus on the definition of religiosity, which involves an organised belief system (Muller & Dennis, 2007), feelings and practices which are shared by a group within a cultural context (Hay, Reich & Utsch, 2006) incorporating beliefs, rituals and practices of an institutional nature (Oman & Thoresen, 2002); the definition of spirituality has not been as consistently agreed upon (Zinnbauer, 1997). As far back as Jung (1933, cited in Hackney & Sanders, 2003) religion was viewed as a means through which meaning and stability was achieved, contributing to positive psychological well-being. Spirituality is not necessarily attached to any religion but is considered a belief system that influences daily behaviour (Underwood, 2006). Religion or religiosity is about the degree to which individuals accept and practice beliefs and rituals, whereas spirituality refers to a connection and relationship to divinity and is more intimate and private. Ellison and Fan (2008) studied daily spiritual experiences and psychological well-being in adults, finding a positive relationship between the two, above and beyond religious practices. Daily spiritual experiences refer to ordinary and routine thoughts and feelings unique to individuals and not connected to any organised religion. Daily spiritual experiences have
been associated with positive mental health outcomes (Ellison & Fan, 2008), including among college students (Ciarrocchi & Deneke, 2004).

Some studies use the terms religiosity and spirituality interchangeably (Underwood, 2006), while others view religiosity and spirituality as two distinct and separate concepts (Joshanloo, 2012; McIntosh, Poulin, Silver & Holman, 2011; Seeman, Dubin, & Seeman, 2003; Sessanna, Finnell, Underhill, Chang & Peng, 2011). Some authors have attempted to separate spirituality from religion (Miller & Thoresen, 2003) while increasingly others acknowledge an overlap between the two concepts (Thoresen & Harris, 2002). Walker and Dixon (2002) iterate the important caveat that individuals who align themselves with a religion may feel a sense of spirituality, and individuals who consider themselves to be spiritual may also express their spirituality through religion; with considerable overlap between the two concepts and experiences. Underwood (2006) encourages using the combined religiosity/spirituality term as it highlights the multidimensionality of a construct which is still in its formative stages in terms of instrument development as well as agreed upon terms and constructs. While the present study acknowledges religiosity and spirituality as two potentially distinct experiences, it cannot dismiss the overlapping of personal experiences. It recognises one can be religious without being spiritual, with the reverse also holding true, while also acknowledging the traverse nature of religiosity and spirituality in which spirituality can be grounded in an individual’s religiosity as can religiosity be grounded in an individual’s spirituality. The current study however, will use the term spirituality as it remains unattached to religion, rather focusing on a personal belief system, with individuals free to choose whether to attach it to religious beliefs or not. This
is in line with the broader hypothesised model of the current study which explores other factors at the individual level.

Numerous studies (McCullough, Hoyt, Larson, Koenig & Thoresen, 2000; Powell, Shahabi & Thoresen, 2003; Strawbridge, Cohen, Shema & Kaplan, 1997) highlight the significance in better understanding religiousness and spirituality, particularly in relation to physical and psychological health, as spirituality and religiousness have been associated with lower rates of mortality and morbidity, and higher positive functioning. Relationships have been established between religiosity and spirituality with psychological well-being (Mela et al., 2008; Yi et al., 2006), resilience (Peres, Moreira-Almeida, Nasello, & Koenig, 2007) adjustment to adversity (Greenway, Phelan, Turnbull, & Milne, 2007; Szaflarski et al., 2006), and academic achievement (Adams, n.d; Kang & Romo, 2011; Regnerus, 2003). Dailey and Stewart (2007) reported an increase in spirituality to be associated with lower levels of depression, stress and anxiety.

Hackney and Sanders (2003) reviewed 35 studies looking at the link between religiosity and mental health, as an attempt to understand and clarify the mixed findings in the association between religiosity and psychological well-being. In their meta-analysis, they excluded any studies which explored spirituality as they considered them to be different constructs, even if they are related. They found inconsistent reports of the association between religiosity and mental health, but on the whole, they found more literature to support a positive association between religiosity and mental health. They purported that some of the inconsistency may be due to the unclear and inconsistent operationalisation of both religiosity and mental health. Despite this, and when taking into
account all varying definitions and measures of mental health and religiosity, they found that a positive relationship between religiosity and mental health was present. They found that when studies measured religiosity through institutional affiliation or practice, that they consistently reported weakest relationships with mental health, including negative relationships. Institutional affiliation and practice were the only circumstances with which religiosity was negatively associated with mental health. The greatest association between religiosity and mental health was in studies of religiosity measured through personal devotion. This finding supports the stance by the present study to explore spirituality through individual meaning rather than religion. Hackney and Sanders suggested that self-determination theory was useful in explaining the link between spirituality and mental health, with personal devotion being the more internalised form of behaviour, likened to intrinsic motivation which is often associated with higher scores on measures of well-being. While Hackney and Sanders excluded any studies that explored spirituality, it seems as though their findings of religiosity in terms of personal devotion rather than institutional affiliation of practice, are in line with the elements of spirituality that overlap with religiosity.

Religiosity and spirituality have been examined in relation to coping, resilience, and psychological well-being (Newton & McIntosh, 2010; Pargament, Smith, Koenig & Perez, 1998; Walker, 2010), with studies reporting the high use of religious coping, ranging from 60-90% (Aldwin, 2007) in clinical and hospital settings (Cotton et al., 2006; Ironson, Stuetzie & Fletcher, 2006; Mela et al., 2008). Psychiatrist, Viktor Frankl, once an inmate in a concentration camp, recounts the importance of holding onto a sense of meaning and
purpose in life, as he recalls when other inmates no longer could hold onto that sense of meaning, they lost the will to live, and often died.

“In spite of all the enforced physical and mental primitiveness, of the life in a concentration camp, it was possible for spiritual life to deepen. Sensitive people who were used to a rich intellectual life may have suffered much pain (they were often of a delicate constitution), but the damage to their inner selves was less. They were able to retreat from their terrible surroundings to a life of inner riches and spiritual freedom” (Frankl, 1962, p. 35, cited in Aldwin, 2007, p. 226).

This sense of purpose and meaningful life has been linked to resilience (Feder, Nestler, Westphal & Charney, 2010). In light of all the research into spirituality and religion, spirituality has emerged as a source of resilience (Kim & Esquivel, 2011). Kim and Esquivel (2011) reported spirituality having a range of positive effects on adolescents, including healthy development, improved coping ability, mental health, psychological well-being and academic learning. It is important to note, however, that adverse effects of religiosity are also apparent in that the opposite effect has been documented such as feeling abandoned and punished by deity (Pargament, Koenig, Tarakeshwar & Hahn, 2001).

There are various avenues through which some psychologists believe that spirituality and religion may increase resilience: by assisting the development of positive and healthy relationships, by increasing the likelihood of social support, particularly through religious practices, by influencing behaviour and shaping personal values and through providing the chance for personal growth and development. This is not to say that these things are not possible through other means and channels, but it is suggested that
spirituality is one potential avenue through which resilience and psychological well-being may be fostered (Kim & Esquivel, 2011), by providing a positive outlook and facilitating resilience through discovering meaning in difficult and adverse experiences. Van Dyke and Elias (2007) concluded the possibility that the relationship between adolescent spirituality and positive outcomes was mediated by meaning and life purpose. This may be through a cognitive appraisal of stressful situations and also a sense of self-efficacy or confidence in one’s abilities to overcome adversities. Seybold and Hill (2001) suggested that among some of the mechanisms through which religiosity had a positive impact on psychological well-being was locus of control beliefs. In a review of spirituality related to various aspects of well-being, including psychological, Ellison and Smith (1991) discussed prior research which indicated that spirituality can mediate levels of depression in response to life events. The current study proposes an additional variable in this mix with spiritual well-being and depression being mediated by cognitive reappraisals of stress.

A study by Cotto, Larkin, Hoopes, Cromer & Rosenthal (2005) examined whether religion or spirituality were associated with depression among adolescents. They explored spiritual well-being, comprising religious well-being and existential well-being and concluded that higher depression scores were associated with lower levels of existential well-being and higher importance of religion. The connection between existential well-being and lower levels of depression suggest that the meaning making aspect of religion and spirituality is the key factor in reducing depression in adolescents. These findings have been replicated with adolescents experiencing anxiety, whereby greater spiritual and existential well-being were predictive of lower levels of anxiety, whereas
religious well-being was not (Davis, Kerr & Kurpius, 2003). Kim and Esquivel (2011) put forward that the association between higher importance of religion and higher levels of depression may be due to people experiencing depression turning to religion as a coping strategy. Other studies (Hill & Pargament, 2003; Pargament et al., 1998) have found that religion may actually increase negative consequences such as fear of God or isolation from cultural groups.

Spirituality has also been linked to positive experiences of physical health such as coping with pain and substance abuse (Piedmont, 2004). Walker (2010) supports these findings in which she studied African American college students to examine the relationship between spirituality, religiosity, subjective well-being and psychological well-being. Walker’s study conceptualized psychological well-being as comprising self-acceptance, environmental mastery, positive relations with others, personal growth, life purpose and autonomy. Happiness and life satisfaction, on the other hand, contributed to subjective well-being. She found spirituality, but not religiosity, to be a positive predictor of both subjective and psychological well-being, although spirituality and religiosity were determined to be significantly related. It is therefore important and worthwhile to examine why spirituality is linked with positive outcomes in students and how it may fit in with motivation.

Of the limited studies that have attempted to understand spirituality in students of higher education (Kuo, Arnold & Rodriguez-Rubio, 2014; Muller & Dennis, 2007; Walker, 2010; Walker & Dixon, 2002), many have focused on religion specifically or implied spirituality through religious involvement (Ahrold & Meston, 2010; Joshanloo, 2012; Kang
& Romo, 2011; Walker & Dixon, 2002). While Kang and Romo (2011) explored the role of religious involvement on depression, risky behaviour and academic performance, they acknowledged that not exploring spirituality, or what they termed personal spirituality, as a separate entity to religion is limiting. Recent research has pulled apart spirituality from religiosity (Hill & Pargament, 2003; Miller & Thoresen, 2003), however, research in the area of spirituality in university students remains scarce. While interest in the well-being of students is increasing, few studies have evaluated interventions in reducing psychological distress or increasing academic performance.

Religiosity and spirituality provide five major functions through which they can act as coping mechanisms, including comfort in fears and anxieties of potential adversities being allayed; intimacy as a means of fostering social connectedness; search for meaning which is said to offer a foundation in understanding and interpretation; providing a sense of control when adversities push individuals beyond their comfort; and, finally, in helping individuals make life transformations through experiencing new sources of significance (Pargament, Koenig & Perez, 2000). These may all contribute significantly towards academic motivation and achievement. How these factors may contribute to well-being of higher education students, and hence motivation have not been examined in any detail to date. Johnson (2008) reviewed academic performance and found that 16 of 19 studies supported the notion of religiosity having a beneficial impact on academic results. This finding is supported by Park (2001) who also found religion to be associated with better academic performance.
Kuo, Arnold and Rodriguez-Rubio (2014) surveyed 301 Canadian undergraduate students to determine any links between coping, spirituality and psychological distress in a culturally diverse sample. They reported a negative correlation between intrinsic spirituality and psychological distress. Intrinsic spirituality tends to be differentiated from extrinsic spirituality and conceptualised as beliefs and values which are not guided by instruments and social expectations related to religion, compared to the instrumental, ritualistic and indoctrinated motivations of religion and extrinsic spirituality. Intrinsic spirituality also increased the use of collective coping and reduced avoidance coping strategies. They also found different coping styles to interact with psychological distress, in that engagement coping reduced psychological distress while avoidance coping increased levels of psychological distress.

Abdel-Khalek and Lester (2010) explored religiosity, subjective well-being which incorporates happiness, life satisfaction, love of life, physical and mental health; and psychopathology in terms of anxiety and depression among college students in Kuwait and the United States of America. They found that students who reported higher levels of religiosity also reported higher levels of well-being. Abdel-Khalek and Lester also reported on various prior studies which indicate a positive correlation between religiosity and subjective well-being, physical and emotional health with a negative correlation between psychopathology and religiosity in subjects in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Algeria. This highlights the cross cultural relevance and applicability of religiosity as a potential buffer for psychopathology in students.
Genia (2001) tested the Spiritual Well Being Scale in a sample of United States college students. She found that the scale was significantly related to depression, however, when the two constructs of religious well-being and existential well-being were considered separately, only existential well-being was related to lower levels of depression, and also higher levels of self-esteem. This may be due to the fact that spirituality may be more internalised and in line with personal beliefs, whereas while the same may be true for religiosity, it has also been shown to be linked to feelings of punishment by God, or may be used as a means to exclude people socially as religion is also often tied to a sense of belonging to a group. Religious well-being was only significantly related to intrinsic faith, fundamentalism and worship attendance. The scale was not found to be related to social desirability.

The current thesis posits that in order for meaning to be discovered following adversity and life purpose to be illuminated and refined, a cognitive process may be underlying. Whether spirituality is a choice or an innate and biological process is unclear; however, the meanings attached and discoveries made are potentially through a cognitive process. Therefore in order to turn an adverse situation into a positive outlook or life learning, or a chance for personal growth and development, the adverse or difficult experience must be appraised as positive in some shape or form. Therefore, it is suggested that the cognitive appraisal of stress mediates the relationship between spirituality and resilience and psychological well-being, respectively.
**The present study**

University students report higher rates of psychological distress than their age matched non-student peers. It is therefore important to explore further the factors which promote resilience, psychological well-being and motivation in students; in an attempt to understand and enhance protective factors of students in general. While other studies have investigated Australian university students, they have largely focused on students who have presented to counselling and health services at their institution (Rosenthal, Russell & Thomson, 2006; Stallman & Shochet, 2009; Vivekananda, Telley & Trethowan, 2011). If most people with mental illness (62%) do not present for assistance (Andrews, Hall, Teesson & Henderson, 1999), a representative sample of whole university populations is needed, particularly those not presenting to university support services for assistance. Other studies have attempted to identify at risk student cohorts (Pearson & Naug, 2013; Scalise, Besterfield-Sacre, Shuman & Wolfe, 2000), whereas this study will aim to explore the precursors to protective factors of students’ resilience and psychological well-being and how they in turn determine academic motivation. This may better inform interventions and prevention strategies.

Goodwin (2007) suggests that mediating and moderating relationships of coping and resilience are insufficiently examined. While it is beyond the scope of the present study, Goodwin urges the importance of developing and testing explanatory models that are sensitive to culture. Furthermore, research focusing on personality traits gives little attention to social and environmental impacts on coping and resilience. A transactionist model links sociocultural and psychological processes to stress and coping, recognising that
variables can influence each other bidirectionally, operating as transactions, able to mutually change and influence each other (Lazarus, 1966; Lazarus & Cohen, 1977). This implies that individuals are able to influence their success and well-being using internal and external protective factors and qualities to promote positive outcomes. Cultural demands such as poverty, racism and fewer economic opportunities can impact on situational demands of individuals. Cultural and situational demands can in turn influence the way in which individuals perceive stressful situations. This study assumes situational demands as the demands of studying at a tertiary level. Aldwin (2007) suggests studying individuals who are experiencing a similar stressor. University students are an example of such a group, ensuring consistency across respondents in terms of stressors, such as the pressure to complete assessments.

This study aims to extend the understanding of resilience and psychological well-being, and their relationship to academic motivation, among Victoria University students. The predictors of academic motivation in Victoria University students will be examined. The relationships among spirituality, perceived stress, locus of control and academic self-efficacy will also be explored, and how they relate to academic motivation, resilience and psychological well-being. This study aims to bring together constructs which have previously been studied in isolation, in order to provide an integrated picture of how these variables may interact with each other and influence academic motivation (see Figure 1).

Specifically, it is predicted that higher levels of spirituality will result in lower levels of perceived stress. Perceived stress is expected to be inversely related to
psychological well-being; with higher levels of perceived stress predicting poorer psychological well-being (as indicated by heightened scores on measures of depression, anxiety and stress), while lower levels of perceived stress will predict positive psychological well-being. It is also expected that locus of control will impact on perceived stress as a global measure. Students with an internal locus of control will perceive their environments to be less stressful, while students with an external locus of control will appraise their environments as more stressful. Bridging spirituality and locus of control with psychological well-being and resilience, perceived stress is expected to act as a mediator between locus of control and psychological well-being and resilience; and between spirituality and psychological well-being and resilience, respectively.

An internal locus of control is anticipated to predict higher levels of academic self-efficacy, while academic self-efficacy mediates the relationship between locus of control and motivation. Academic self-efficacy, resilience and psychological well-being are also expected to predict motivation (higher intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, and lower amotivation). Connecting perceived stress and motivation, psychological well-being and resilience are expected to mediate the relationship between the two.
Figure 1. Proposed model and relationships of variables. Psychological well-being is a multiple construct comprised of depression, anxiety and stress. Academic motivation is a multiple construct comprised of intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation.

Method

Participants

Three hundred and twenty one Victoria University students responded to advertisements requesting participants for the current study, which took the form of an online survey. Of the 321 respondents, 31 (9.7%) accessed the survey link and agreed to participate in the study, however did not answer any questions; 120 (37.4%) started the survey, yet did not complete the entire survey; 7 (2.2%) completed the survey, however with some missing data. One hundred and sixty three students (50.8%) completed the
survey without any missing data, which comprised the final number of participants used for analysis. Participants consisted of 43 (26.4%) males and 120 (73.6%) females with a mean age of 27.2 years ($SD = 9.1$). Further participant descriptive data will be discussed in the proceeding results section. Although it is standard practice to use all data and not just complete cases, in this instance it was decided to utilise only complete cases as out of the 120 survey respondents who started but did not complete the survey, 67 respondents completed only the demographic questions section, while the other 53 did not complete the first scale, and therefore only had data for half of one scale. It was thus decided to only analyse the complete cases, as seven completed cases with missing data was deemed a small number and therefore excluded.

**Brief History of Victoria University Population**

Victoria University was established in 1915 when it was set up as a technical school to primarily service western Melbourne. Since then it has undergone some transformations, including name changes and a shift in education delivery to include higher education as well as trades education. Victoria University remains one of only five education providers in Australia offering both TAFE and higher education courses (Victoria University, 2016a). Victoria University prides itself on providing access to tertiary education to students of a low socioeconomic background (Victoria University, 2014). Melbourne’s western suburbs have been identified as areas of disadvantage (DCPD Spatial Analysis and Research Branch, 2009). The Australian Bureau of Statistics developed a measure of advantage and disadvantage termed the Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas (SEIFA), which considers factors such as employment, income, housing costs, education and skills, health and
geographic isolation. Based on these factors, the greatest disadvantage by area have been identified to be in the western Melbourne areas of Hobsons Bay, Brimbank and Maribyrnong; the north around Broadmeadows and in Dandenong of the south east (DCPD Spatial Analysis and Research Branch, 2009). As evidenced in the most recent available national census data, compared to Australia and Victoria, more residents of western Melbourne are born overseas and speak a language other than English at home. They also tend to have lower levels of education and income, while having higher levels of unemployment (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011). Table 1 shows further differences between the western region of Melbourne compared to Victoria and Australia. According to the most recent Victoria University Annual Report for the study year of 2015 (Victoria University, 2016b), 17160 (40%) of all enrolled students listed the western region of Melbourne as their place of residence, with more than half (52.1%) of enrolled students reporting to speaking a language other than English at home. Victoria University identifies this as an additional barrier to access to educational opportunities (Victoria University, 2014). Students of Victoria University are assumed to have additional barriers to education due to their socio-demographic characteristics, however continue to achieve academically. Due to this disadvantage of the Victoria University student population, it was deemed a suitable cohort to study in terms of resilience, psychological well-being and academic motivation.
Table 1
Comparisons of Melbourne’s western region to Victoria and Australia in 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Australia (%)</th>
<th>Victoria (%)</th>
<th>Western Melbourne (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Born overseas</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak language other than English at home</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labourer</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trades and technicians</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average salary ($)</td>
<td>51923.0</td>
<td>50276.0</td>
<td>48877.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rates</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to internet at home</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Materials

Participants were asked to complete seven self-report measures in addition to a demographic questionnaire in an online survey. The full versions of all scales and demographic questionnaire can be found in the Appendices.

**Demographic questionnaire.** The demographic questionnaire consisted of 26 items measuring individual characteristics such as age, gender, religious orientation, level of study, area of study, academic college participants belong to, employment status, financial security and current stressors. Financial security was broken down into three categories: secure (able to pay for what I want), adequate (able to pay for what I need but not much else) and insecure (struggling to pay for necessities). The list of current stressors able to be selected were whether they were currently studying for exams, had current assessments or
were experiencing any other stressors. If participants identified as having other stressors, they were asked to state which other stressors they experienced. No identifying information was requested or recorded. With the exception of age, where participants were asked to numerically enter how old they were, all questions provided a drop down menu from which pre-determined response options could be chosen. For example, in asking which academic college they belonged to, all the academic colleges were listed, and participants were able to select the appropriate response. Where an option of *other* was possible, participants were provided with a text box and given the option to provide any further information related to that question. If a participant missed a question on any given page, they were prompted to return and answer it before continuing on with the survey; however, they were also able to continue without answering that question if they wished. A copy of the demographic questionnaire can be found in Appendix A.

**Psychological well-being.** The Depression, Anxiety, Stress Scale- 21 (DASS-21) was administered as a measure of psychological well-being on the dimensions of depression, anxiety and stress. The DASS-21 is a short form of the original 42 item Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995). The DASS-21 measures self-reported levels of depression, anxiety and stress in the normal, mild, moderate, severe and extremely severe ranges. The depression subscale measures elements including, but not limited to, hopelessness, anhedonia, and low positive affect, and corresponds to diagnosable mood disorders. The anxiety subscale measures features such as autonomic arousal and situational anxiety, and corresponds to diagnosable panic disorder. Finally, the stress subscale measures indicators such as irritability, agitation, tension, impatience and
negative affect, corresponding to diagnosable generalised anxiety disorder (Gloster et al., 2008). The DASS-21 was chosen for this study as the items and dimensions correspond to the highest prevalence mental health disorders, of which the study sample was generally more likely to experience. The ability to obtain scores for each subscale and isolate depression, anxiety and stress scores was another reason for the use of the DASS-21 as the measure of psychological well-being over other measures.

Respondents were required to rate 21 statements on a 4-point Likert type scale corresponding to the degree to which each statement applied to them over the past week. Response options were 0 = *Did not apply to me at all*, 1 = *Applied to me to some degree, or some of the time*, 2 = *Applied to me to a considerable degree, or a good part of time*, and 3 = *Applied to me very much, or most of the time*. Example items of the DASS-21 include: “I found it difficult to work up the initiative to do things”, “I felt scared without any good reason”, and “I found it hard to wind down”, representing examples of the depression, anxiety and stress subscales, respectively.

All subscales comprise seven items each. Items in each subscale are summed to derive a total score for that subscale, with higher scores reflecting higher levels of each of the constructs. There are no reverse-scored items. The range of scores for the depression subscale are as follows: normal (0-4); mild (5-6); moderate (7-10); severe (11-13); and extremely severe (14+). The range of scores for the anxiety subscale are as follows: normal (0-3); mild (4-5); moderate (6-7); severe (8-9); and extremely severe (10+). Finally, the range of scores for the stress subscale are as follows: normal (0-7); mild (8-9); moderate (10-12); severe (13-16); and extremely severe (17+).
The internal consistencies reported in previous literature for the DASS-21 scales with Cronbach’s alpha are .88 for depression, .82 for anxiety and .90 for stress (Henry & Crawford, 2005). In the current study, the Cronbach alpha coefficient was .90 for depression, .82 for anxiety and .84 for stress, suggesting very good internal consistency reliability for each subscale. The mean inter-item correlation in the current study for the DASS-21 was .58 for the items measuring depression, .40 for the items measuring anxiety and .42 for the items measuring stress, suggesting a moderate relationship between items. Henry and Crawford (2005) also reported good convergent and discriminant validity for the DASS-21, just as with the full version of the DASS. They tested the validity of the DASS-21 in a non-clinical sample of adults in the UK, finding it adequately measured all three constructs of depression, anxiety and stress, by comparing it to two other validated measures of depression and anxiety- the Hospital, Anxiety and Depression Scale (Zigmond & Snaith, 1983), and the Personal Disturbance Scale (Bedford & Foulds, 1978). Although previous research has established reliability and validity of the full length DASS, the DASS-21 was chosen for time efficiency. Lovibond and Lovibond (1995) suggest that doubling the DASS-21 scores is equivalent to the full DASS scores. A copy of the DASS-21 can be found in Appendix B.

**Resilience.** The Brief Resilience Scale (BRS) (Smith et al., 2008) is a 6-item self-report measure designed to assess an individual’s ability to recover from stress. Respondents were asked to provide responses to questions such as: “I tend to bounce back quickly after hard times” and “I tend to take a long time to get over set-backs in my life”. Respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with each of the
statements using a 5-point Likert type scale with anchors of 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, and 5 = strongly agree. Three items are positively worded (1, 3, 5), while the other half (2, 4, 6) are negatively worded. The mean of all six items is derived for one total score of resilience, although items two, four and six are reverse scored. Higher scores indicate higher levels of resilience. The BRS has been reported to have good internal consistency with Cronbach’s alpha ranging from .80 to .91 in four samples, two of which included undergraduate students. Test-retest reliability also showed high correlations with .69 at one month and .62 at three month follow up. It has also shown good convergent and predictive validity in that it has been significantly positively correlated with optimism, purpose in life, coping, positive reframing, social support, positive affect and other resilience scales. It has also been significantly negatively correlated with anxiety, depression, behavioural disengagement and negative affect (Smith et al., 2008), perceived stress, self-efficacy and self-regulation (Macovei, 2015). Using principal components analysis, Amat, Subhan, Jaafar, Mahmud, and Johari (2014), also found the BRS to be a valid measure of resilience in Malaysian college students. In the current study, the Cronbach alpha coefficient was .88, suggesting very good internal consistency reliability for this scale. The mean inter-item correlation in the current study for the BRS was .54, suggesting a strong relationship between items.

As outlined in the introduction, the construct of resilience has had many definitional and measurement issues. The BRS was chosen over other resilience scales for a variety of reasons. Firstly, Smith et al., (2008) used two samples of undergraduate students, when testing their scale, which is directly comparable to the sample of the current study. Smith et
al. argue that the BRS is the only resilience scale to measure the concept of resilience as it relates to the true sense of the definition, that is, the ability to *bounce back and recover from stress*. Other scales measuring resilience explore personality characteristics related to resilience such as optimism, adaptability, and coping ability or style. Ahern, Kiehl, Sole and Byers (2006) reviewed six resilience scales, and found the Resilience Scale (Wagnild & Young, 1993) to be the ideal measure of resilience in a range of age groups, including adolescents; however it did not include university students. Ahern et al. (2006) also noted disadvantages to this scale such as issues around wording of items and no reverse scored items. The other five scales reviewed, two of which were tested with samples of undergraduate students, lacked reliability. Only one of the six scales was a single factor one-dimensional scale, which the BRS is also. Compared to the Resilience Scale, the BRS offers additional advantages, such as fewer items for quicker administration, which was an important consideration of this study due to the inclusion of several other measures; utilising negatively worded and reverse scored items, as well as being a single dimension to reflect the definition of resilience, rather than measure traits of resilience. A copy of the BRS can be found in Appendix C.

**Spirituality.** The Spiritual Well Being Scale (SWBS) by Paloutzian and Ellison (1982) is a 20-item self-report scale designed to measure subjective well-being in terms of a combination of religiosity and existentialism as an overall spiritual quality of life. It is composed of two subscales- Religious Well Being and Existential Well Being, containing 10 items each, which have been shown to be separate constructs through differential patterns of correlations. Factor analyses also support the SWBS as a two dimensional structure (Genia, 2001).
Respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with the 20 statements describing their personal experiences. Answers were recorded on a 6-point Likert type scale ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 6 (strongly disagree), with higher scores representing higher levels of spiritual well-being. Half of the items assessed religious well-being and contained the word God while the other 10 statements held no religious connotations and assessed life satisfaction and direction as components of existential well-being. Three separate scores were able to be obtained from the scale: religious well-being, existential well-being and an overall spiritual well-being. The SWBS is not based on any specific religious or ideological orientation.

Religious well-being, operationalised as a satisfying relationship to God, was measured from the sum of all odd numbered items. Scores for each item were calculated based on their level of agreement with each statement. The positively worded items (3, 7, 11, 15, 17, 19) were reverse scored. Examples of items measuring religious well-being include: “My relation with God contributes to my sense of well-being” and “I don't find much satisfaction in private prayer with God”. Scores ranging from 10 to 20 indicated a subjectively unsatisfactory relationship with God. A moderate sense of personal relationship with God was reflected by scores between 21 and 49. Scoring between 50 and 60 indicated a positive view of one’s relationship with God.

Existential well-being, operationalised as a sense of life satisfaction and purpose was tallied from scores on all even numbered items using the values of level of agreement with each item. The positively worded items (4, 8, 10, 14, 20) were reverse scored. Examples of items measuring existential well-being are: “I don't know who I am, where I
came from, or where I'm going”, as a negatively worded item and “I believe there is some real purpose for my life”, as a positively worded item. Scoring between 10 and 20 indicated a subjective lack of clarity about individual life purpose and a low satisfaction with life. A moderate sense of purpose and life satisfaction was reflected by scores between 21 and 49. A clear sense of purpose and high life satisfaction scored in the range of 50 and 60.

To obtain an overall spiritual well-being score, all items needed to be summed. The positively worded items (3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20) were reverse scored and received a score of 6 for strongly agree, 5 for moderately agree, 4 for agree, 3 for disagree, 2 for moderately disagree and 1 for strongly disagree. The negatively worded items (1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 16, 18) received 1 for strongly agree, 2 for moderately agree, 3 for agree, 4 for disagree, 5 for moderately disagree and 6 for strongly disagree. Low spiritual well-being was reflected by scores ranging from 20 to 40. Moderate spiritual well-being was determined by scores between 41 and 99 and scores between 100 and 120 indicated high spiritual well-being.

The SWBS has shown good test-retest reliability with reliability coefficients ranging from .73 to .99 for the two subscales and overall scale. Good internal consistency was also reported with high alpha coefficients from .78 to .86 for existential well-being, .82 to .94 for religious well-being and .89 to .94 for spiritual well-being (Bufford, Paloutzian, & Ellison, 1991). In the current study, the Cronbach alpha coefficient was .91 for existential well-being, .93 for religious well-being and .87 for spiritual well-being, suggesting very good internal consistency reliability for this scale. The mean inter-item
correlation in the current study for items measuring existential well-being was .50, and .57 for items measuring religious well-being, suggesting a strong relationship between items.

Good validity was also evident through the high SWBS scores being a good indicator of well-being and also low scores being related to lower levels of well-being (Paloutzian & Ellison, 1982). The two subscales and overall score are also positively correlated with physical health, emotional adjustment, positive self-concept and sense of life purpose while being negatively correlated to ill health, emotion maladjustment and lack of purpose in life (Bufford et al., 1991). The SWBS has also been documented to be unrelated to social desirability across various faiths (Genia, 2001).

Despite increasing attention, there are still many inconsistencies in how spirituality is conceptualised and measured. The SWBS is the most widely used measure of general spirituality (Moberg, 2010). This scale also allows for researchers to examine religious well-being and existential well-being separately. Spirituality may or may not be embedded in religion, hence the SWBS takes into account both spiritual connections to a God (religious well-being) and spiritual connections to a higher power and life purpose (existential well-being), which was a reason the scales was selected for the current study. Various reviews on scales and measurements of spirituality have delineated a difference between measures of spirituality versus measures of spiritual well-being. However, when considering those reviews more closely, it appears that the domains measured by the scales measuring spirituality versus spiritual well-being are similar, and the same in some instances. For example, Monod et al. (2011) distinguished between spirituality and spiritual well-being in a review of 35 different measures pertaining to spirituality. Only 16 scales
had items measuring a current spiritual state, including the SWBS with 8 of the 20 items measuring a current spiritual state. The domains measured by the SWBS include identity, purpose/meaning, life satisfaction and well-being. All of those domains were also listed amongst various scales measuring spirituality (Monod et al., 2011). Of the 35 scales reviewed by Monod et al., only eight used university student samples, and of those, the SWBS was amongst those with fewer items which was an important consideration for the current study.

Permission to use the SWBS was granted by the developers with the stipulation that the current research findings be reported back to the scale authors. A copy of the SWBS can be found in Appendix D.

**Cognitive appraisal of stress.** The Perceived Stress Scale, 10 item version, was used to measure the cognitive appraisal of stress, or perceived stress. Developed by Cohen, et al. (1983), the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) is a global measure of perceived stress. It measures the degree to which an individual perceives events in their life as uncontrollable, unpredictable and overloading. The PSS was shortened to 10 items from the initial 14 to create the PSS 10 item version (PSS-10) (Cohen and Williamson, 1988). In the present study, the PSS-10 was used to measure the cognitive appraisal of stress in general as opposed to measuring perceptions of stress in relation to specified events. As the current study was not limited by exploring a particular stressful situation, but rather studying a general university population, the non-specific nature of the PSS-10 was the choice for measuring the cognitive appraisal of stress. The PSS-10 is a short self-report measure comprised of 10 items measured on a 5-point Likert type scale with anchors of 0=Never,
1=Almost Never, 2=Sometimes, 3=Fairly Often, and 4=Very Often. Six of the items are positively worded. Respondents were asked to comment on the frequency of particular thoughts and feelings during the last month. The positive items (4, 5, 7, 8) were reverse scored after which all items were summed to receive an overall score of perceived stress. Possible scores range from 0 - 40 with higher scores indicating higher levels of perceived stress. Examples of items include: “In the last month, how often have you felt confident about your ability to handle your personal problems?” and “In the last month, how often have you been upset because of something that happened unexpectedly?”

Cohen et al. (1983) tested the PSS on two college student samples and a smoking cessation sample in order to determine the reliability and validity of the scale. They determined the coefficient alpha reliability for the PSS to be .84, .85 and .86, respectively for each of the three samples, indicating high reliability with a test-retest reliability correlation of .85 in the college student samples. Evidence of concurrent and predictive validity was also demonstrated with PSS scores being related to and predictive of life event stressors, depressive, physical and social anxiety symptomatology.

A meta-analysis of the PSS, including the 10 item version and a four item version, showed that the psychometric properties of the 10 item version to be superior to that of the original PSS (Lee, 2012). Roberti, Harrington and Storch (2006) also concluded that the PSS-10 was a valid and reliable instrument for measuring stress in college students, with a Cronbach’s alpha reliability of .89. In the current study, the Cronbach alpha coefficient was .90, suggesting very good internal consistency for this scale. Pallant (2013) recommends that for scales with few items (less than 10), that mean inter-item correlations are also
reported. The mean inter-item correlation in the current study for the PSS-10 was .46, suggesting a moderate relationship between items. A copy of the PSS-10 can be found in Appendix E.

**Academic self-efficacy.** Developed by Owen and Froman (1988), the College Academic Self Efficacy Scale (CASES) is a 33 item self-report measure designed to determine the level of confidence students feel they have in their ability to perform certain academic behaviours such as participating in classroom discussions and achieving good grades. The CASES was selected for this study as it explores feelings of academic self-efficacy as a whole, rather than identifying specific areas of academic self-efficacy such as confidence in specific subjects or areas of study. Example items from the CASES include: “Understanding most ideas presented in class” and “Attending class regularly”. Respondents were required to assess their confidence on a 5-point Likert type scale from A (very little confidence) to E (quite a lot of confidence). Points two through to four were not labeled. Responses were converted to numerical values for analysis ranging from A=5 to E=1. An academic self-efficacy score is determined by calculating the mean of all items. Participants scoring above the mean were deemed as having high academic self-efficacy, and those scoring below the mean were regarded as having low academic self-efficacy. The CASES has been reported to demonstrate good test-retest reliability over an eight week period with an alpha coefficient of .85. Internal consistency was high on both occasions with alpha coefficients at .90 and .92 at weeks one and eight, respectively (Owen & Froman, 1988). In the current study, the Cronbach alpha coefficient was .93, suggesting very good internal consistency for this scale. Owen and Froman also reported the CASES
to be a good predictor of frequency and enjoyment of each of the 33 items, which is in line with self-efficacy theory, implying a valid measure of academic self-efficacy. They asked one sample of students to rate the enjoyment and frequency of each item, followed by a second sample of 122 students who were asked to rate the level of difficulty in performing each of the tasks as listed in the 33 items. Results showed that the tasks that were rated as more enjoyable were also rated as less difficult than the less enjoyable tasks, which researchers concluded is in line with Bandura’s (1982) work on self-efficacy (Owen & Froman, 1988). A copy of the CASES can be found in Appendix F.

**Academic motivation.** The Academic Motivation Scale (AMS) by Vallerand, et al. (1992) is a 28-item self-report measure designed to assess intrinsic and extrinsic motivation for participating in an individual’s studies, as well as academic amotivation. The 28 items create three factors of motivation (intrinsic, extrinsic and amotivation), comprising several subscales each. Respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with each statement about why they attended university. Responses on the 7-point scale ranged from 1 (*does not correspond at all*), to 7 (*corresponds exactly*). Example items include: “Because I experience pleasure and satisfaction while learning new things”, “For the pleasure I experience while surpassing myself in my studies”, “Because with only a high-school qualification I would not find a high-paying job later on” and “Honestly, I don't know; I really feel that I am wasting my time in school”, representing intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation respectively.

The primary reason for choosing the AMS over other academic motivation scales, was that it considers the underlying basis of motivation, that is, is the reason *why*
individuals engage in any behaviour or activity, rather than asking about behaviours performed, which is the basis of other academic motivation scales such as the Academic Intrinsic Motivation measure (Shia, 1998), or the Motivation and Engagement Scale – University/College (Martin, 2007) which measures motivation and engagement, based on 11 factors grouped into four categories of positive and negative thoughts and behaviours measuring self-belief, valuing and learning focus (positive motivation); persistence, task management and planning (positive engagement); anxiety, failure avoidance and uncertain control (negative motivation); and self-sabotage and disengagement (negative engagement).

The AMS was translated into the English language from the original French version (Echelle de Motivation en Education; Vallerand et al, 1989), and was specifically designed for college and university student populations. In the current study, an adjustment of wording was made, replacing college for university, to better relate to an Australian university sample.

The internal consistency, measured by alpha coefficients, was similarly high to the original French scale, ranging from .83 to .86 for all factors, with the exception of the identification factor at .62. Test-retest reliability over one month was also high with correlations ranging from .70 to .83. In the current study, the Cronbach alpha coefficient was .91, suggesting very good internal consistency reliability for this scale. Discriminant validity was also established for this scale. The original French scale confirmed via confirmatory factor analysis, the structure of the scale to match the seven subscales. Correlations among the seven subscales and other psychological constructs related to study such as academic satisfaction and being distracted in class also yielded positive results and
significant relationships. Vallerand et al. (1992) were able to replicate these findings in the translated English scale. It was also reported that the original scale was able to predict drop out behaviour in high school students (Vallerand et al., 1992). Stover, de la Iglesia, Boubeta and Liporace (2012) also reported a seven factor model in an Argentinian Spanish translation of the scale. A copy of the AMS can be found in Appendix G.

**Locus of control.** The Rotter Internal-External Locus of Control Scale, developed by Rotter (1966) measured internal versus external control of reinforcement. The scale consisted of 29 items in a forced choice format. Each item comprised two alternative statements which participants were asked to choose between based on which they most strongly believed to be true. Example items of the scale include: “a. Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are partly due to bad luck” (external locus of control) or “b. People's misfortunes result from the mistakes they make” (internal locus of control); and “a. I have often found that what is going to happen will happen” (external locus of control) or “b. Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as making a decision to take a definite course of action” (internal locus of control). It was indicated to participants that the scale was a measure of personal belief with no correct or incorrect answers. Of the 29 items, six were filler items (1, 8, 14, 19, 24, 27) with the intention of providing ambiguity regarding the purpose of the measure and were not included in the final scoring. The final score was derived from the number of external responses chosen by participants. Lower scores indicated an internal locus of control, while a higher score indicated an external locus of control. Scores range from zero (internal) to 23 (external), with a theoretical median of 11.5. Internal consistency estimates for the scale were reported to range between .65 and
.79, with test-retest reliability estimates ranging between .49 and .83. Low correlations were also observed between the scale and the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (-.41 and -.12), indicating a measure that is not sensitive to social desirability (Rotter, 1966). The highest correlation with the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (-.41) was measured in a sample of federal prisoners early on in their admission completed with a battery of other tests related to their sentence, and therefore the high correlation was explained by Rotter (1966) as an indication of the prisoner’s attempt to answer in a socially desirable way. A copy of the Rotter Internal-External Locus of Control Scale can be found in Appendix H.

**Procedure**

The present research was approved by the Victoria University Human Research Ethics Committee. No elements of the procedure were carried out until approval was granted by the ethics committee.

Participants were invited to participate in the study through various means. Advertisements for the study seeking student participation were initially sent via the university’s internal email system whereby all Victoria University students are sent weekly emails with an electronic newsletter containing university wide information and events. The invitation was also posted on the university’s official Facebook page, a university affiliated Facebook page, which is a social platform used by students to share information and communicate, with only students posting to the page; and Twitter. The advertisements were brief including the title of the project: “The predictors of psychological well-being and resilience in Victoria University students, and their impact on academic motivation”, and
explicitly stated that it was anonymous, with participation (or non-participation) having no bearing on academic standing. Participants were informed that participation was not expected to take more than 20 minutes to complete the survey, and that they could discontinue at any point. The advertisements had a web-link to the online survey, which students were able to directly access. Participants were directed to an Information to Participants page which clearly outlined the nature of the research, the aims and any potential risks to participants. Participants were required to agree to check a box indicating their consent before proceeding to the survey. The electronic surveys were completed on the Qualtrics website after which all information was downloaded into the software package Statistical Packages for the Social Sciences, version 23 for statistical analysis.

Data Analysis

While it was initially proposed that data would be analysed using the preferred method of structural equation modeling, the relatively small sample did not allow for this. Data collection was active for 18 months from March 2014, to September 2015, and time constraints did not allow for continued data collection to increase the sample size to the general consensus of a minimum of 200 participants for structural equation modeling (Boomsma & Hoogland, 2001; Hoogland & Boomsma 1998; Weston & Gore, 2006). It was decided to instead conduct regression analyses, acknowledging that while several separate regression analyses may increase the Type I error rate, conducting a structural equation model with the limited sample size may lead to lower power.
Data analysis was conducted in three phases in order to investigate the relationships of the proposed model as presented in Figure 1. Firstly, exploratory analyses were conducted through a series of t-tests and analyses of variance to explore any group differences on outcome variables. The outcome variables considered were academic motivation, academic self-efficacy, psychological well-being, resilience and perceived stress. Following on from this, a series of regression analyses were conducted in order to test all directional hypotheses of the variables as indicated in Figure 1. Finally, multiple regression analyses using the bootstrapping method were conducted in order to ascertain whether predicted mediation relationships were evident.

As recommended for small samples, nonparametric bootstrapping analyses tested the meditational models (Preacher & Hayes, 2004; Preacher, Rucker, & Hayes, 2007), using the bootstrapping macro- SPSS Process Plug In (Hayes, 2016). All bootstrapped analyses were conducted with 5000 bootstrap re-samples (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). In these analyses, mediation is significant if the 95% Bias Corrected and accelerated confidence intervals for the indirect effect do not include zero (Preacher & Hayes, 2004; Preacher et al., 2007). Using the bootstrapped method for mediation analyses, several conditions need to be satisfied in order to mediation to be concluded. Figure 2 shows an example of a mediation model. Firstly, a simple regression is conducted in order to test the relationship between the independent variable and dependent variable which needs to be statistically significant (path c). Second, the independent variable is required to significantly predict the mediating variable (path a). The mediating variable is also required to significantly predict the dependent variable (path b). If these conditions are met,
mediation can then be tested in which the independent variable is expected to predict the dependent variable through the mediator and therefore the direct relationship between the independent and dependent variable is lessened or no longer significant (path c’).

Figure 2. Mediation model.

In all data analyses, all assumption testing was carried out. Any violations of assumptions are discussed and explained at the relevant stage of analysis in the proceeding section.

Results

This section begins by outlining descriptive statistics of both participant characteristics and scale measures, including mean scores, standard deviations and
correlations. Exploratory analyses via independent samples t-tests and one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) explore group differences in relation to the variables of psychological well-being, motivation, resilience and academic self-efficacy. In all instances, psychological well-being consists of the three subscales of depression, anxiety and stress; while motivation is considered on the three subscales of intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation. Grouping variables include gender, age, financial security, engagement with student support services, academic stressors (including working on current assessments and currently studying for exams), perceived progress in studies, and level of study which includes TAFE, undergraduate, postgraduate by coursework and postgraduate by research.

Following the exploratory analyses, a series of regression analyses identify unique relationships between the variables assessed. Finally, possible mediated relationships are explored through multiple regressions using the bootstrapping method. In all instances, assumptions of statistical testing were evaluated. Unless specifically noted in individual analyses, all assumptions were met; therefore, analyses were conducted as planned.

**Descriptive Statistics**

**Participant summary.**

Participants consisted of 43 (26.4%) males and 120 (73.6%) females with a mean age of 27.18 years ($SD = 9.11$). The majority of students (84.7%) were enrolled full time, compared with 15.3% studying part time. The sample consisted of students from all academic colleges within Victoria University, including 38.7% from the College of Arts,
19% from the College of Education, 18.4% from the College of Health and Biomedicine, 7.4% from the College of Business, 7.4% from the College of Sport and Exercise Science, 5.5% from the College of Engineering and Science and 3.7% from the College of Law and Justice. The majority of participants were undergraduate students (83.4%), with the rest comprising TAFE (3.1%) and postgraduate (6.7% by research and 6.7% by coursework) students. Almost the entire sample was comprised of local domestic students with only one participant (0.6%) identifying as an international student. The religious orientations reported were none (55.2%), Other Christian (7.3%), Catholic (14.7%), other (10.6%), Orthodox (6.7%) and Muslim (4.9%).

Participants were asked to indicate any current stressors they were experiencing (see Table 2). At the time of data collection, after current assessments and assignments, financial hardship was the stressor faced by most participants. In terms of participants’ current financial standing, 13.5% of participants reported that they were struggling to pay for necessities, while 52.8% felt that they were able to pay for necessities without much more, and 33.7% felt secure and able to pay for what they liked.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressors</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current assessments</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>65.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>54.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>42.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>42.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studying for exams</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>30.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>28.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical health</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>28.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Of the participants surveyed, 56.4% reported to have felt the need for assistance from student support services, although participants were not requested to provide the type of support. Only 35% of participants had accessed some form of student support services, and 11.7% were currently engaged with student support services. Of those who had not accessed student support services, the primary reason provided was due to not being aware of what support was available. Table 3 shows further reasons. Despite the stressors experienced and low frequency of access to student support services, 43.6% of participants reported to be progressing better than expected in relation to their studies, 31.9% reported to be progressing at about the same level as anticipated, while 24.5% reported performing not as well as they had anticipated.

In terms of psychological symptoms, as measures of psychological well-being, participants received an overall score for depression symptoms \( (M = 6.12, SD = 5.38) \), anxiety symptoms \( (M = 4.90, SD = 4.27) \) and stress symptoms \( (M = 7.65, SD = 4.54) \). Just under half of the participants scored within the normal range for symptoms of depression and anxiety, while just over half of the participants scored within the normal range on the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I didn’t know what was available</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>25.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I went to a service off campus</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I didn’t know how to make an appointment</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I didn’t know it was free</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I thought it might influence my academic results</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
stress subscale. Participants were categorised (normal, mild, moderate, severe, extremely severe) based on their overall score for each subscale. Table 4 shows further breakdowns and range of scores for psychological symptoms.

**Exploratory Analyses**

Exploratory analyses were conducted to compare different groups of participants on various outcome variables. Preliminary assumption testing (normality, homogeneity of variance) was conducted with no serious violations detected. Firstly, correlation analyses were conducted with age of participants to assess whether it was associated with psychological well-being, motivation, resilience or academic self-efficacy. The only significant correlations observed were between age and academic self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation. See Table 5 for further results.

In addition, independent samples t-tests were conducted to investigate gender differences in psychological well-being. Each subscale of psychological well-being (depression, anxiety and stress) was used as a dependent variable. No significant difference in scores for males and females were evident for any of the psychological well-being variables.
Table 5

*Correlations Between Age and Outcome Variables*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Depression</th>
<th>Anxiety</th>
<th>Stress</th>
<th>Academic Self-efficacy</th>
<th>Resilience</th>
<th>Amotivation</th>
<th>Extrinsic Motivation</th>
<th>Intrinsic Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27.18</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.20**</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>.20**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. SES = socioeconomic status, SSS = current student support engagement, CA = current assessments, CE = current exams, AP = academic progress.

** p < .05. *p < .01.

Additional t-tests indicated no gender differences on all three measures of motivation. Similarly, no gender differences were found in levels of resilience and academic self-efficacy. Table 6 provides further details of scores on all outcome measures by gender.

One-way ANOVAs were also conducted to explore any financial security differences on levels of psychological well-being, motivation, resilience and academic self-efficacy. To reiterate, financial security levels were divided into three groups (insecure - struggling to pay for necessities; adequate - able to pay for necessities but not

Table 6

*Descriptive Statistics for Outcome Variables by Gender*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Males (n = 42)</th>
<th>Females (n = 120)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>5.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>5.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
<td>57.05</td>
<td>17.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic motivation</td>
<td>62.86</td>
<td>14.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amotivation</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>4.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic self-efficacy</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
much else; secure-able to pay for what I want). Table 7 provides descriptive data for the variables considered. The only outcome variables that yielded a significant result were the stress subscale of psychological well-being, $F(2, 159) = 3.35, p = .038, \eta^2 = .05$, and academic self-efficacy, $F(2, 159) = 3.78, p = .025, \eta^2 = .04$. In both instances, the differences experienced were between students struggling to pay for necessities and students identifying as secure and able to pay for what they want. Effect sizes, as measured by eta-squared, revealed a small to moderate effect for stress ($\eta^2 = .04$) and academic self-efficacy ($\eta^2 = .05$). Post-hoc comparisons using the Hochberg’s GT2 test for the academic self-efficacy scores indicated that students in the financially secure group reported significantly higher levels of academic self-efficacy than the financially struggling group. On measures of stress, post-hoc tests indicated that students who were financially secure reported significantly lower levels of stress than those who were financially insecure.

Table 7

Descriptive Statistics for Outcome Variables by Financial Security

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Insecure ($n = 22$)</th>
<th>Adequate ($n = 85$)</th>
<th>Secure ($n = 55$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>$M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>6.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>5.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>7.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amotivation</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>7.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic motivation</td>
<td>59.18</td>
<td>19.01</td>
<td>64.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
<td>56.32</td>
<td>20.62</td>
<td>58.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic self-efficacy</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Means sharing subscripts within the same row are significantly different from each other.
Further exploratory analyses were conducted to investigate whether psychological well-being, motivation, resilience, and academic self-efficacy varied as a function of current engagement versus non-engagement with student support services. The relevant means and standard deviations are shown in Table 8. An independent-samples t-test indicated that scores of depression were significantly higher for students currently engaged with student support services than for those who were not, \( t(160) = 2.29, p = .023 \), Cohen’s \( d = 0.51 \). Scores on anxiety were also higher for students currently engaged with student support services, compared to students not engaged with student support services, \( t(160) = 2.79, p = .006 \), Cohen’s \( d = 0.64 \). Students engaged with student support services also scored higher on levels of stress than students not currently engaged with student support services, \( t(160) = 3.01, p = .003 \), Cohen’s \( d = 0.72 \).

Levels of amotivation were higher among students not currently engaged with student support services, compared to students currently engaged with student support services, \( t(160) = 2.10, p = .040 \), Cohen’s \( d = 0.39 \). Students engaged with student support services also scored higher on resilience than students not currently engaged with student support services, \( t(160) = 2.53, p = .013 \), Cohen’s \( d = 0.47 \). Students engaged with student support services also scored higher on academic self-efficacy than students not currently engaged with student support services, \( t(160) = 2.16, p = .034 \), Cohen’s \( d = 0.39 \).

### Table 8

*Descriptive Statistics for Outcome Variables by Current Engagement with Student Services Support*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Engaged with SSS (n = 19)</th>
<th>Not engaged with SSS (n = 143)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>8.74&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>6.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>7.42&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>10.53&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>4.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
<td>57.16</td>
<td>13.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic motivation</td>
<td>62.79</td>
<td>11.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amotivation</td>
<td>5.84&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>2.52&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic self-efficacy</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Means sharing subscripts within the same row are significantly different from each other.
services, $t(45) = -2.20, p = .033$ (heterogeneous variance). Despite reaching statistical significance, the difference in mean scores was small (Cohen’s $d = 0.38$). Resilience scores were also higher for students who were not engaged with student support services at the time of participation in the study compared to students who were engaged with student support services, $t(160) = -3.15, p = .002$, with a moderate effect size (Cohen’s $d = 0.83$). No significant differences were found in levels of intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation, or academic self-efficacy.

Exploratory analyses were conducted to investigate whether working on current assessments or not yielded differences in the measures of psychological well-being, motivation, resilience and academic self-efficacy. Table 9 shows descriptive results of these self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation. In relation to academic self-efficacy, results indicated that those not currently working on assessments experienced higher levels of academic

### Table 9

*Descriptive Data for Outcome Variables by Working on Current Assessments*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Current assessments (n = 105)</th>
<th>No current assessments (n = 57)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>5.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
<td>55.49a</td>
<td>18.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic motivation</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>13.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amotivation</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic self-efficacy</td>
<td>3.55a</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Means sharing subscripts within the same row are significantly different from each other.
analyses. Independent samples t-tests indicated significant differences in academic self-efficacy than those currently working on assessments, \( t(160) = -2.76, p = .007 \), with a moderate effect size (Cohen’s \( d = 0.45 \)). Students who were currently working on assessments also reported lower levels of intrinsic motivation compared to those not currently working on assessments, \( t(138) = -3.22, p = .002 \), with Cohen’s \( d = 0.51 \) indicating a moderate effect size (heterogeneous variance).

Additional exploratory analyses were conducted to investigate whether currently studying for exams yielded differences in the measures of psychological well-being, motivation, resilience and academic self-efficacy. See Table 10 for descriptive results of these analyses. Independent samples t-tests indicated significant differences on all measures of psychological well-being and academic self-efficacy. Results indicated that those who were not studying for exams experienced higher levels of academic self-efficacy than students studying for exams, \( t(160) = -2.55, p = .012 \), with a moderate effect size (Cohen’s \( d = 0.43 \)), while students who were studying for exams reported higher levels of depression, compared to students not studying for exams, \( t(71) = 2.34, p = .022 \), with a small effect size (Cohen’s \( d = 0.42 \)) (heterogeneous variance). Levels of reported anxiety were also higher for students studying for exams compared to students not studying for exams, \( t(74) = 3.06, p = .003 \), with Cohen’s \( d = 0.55 \), indicating a moderate effect size (heterogeneous variance). Finally, levels of reported stress were also higher for students studying for exams compared
Table 10

*Descriptive Data for Outcome Variables by Students Currently Studying for Exams*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Current exams (n = 49)</th>
<th>No current exams (n = 113)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>7.78ᵃ</td>
<td>6.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>6.57ᵃ</td>
<td>4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>9.06ᵃ</td>
<td>5.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
<td>57.73</td>
<td>18.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic motivation</td>
<td>61.47</td>
<td>16.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amotivation</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>3.11ᵃ</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic self-efficacy</td>
<td>3.45ᵃ</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Means sharing subscripts within the same row are significantly different from each other.

to students not studying for exams, \( t(68) = 2.31, p = .024 \), with Cohen’s \( d = 0.42 \), indicating a small effect size (heterogeneous variance).

One-way ANOVAs were also conducted to explore the impact of self-reported academic progress on the outcome measures of psychological well-being, motivation, resilience and academic self-efficacy. Self-reported academic progress was divided into three groups (better than anticipated; about the same as anticipated; not as well as anticipated). Table 11 shows the relevant means and standard deviations. The variables which varied significantly as a function of self-reported academic progress were depression, \( F(2, 159) = 4.95, p = .008 \); stress, \( F(2, 159) = 3.85, p = .023 \); and amotivation, \( F(2, 159) = 4.45, p = .013 \). Effect sizes were moderate for depression (\( \eta^2 = .06 \)), small for stress (\( \eta^2 = .02 \)), and moderate for amotivation (\( \eta^2 = .05 \)). Post hoc comparisons using the Hochberg’s GT2 test for scores on depression indicated that students performing not as well as anticipated reported higher levels of depression than those performing about the
Table 11

*Descriptive Data for Outcome Variables by Self-reported Progress*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Better than anticipated (n = 71)</th>
<th>About the same as anticipated (n = 52)</th>
<th>Not as well as anticipated (n = 40)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
<td>61.83</td>
<td>17.72</td>
<td>57.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic motivation</td>
<td>64.34</td>
<td>14.06</td>
<td>63.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amotivation</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>7.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic self-efficacy</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Means sharing subscripts within the same row are significantly different from each other.

same as expected. Students performing not as well as anticipated reported lower levels of stress than those performing about the same as expected, while students performing not as well as anticipated reported higher levels of amotivation than those performing better than expected.

Further exploratory analyses were conducted to investigate whether level of study yielded differences in the measures of psychological well-being, motivation, resilience and academic self-efficacy. One-way ANOVAs were conducted to explore the impact of level of study on the outcome measures. Level of study was divided into four groups (TAFE; undergraduate; postgraduate by research; postgraduate by coursework). See Table 12 for descriptive results of these analyses. The variables which yielded a significant result were
Table 12

Descriptive Data for Outcome Variables by Level of Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>TAFE</th>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>Postgraduate by research</th>
<th>Postgraduate by coursework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 5 )</td>
<td>( n = 136 )</td>
<td>( n = 11 )</td>
<td>( n = 11 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>( M = 5.80 ), ( SD = 3.27 )</td>
<td>( M = 6.49 ), ( SD = 5.57 )</td>
<td>( M = 4.10 ), ( SD = 4.86 )</td>
<td>( M = 3.55 ), ( SD = 2.77 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>( M = 4.60 ), ( SD = 2.97 )</td>
<td>( M = 5.21 ), ( SD = 4.39 )</td>
<td>( M = 4.30 ), ( SD = 3.89 )</td>
<td>( M = 1.82 ), ( SD = 2.09 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>( M = 10.60 ), ( SD = 3.78 )</td>
<td>( M = 7.82 ), ( SD = 4.68 )</td>
<td>( M = 6.70 ), ( SD = 2.98 )</td>
<td>( M = 5.00 ), ( SD = 3.13 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic motivation</td>
<td>( M = 59.80 ), ( SD = 20.66 )</td>
<td>( M = 58.40 ), ( SD = 17.23 )</td>
<td>( M = 72.50 ), ( SD = 10.56 )</td>
<td>( M = 47.27 ), ( SD = 25.43 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic motivation</td>
<td>( M = 58.20 ), ( SD = 16.63 )</td>
<td>( M = 64.11 ), ( SD = 13.88 )</td>
<td>( M = 64.20 ), ( SD = 11.84 )</td>
<td>( M = 60.45 ), ( SD = 9.09 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amotivation</td>
<td>( M = 4.40 ), ( SD = 0.55 )</td>
<td>( M = 7.35 ), ( SD = 4.94 )</td>
<td>( M = 6.90 ), ( SD = 4.86 )</td>
<td>( M = 6.00 ), ( SD = 2.72 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>( M = 3.40 ), ( SD = 1.22 )</td>
<td>( M = 2.99 ), ( SD = 0.85 )</td>
<td>( M = 3.70 ), ( SD = 0.92 )</td>
<td>( M = 3.53 ), ( SD = 0.51 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic self-efficacy</td>
<td>( M = 3.86 ), ( SD = 0.55 )</td>
<td>( M = 3.61 ), ( SD = 0.75 )</td>
<td>( M = 4.13 ), ( SD = 0.85 )</td>
<td>( M = 3.93 ), ( SD = 0.60 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Means sharing subscripts within the same row are significantly different from each other.

resilience, \( F(3, 158) = 3.48, p = .017 \); and intrinsic motivation \( F(3, 158) = 3.59, p = .015 \).

Upon further examination of post hoc comparisons using the Hochberg’s TG2 test, however, levels of resilience did not significantly differ between any levels of study.

Intrinsic motivation, however, differed between students enrolled in a postgraduate by research course who reported higher levels of intrinsic motivation than postgraduate by coursework students, with a moderate effect size \( (\eta^2 = .06) \).

Testing the Proposed Model

The following sections consider the proposed model (see Figure 1 on p. 58). Due to the small sample size which did not allow for the preferred statistical technique of structural equation modeling, the proceeding analyses instead isolate four sections of the proposed model and explore them through a series of regression and mediation analyses.

Table 13 shows the correlations among the variables, and their respective means and standard deviations. All variables held correlations below .70, with the exception of
spiritual well-being and religious well-being ($r = .80$). Correlations that are particularly noteworthy include the relationships and associations proposed in the overall model of the present study. Locus of control was expected to predict academic self-efficacy and perceived stress. Correlation analyses showed a significant association between the two sets of variables with locus of control being significantly correlated with academic self-efficacy ($r = -.21$) and perceived stress ($r = .18$). Analyses will also explore spirituality’s contribution to perceived stress. Perceived stress was significantly related to existential well-being ($r = -.59$) and spiritual well-being ($r = .32$). Perceived stress occupies a central role in the hypothesised model, serving as an outcome, predictor and mediation variable. Accordingly, perceived stress was significantly associated with most variables, with the exception of religious well-being, extrinsic motivation and amotivation. In relation to motivation, intrinsic motivation and amotivation shared significant correlations with the hypothesised predictors of depression and academic self-efficacy, but not resilience, stress and anxiety which were also hypothesised predictors. Interestingly, the only variables that all three levels of motivation had significant correlations with were locus of control and existential well-being. Locus of control was significantly related to all variables except spiritual well-being and religious well-being. The overall spiritual well-being score is derived from a combination of religiosity (religious well-being scale) and existentialism (existential well-being scale), with each subscale able to be utilised in isolation, therefore it was decided to utilise the two subscales of religious well-being and existential well-being separately rather than the overall spiritual well-being score. Religious well-being and existential well-being were not correlated ($r = -.02$) which indicated that they were not measuring the same construct.
### Table 13

**Descriptive Data and Correlations of all Scales and Subscales**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>IM</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>ASE</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>EWB</th>
<th>SWB</th>
<th>RWB</th>
<th>RES</th>
<th>DEP</th>
<th>ANX</th>
<th>STR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IM</td>
<td>58.56</td>
<td>18.08</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.59**</td>
<td>-.37</td>
<td>-.14***</td>
<td>.49*</td>
<td>-.19***</td>
<td>.21***</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>-.14***</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM</td>
<td>63.69</td>
<td>13.53</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.33</td>
<td>-.07**</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.18***</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.20**</td>
<td>-.35*</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>-.32*</td>
<td>-.18***</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.32*</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>12.01</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.21**</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>-.26*</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.24***</td>
<td>.20*</td>
<td>-.19*</td>
<td>-.21*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASE</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.37</td>
<td>.41*</td>
<td>.17**</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>-.32</td>
<td>-.21</td>
<td>-.23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>20.10</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.59*</td>
<td>.32***</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.52*</td>
<td>.62*</td>
<td>.54*</td>
<td>.65*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWB</td>
<td>41.98</td>
<td>9.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.59***</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.48*</td>
<td>-.72*</td>
<td>-.41*</td>
<td>-.50*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWB</td>
<td>67.54</td>
<td>16.36</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.80***</td>
<td>.36***</td>
<td>-.49***</td>
<td>-.26***</td>
<td>-.30***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWB</td>
<td>25.54</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.45*</td>
<td>-.31*</td>
<td>-.33*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RES</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEP</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-.60*</td>
<td>.66*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.74*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STR</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. IM = intrinsic motivation total, EM = extrinsic motivation total, AM = amotivation, LOC = locus of control, ASE = academic self-efficacy, PS = perceived stress, SWB = spiritual well-being, EWB = existential well-being, RWB = religious well-being, RES = resilience, DEP = depression, ANX = anxiety, STR = stress  
***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .001*
With the exclusion of spiritual well-being, all assumptions were met, including normality, linearity, homoscedasticity and independence of residuals. Early analyses also show that religious well-being was not a significant predictor of perceived stress and was therefore also excluded from further analyses, leaving existential well-being as the primary measure of spirituality.

In the first section of the proposed model, identified as component one, perceived stress is a key feature. Analyses explore the proposed predictors of perceived stress (locus of control and spirituality), and perceived stress as a predictor of psychological well-being and resilience. Perceived stress is also proposed to mediate the relationships between locus of control and psychological well-being; spirituality and psychological well-being; locus of control and resilience, and spirituality and resilience. Moving through the model, component two explores the proposed predictors of academic motivation which include psychological well-being, academic self-efficacy and resilience. Component three evaluates locus of control as a possible predictor of academic self-efficacy, which in turn is explored as a mediator of the association between locus of control and motivation. Finally, component four considers mediated relationships with psychological well-being and resilience acting as mediators between perceived stress and academic motivation.

As recommended for small samples, nonparametric bootstrapping analyses were used (Preacher & Hayes, 2004; Preacher et al., 2007) to test the meditational models. All mediation analyses were based on 5000 bootstrapped samples. In these analyses, mediation is significant if the 95% bias corrected and accelerated confidence intervals for the indirect effect do not include zero (Preacher & Hayes, 2004; Preacher et al., 2007). Preliminary
analyses were conducted to ensure no violation of the assumptions of normality, linearity, multicollinearity and homoscedasticity. The only violation detected pertained to homoscedasticity in the residuals of amotivation. The heteroscedasticity of the amotivation residuals was minimal; therefore a more stringent alpha level of .01 was used in lieu of transforming the data (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013).

**Component One**

The following analyses will consider the predictors of perceived stress, perceived stress as a predictor, and perceived stress as a mediator as shown in Figure 3.

![Diagram](attachment:image.png)

*Figure 3. Component one of the proposed model. Psychological well-being is a multiple construct comprised of depression, anxiety and stress.*
Predictors of perceived stress.

Spirituality and locus of control were expected to contribute to levels of perceived stress. To clarify, *perceived stress* refers to the cognitive appraisal of stress, as distinct from the stress subscale of psychological well-being measure (i.e., the DASS), which corresponds closely with Generalised Anxiety Disorder (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995). It was expected that higher levels of spirituality and an internal locus of control (as indicated by lower scores on the locus of control measure) would be associated with lower levels of perceived stress, while an external locus of control (as indicated by higher scores on the locus of control measure) was expected to be associated with higher levels of perceived stress. Spirituality was explored in terms of existential well-being, religious well-being and spiritual well-being.

Multiple regression analysis was used to assess the contribution and predictive power of locus of control and religious and existential well-being towards levels of perceived stress. Table 14 shows the results of this analysis. The overall model explained 35.50% of the variance, which was statistically significant, $F(3, 156) = 28.56, p < .001$. An inspection of individual predictors revealed that existential well-being was the only statistically significant predictor of perceived stress, and was a negative predictor. Thus, a higher level of spirituality in the form of existential well-being was associated with lower levels of perceived stress. Locus of control and religious well-being were not significant predictors.
Table 14

*Summary of Multiple Regression Analysis Pertaining to Predictors of Perceived Stress*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>[31.23, 42.52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existential well-being</td>
<td>-.59</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>[-0.52, 0.33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious well-being</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.602</td>
<td>[-0.05, 0.09]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locus of control</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.679</td>
<td>[-0.17, 0.26]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Beta = standardised coefficient

**Perceived stress as a predictor variable.**

**Predictor of psychological well-being.**

Perceived stress was predicted to contribute towards levels of psychological well-being on all three measures of depression, anxiety and stress. All three correlations (as shown earlier in Table 13) were significant at the \( p < .001 \) level, with perceived stress being correlated highest with stress \( (r = .65) \), followed by depression \( (r = .62) \) and anxiety \( (r = .54) \).

**Predictor of resilience.**

Perceived stress was predicted to be associated with levels of resilience. As indicated earlier in Table 13, correlation analyses showed a positive relationship between perceived stress and resilience \( (r = .52, p < .001) \).
Mediation analyses with perceived stress.

Analyses were conducted to explore the role of perceived stress as a mediator between spirituality (as measured by existential well-being) and all three measures of psychological well-being and resilience. Religious well-being was not a significant predictor of perceived stress in the regression model reported earlier, therefore, it was determined that existential well-being would be used as the sole measure of spirituality. It was initially predicted that perceived stress would also mediate the associations between locus of control and psychological wellbeing, and between locus of control and resilience; however, the regression model reported earlier (see Table 14) indicated that locus of control was not a significant predictor of perceived stress when existential wellbeing was included as a predictor. It was therefore deemed inappropriate to proceed with analyses examining perceived stress as a mediator of associations between locus of control and other variables.

Perceived stress as a mediator between spirituality and psychological well-being.

Analyses relating to the depression subscale of psychological well-being.

Multiple regression analyses were conducted to assess the mediation of perceived stress between existential well-being and depression. First, it was found that existential well-being was significantly associated with depression, $b = -0.39$, $t(160) = -13.12$, $p < .001$, thus satisfying the first condition of mediation. Existential well-being was also significantly associated with perceived stress, $b = -0.43$, $t(160) = -9.34$, $p < .001$, thus satisfying the second condition of mediation and confirming the findings from the regression analysis reported earlier (see Table 14). Lastly, results indicated that the
mediator, perceived stress, was significantly associated with depression, \( b = 0.23, t(159) = 4.72, p < .001 \). As all conditions were met, mediation was tested using the bootstrapping method with bias-corrected confidence estimates (MacKinnon, Lockwood & Williams, 2004; Preacher & Hayes, 2004). Results of the mediation analysis confirmed the mediation role of perceived stress in the relationship between existential well-being and depression, \( b = -0.10, 95\% \text{ CI } [-0.15, 0.06] \). In addition, results indicated that the direct effect of existential well-being on depression became weaker, \( b = -0.29, t(159) = -8.44, p < .001 \), when controlling for perceived stress, thus suggesting partial mediation. This was confirmed by a Sobel test \( (z = -4.19, p < .001, \kappa^2 = .21) \). These results indicate that higher levels of existential well-being are associated with lower levels of depression, and this is partly due to higher existential well-being predicting lower levels of perceived stress, which in turn predict less depression. Figure 4 show the results of the mediation analysis.

Analyses relating to the anxiety subscale of psychological well-being.

Multiple regression analyses were conducted to assess the mediation of perceived stress between spirituality and anxiety. First, it was found that existential well-being was significantly associated with anxiety, \( b = -0.18, t(160) = -5.60, p < .001 \), thus satisfying the first condition. As previously established, existential well-being significantly predicted perceived stress, thus satisfying the second condition of mediation. Lastly, results indicated that the mediator, perceived stress, was significantly associated with anxiety, \( b = 0.28, t(159) = 5.67, p < .001 \). As all conditions were met, mediation was tested using the bootstrapping method with bias-corrected confidence estimates (MacKinnon et al., 2004; Preacher & Hayes, 2004). Results of
Figure 4. Perceived stress as a mediator between existential well-being and depression. Path coefficients are unstandardised regression weights.

* $p < .05$. ** $p < .01$.

The mediation analysis confirmed the mediating role of perceived stress in the relationship between existential well-being and anxiety, $b = -0.12$, 95% CI [-0.18, -0.07]. In addition, results indicated that the direct effect of existential well-being on anxiety became non-significant, $b = -0.06$, $t(159) = -1.56$, $p = .120$, when controlling for perceived stress, thus suggesting full mediation. This was confirmed by a Sobel test ($z = -4.82$, $p < .001$, $\kappa^2 = .25$). These results indicate that higher levels of existential well-being are associated with lower levels of anxiety, and this is partly due to higher existential well-being predicting lower levels of perceived stress, which in turn predict less anxiety. Figure 5 show the results of the mediation analysis.
Analyses relating to the stress subscale of psychological well-being.

Multiple regression analyses were conducted to assess the mediation of perceived stress between spirituality and stress. First, it was found that existential well-being was significantly associated with stress, $b = -0.23$, $t(160) = -7.26$, $p < .001$, thus satisfying the first condition of mediation. Again, as previously established, existential well-being was significantly associated with perceived stress, thus satisfying the second condition of mediation. Lastly, results indicated that the mediator, perceived stress, was significantly associated with stress, $b = 0.34$, $t(159) = 7.31$, $p < .001$. As all conditions were met, mediation was tested using the bootstrapping method with bias-corrected confidence estimates (MacKinnon et al., 2004; Preacher & Hayes, 2004). Results of the mediation
Figure 6. Perceived stress as a mediator between existential well-being and stress. Path coefficients are unstandardised regression weights.

*p < .05. **p < .01.

Analysis confirmed the mediation role of perceived stress in the relationship between existential well-being and stress, $b = -0.15$, 95% CI [-0.21, -0.09]. In addition, results indicated that the direct effect of existential well-being on stress became weaker, $b = -0.08$, $t(159) = -2.39$, $p = .018$, when controlling for perceived stress, thus suggesting partial mediation. This was confirmed by a Sobel test ($z = -5.73$, $p < .001$, $\kappa^2 = .30$). These results indicate that higher levels of existential well-being are associated with lower levels of stress, and this is partly due to higher existential well-being predicting lower levels of perceived stress, which in turn predict less stress. Figure 6 show the results of the mediation analysis.
Perceived stress as a mediator between spirituality and resilience.

Multiple regression analyses were conducted to assess the mediation of perceived stress between existential well-being and resilience. First, it was found that existential well-being was significantly associated with resilience, $b = 0.04$, $t(160) = 6.92$, $p = .001$, thus satisfying the first condition of mediation. As reported earlier, existential well-being was significantly associated with perceived stress, thus satisfying the second condition of mediation and confirming the findings from the regression reported earlier (see Table 14). Lastly, results indicated that the mediator, perceived stress, was significantly associated with resilience, $b = -0.04$, $t(159) = -4.36$, $p < .001$. As all conditions were met, mediation was tested using the bootstrapping method with bias-corrected confidence estimates (MacKinnon et al., 2004; Preacher & Hayes, 2004). Results of the mediation analysis confirmed the mediation role of perceived stress in the relationship between existential well-being and resilience, $b = 0.02$, 95% CI [0.01, 0.03]. In addition, results indicated that the direct effect of existential well-being on depression became weaker, $b = 0.23$, $t(159) = 3.28$, $p = .001$ when controlling for perceived stress, thus suggesting partial mediation. This was confirmed by a Sobel test ($z = -3.93$, $p < .001$, $\kappa^2 = .19$). These results indicate that higher levels of existential well-being are associated with higher levels of resilience, and this is partly due to higher existential well-being predicting lower levels of perceived stress, which in turn predict more resilience. Figure 7 shows the results of the mediation analysis.
Figure 7. Perceived stress as a mediator between existential well-being and resilience. Path coefficients are unstandardised regression weights.

*p < .05. **p < .01.

Component Two

The following analyses explore the predictors of academic motivation, as indicated in Figure 8. Psychological well-being, resilience and academic self-efficacy were all expected to predict academic motivation. In order to examine this, several regression analyses were conducted. Motivation was measured on the three subscales of intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation. Psychological well-being was operationalised as the three subscales of depression, anxiety and stress.
Figure 8. Component two of the proposed model. Psychological well-being is a multiple construct comprised of depression, anxiety and stress. Academic motivation is a multiple construct comprised of intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation.

Firstly, it was important to consider the assumption of multicollinearity. It is preferable that there be a relationship between the independent and dependent variables, with a correlation score of at least .30 (Pallant, 2013). Therefore, bivariate correlations between all variables were computed (see Table 13). The highest correlations observed between independent and dependent variables were amongst academic self-efficacy with all motivation subscales (intrinsic, extrinsic, amotivation). Other correlations, however, were lower than desired, such as the anxiety and stress subscales of psychological well-being with all subscales of motivation; and resilience with all subscales of motivation. Further, correlations between independent variables should ideally be below .70 (Pallant, 2013). In
this instance, it was observed that all independent variables held correlations below .70 with the exception of two of the measures of anxiety and stress from the psychological well-being measures. Although excluding highly related independent variables is suggested; in this context it is understandable and to be expected that anxiety and stress are highly correlated as they measure similar constructs on the same overall scale, and therefore were included in analysis. Two further indicators of multicollinearity, variance inflation factor and tolerance, also suggested that the assumption of multicollinearity was not violated, even with the inclusion of stress and anxiety. The further assumptions of linearity and normality were also met, as was the assumption of independence of residuals and homoscedasticity, except with amotivation. As all other assumptions were met, and the heteroscedasticity of the amotivation subscale was minimal, a more stringent alpha level of .01 was used, rather than transforming the data (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013).

Simple linear regression analyses were performed to assess the contribution and predictive power of psychological well-being, resilience and self-efficacy towards the variances in each subscale of motivation. Table 15 shows the results of these analyses. For extrinsic motivation, the overall model explained 11.9% of the variance, which was statistically significant $F(5, 156) = 4.21, p = .001$. An inspection of the individual predictors revealed that academic self-efficacy contributed positively towards extrinsic motivation; while depression and resilience were negative predictors. Anxiety and stress did not make significant unique contributions towards extrinsic motivation. It is important to note that while depression, academic self-efficacy and resilience significantly contributed towards extrinsic motivation, they were not significantly associated with
extrinsic motivation in the correlation analyses. This suggests a possible suppressor effect, in which individually none of the variables are related to extrinsic motivation, however as a combination, they contribute to levels of extrinsic motivation. A suppressor variable can be identified if the partial correlation is greater than the zero order correlation between the predictor and dependent variable (Ludlow & Klein, 2014), or if the simple correlation and beta weights have opposite signs (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). In this instance only resilience indicated a partial correlation ($r = -.16$) larger than the zero order correlation ($r = -.01$). It may be that resilience acts as a suppressor variable in that it contributes to levels of extrinsic motivation through its significant association with depression ($r = -.45$, $p < .001$). Higher levels of resilience may act as a buffer against low levels of depression, hence increasing levels of extrinsic motivation. Tabachnick and Fidell (2013) however, state that in models with three or more predictors, it can be difficult to distinguish which variable is creating the suppression effect.

For intrinsic motivation, the overall model explained 25.90% of the variance, which was statistically significant, $F(5, 156) = 10.88$, $p < .001$. At inspection of individual predictors, however, academic self-efficacy was the only significant predictor of intrinsic motivation. The positive coefficient indicates that higher scores on academic self-efficacy predict higher scores on intrinsic motivation.
Table 15
Summary of Multiple Regression Analysis Pertaining to Predictors of Academic Motivation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Extrinsic motivation</th>
<th></th>
<th>Intrinsic motivation</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic self-efficacy</td>
<td>-4.97</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>[2.09, 7.86]</td>
<td>12.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>-2.72</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.045</td>
<td>[-5.37, -0.06]</td>
<td>-4.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>-.65</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>[-1.19, -0.11]</td>
<td>-.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.561</td>
<td>[-0.51, 0.93]</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.584</td>
<td>[-0.52, 0.92]</td>
<td>-.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Beta= standardised coefficient

For amotivation, the overall model explained 24.9% of the variance, which was statistically significant, $F(5, 156) = 10.35$, $p < .001$. At inspection of individual predictors, depression was a positive predictor such that higher scores on depression contributed to higher levels of amotivation. Self-efficacy and stress were negative predictors, indicating that lower levels of academic self-efficacy and stress contributed to higher levels of amotivation. Finally, resilience was a positive predictor with higher scores reflective of higher levels of amotivation. Anxiety did not offer significant unique contributions. As with extrinsic motivation, there is evidence to suggest a suppressor effect resulting from the significant contribution by stress and resilience. Earlier analyses (Table 13) showed they were not significantly correlated with amotivation. In the prediction of amotivation, it may be possible that both resilience and stress create a suppressor effect as they both have higher partial correlations (stress $r = -.19$; resilience $r = .20$) compared to zero order correlations (stress $r = .05$; resilience $r = -.03$) with amotivation (Ludlow & Klein, 2014). In addition to a higher partial correlation, stress also displayed a positive correlation as opposed to the negative beta weight, which is further evidence for a suppression effect.
With stress and resilience being significantly associated with depression in the negative direction, it may also be that resilience and stress are acting as suppressor variables by contributing to lower levels of depression, which in turn is related to lower levels of amotivation. Tabachnick and Fidell (2013) caution that in models with three or more predictors, it can be difficult to distinguish which variable is creating the suppression effect.

**Component Three**

The following analyses consider academic self-efficacy as an outcome variable and will also explore academic self-efficacy as a mediator between locus of control and academic motivation. See Figure 9.

*Figure 9. Component three of the proposed model. Academic motivation is a multiple construct comprised of intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation.*
**Predictor of academic self-efficacy.**

It was expected that an internal locus of control would predict higher levels of academic self-efficacy. Earlier correlation analyses indicated a significant negative association at the $p < .05$ level ($r = -.21$).

**Academic self-efficacy as a mediator between locus of control and motivation.**

**Analyses relating to intrinsic motivation.**

Multiple regression analyses were conducted to assess the expectation that academic self-efficacy would mediate the relationship between locus of control and motivation. First, it was found that locus of control was not significantly associated with intrinsic motivation, $b = -0.58$, $t(160) = -1.77$, $p = .078$. Due to the non-significant relationship, the first condition of mediation was not satisfied, therefore mediation analysis was discontinued, and academic self-efficacy was deemed not to mediate locus of control and intrinsic motivation.

**Analyses relating to extrinsic motivation.**

The second regression analysis was conducted to assess the mediation of academic self-efficacy between locus of control and extrinsic motivation. Locus of control was not significantly associated with extrinsic motivation, $b = -0.21$, $t(160) = -0.84$, $p = .404$. Mediation analysis was discontinued due to the first condition of mediation being violated by the non-significant result; hence academic self-efficacy was deemed not to mediate any association between locus of control and extrinsic motivation.
**Analyses relating to amotivation.**

A third set of regression analyses was conducted to assess academic self-efficacy as a mediator of the association between locus of control and amotivation. First, it was found that locus of control was significantly associated with amotivation, $b = 0.22$, $t(160) = 2.56$, $p = .011$, thus satisfying the first condition of mediation. It was also found that locus of control was significantly associated with academic self-efficacy, $b = -0.04$, $t(160) = -2.65$, $p = .009$, thus satisfying the second condition of mediation. Lastly, results indicated that the mediator, academic self-efficacy was significantly associated with amotivation, $b = -2.04$, $t(159) = -0.26$, $p < .001$. As all conditions were met, mediation was tested using the bootstrapping method with bias-corrected confidence estimates (MacKinnon et al., 2004; Preacher & Hayes, 2004). Results of the mediation analysis confirmed the mediation role of academic self-efficacy in the relationship between locus of control and amotivation, $b = 0.07$, 95% CI [0.01, 0.17]. In addition, results indicated that the direct effect of locus of control on amotivation became non-significant, $b = 0.14$, $t(159) = 1.76$, $p = .079$, when controlling for academic self-efficacy, thus suggesting full mediation. This was confirmed by a Sobel test ($z = 2.21$, $p = .027$, $\kappa^2 = .07$). These results indicate that higher levels of locus of control (i.e., external locus of control) are associated with higher levels of amotivation, and this is partly due to higher levels of locus of control predicting lower levels of academic self-efficacy, which in turn predict more amotivation. Figure 10 shows the results of the mediation analysis.
Component Four

The following analyses explore the potential mediating variables between perceived stress and academic motivation. See Figure 11.

Analyses relating to resilience as a mediator between perceived stress and motivation.

Analyses relating to intrinsic motivation.

Earlier analyses highlighted a non-significant association between resilience and intrinsic motivation. As this is one condition for a mediated relationship, which was
Figure 11. Component four of the proposed model. Psychological well-being is a multiple construct comprised of depression, anxiety and stress. Academic motivation is a multiple construct comprised of intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation.

violated, resilience was not tested as a mediator of the relationship between perceived stress and intrinsic motivation.

Analyses relating to extrinsic motivation.

Multiple regression analyses were conducted to assess the mediation between perceived stress and extrinsic motivation, by resilience. Firstly, it was found that perceived stress was not significantly associated with extrinsic motivation, $b = -0.06, t(160) = -0.40, p = .690$. As the first condition of mediation was violated, mediation analysis was
discontinued and resilience was deemed not a mediator of perceived stress and extrinsic motivation.

*Analyses relating to amotivation.*

Multiple regression analyses were conducted to assess the mediation between perceived stress and amotivation by resilience. Firstly, it was found that perceived stress was significantly associated with amotivation, $b = 0.13, t(160) = 2.43, p = .016$, thus satisfying the first condition of mediation. It was also found that perceived stress was significantly associated with resilience, $b = -0.06, t(160) = -7.62, p < .001$, thus satisfying the second condition of mediation. However, results indicated that the proposed mediator, resilience, was not significantly associated with amotivation, $b = 0.52, t(159) = 1.05, p = .297$. Due to the non-significant result, mediation analysis was discontinued, and resilience was determined not to mediate perceived stress and amotivation. Resilience being a non-significant predictor supports earlier summations that resilience was acting as a suppressor variable which is not significant on its own, but when added to a model with multiple predictors, became a significant predictor by suppressing irrelevant variance in the other predictors (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013).
Analyses relating to psychological well-being as a mediator between perceived stress and motivation.

Analyses relating to the stress subscale of psychological well-being as a mediator.

Analyses relating to intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.

Due to earlier findings reported in this section which established that stress was not significantly associated with intrinsic or extrinsic motivation, it is therefore not possible to provide a mediated relationship between perceived stress and intrinsic or extrinsic motivation, and these mediated analyses were hence not performed.

Analyses relating to amotivation.

Multiple regression analyses were conducted to assess the mediation between perceived stress and amotivation by stress. First, it was found that perceived stress was significantly associated with amotivation, $b = 0.13$, $t(160) = 2.43$, $p = .016$, thus satisfying the first condition of mediation. It was also found that perceived stress was significantly associated with stress, $b = 0.41$, $t(160) = 10.69$, $p < .001$, thus satisfying the second condition of mediation. Lastly, results indicated that the mediator, stress, was not significantly associated with amotivation, $b = -0.13$, $t(159) = -1.19$, $p = .234$. Due to the non-significant result violating the third condition of mediation, analysis was discontinued. Stress was therefore determined not to mediate the relationship between perceived stress and amotivation. As with resilience, this result of stress as a non-significant predictor supports the earlier assumption that stress was acting as a suppressor variable. Although not
significant on its own, when added to the model with other predictors it became significant by suppressing irrelevant variance in the other predictors (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013).

*Analyses relating to the anxiety subscale of psychological well-being as a mediator.*

Due to earlier findings which established that the anxiety subscale of psychological well-being was not significantly associated with any of the three forms of motivation, mediation analyses were not conducted.

*Analyses relating to the depression subscale of psychological well-being as a mediator.*

*Analyses relating to intrinsic motivation.*

Due to earlier findings which established that depression was not significantly associated with intrinsic motivation, mediation analyses were not conducted due to the non-significant association violating a condition for a mediated relationship to be established.

*Analyses relating to extrinsic motivation.*

Multiple regression analyses were conducted to assess the mediation between perceived stress and extrinsic motivation, by depression. First, it was found that perceived stress was not significantly associated with extrinsic motivation, $b = -0.06, t(160) = -0.40, p = .690$. Due to this non-significant result violating mediation conditions, mediation analysis was discontinued.
Analyses relating to amotivation.

Multiple regression analyses were conducted to assess depression as a mediator between perceived stress and amotivation. First, it was found that perceived stress was significantly associated with amotivation, $b = 0.13, t(160) = 2.43, p = .016$, thus satisfying the first condition of mediation. Perceived stress was significantly associated with depression, $b = 0.47, t(160) = 10.08, p < .001$, thus satisfying the second condition of mediation. Lastly, results indicated that the mediator, depression, was significantly associated with amotivation, $b = 0.29, t(159) = 3.44, p < .001$. As all conditions were met, mediation was tested using the bootstrapping method with bias-corrected confidence estimates (MacKinnon et al., 2004; Preacher & Hayes, 2004). Results of the mediation analysis confirmed the mediating role of depression in the relationship between perceived stress and amotivation, $b = 0.14, 95\% \text{ CI} [0.04, 0.25]$. In addition, results indicated that the direct effect of perceived stress on amotivation became non-significant, $b = -0.01, t(159) = -0.18, p = .857$, when controlling for depression, thus suggesting full mediation. This was confirmed by a Sobel test ($z = 3.24, p = .001, \kappa^2 = .17$). These results indicate that higher levels of perceived stress are associated with higher levels of amotivation, and this is partly due to higher perceived stress predicting higher levels of depression, which in turn predicts more amotivation. Figure 12 shows the results of the mediation analysis.
Summary of Findings

Exploratory analyses.

Initially, exploratory analyses were conducted to investigate whether any group differences were evident in relation to the outcome variables of psychological well-being, motivation, resilience and academic self-efficacy. The group differences considered included gender, age, financial security, current engagement with student support services, current assessments, current examinations, self-reported academic progress and level of study. The only group that did not produce any significant differences on any outcome was gender.
Financial security was divided into three separate groups (struggling, adequate, secure), and produced significant group differences on levels of stress and academic self-efficacy. Students who self-reported as financially secure (able to pay for what they want) also reported lower levels of stress than students who self-identified as financially struggling (to pay for necessities). Students who identified themselves as financially secure also reported higher levels of academic self-efficacy than students financially struggling.

Current engagement with student support services also produced significant group differences in relation to psychological well-being, amotivation and resilience. All three subscales of psychological well-being yielded significantly higher scores among students who were engaged with student support services, compared to students not engaged with student support services. In contrast, students who were not engaged with student support services scored significantly higher on levels of resilience and amotivation.

Academic workload was also considered in terms of working on current assessments and currently studying for exams. Students who were not working on current assessments exhibited higher levels of academic self-efficacy, while students who were working on current assessments scored lower on intrinsic motivation. In relation to examinations, students who were studying for examinations reported higher levels of psychological distress (depression, anxiety, stress), compared to students who did not have current examinations. Also, not studying for current examinations was associated with higher levels of academic self-efficacy compared to students studying for examinations. When taking self-reported academic progress into account, group differences emerged for students who were performing not as well as anticipated compared to students performing
about as well as anticipated. Students who were performing not as well as anticipated scored higher on depression and lower on stress, compared to students performing as expected. Levels of amotivation were also higher for students who were performing not as well as anticipated compared to students performing better than expected. Postgraduate by coursework versus postgraduate by research students also differed in terms of intrinsic motivation, with postgraduate by research students displaying higher levels of intrinsic motivation.

**Predictive associations and mediated relationships.**

Predictors of motivation were considered with psychological well-being, resilience and academic self-efficacy as the predictors. The combined predictors significantly contributed to all three types of motivation. When exploring unique individual contributions of each predictor, however, the patterns of prediction were somewhat different for each type of motivation. Individually, academic self-efficacy, depression and resilience each contributed towards extrinsic motivation; while depression, academic self-efficacy, resilience and stress each contributed towards amotivation, but only academic self-efficacy contributed towards intrinsic motivation. A suppressor effect may have been in place as significant beta coefficients were in contrast to non-significant bivariate correlations. Self-efficacy scores were influenced by locus of control; specifically, a stronger internal locus of control was predictive of higher levels of academic self-efficacy.

Locus of control and spirituality were also explored as predictors of perceived stress, which showed to be significant in their joint prediction of perceived stress. Higher
levels of spirituality, as measured by existential well-being, were predictive of lower levels of perceived stress. An internal locus of control was also predictive of lower levels of perceived stress when considered in isolation, however it became non-significant when it was a joint predictor with existential well-being. Perceived stress was also considered as a predictor of resilience and psychological well-being. Results indicated that lower levels of perceived stress were indicative of higher levels of resilience, while higher levels of perceived stress were predictive of higher levels of depression, anxiety and stress.

The relationship between perceived stress and motivation was also examined with psychological well-being and resilience as hypothesized mediators. Resilience did not mediate any of the associations, and only the depression subscale of psychological well-being mediated the relationship between perceived stress and amotivation. Perceived stress as a mediator, however, fully mediated the associations between locus of control and all subscales of psychological well-being. Finally, perceived stress fully mediated the association between spirituality and anxiety, and partially mediated the association between spirituality and both depression and stress. Figure 13 shows the full model of significant mediated relationships.
Higher education students have repeatedly been shown to be at greater risk of adverse experiences compared to the general population, including higher rates of mental illness (Deasy et al., 2014; Hunt & Eisenberg, 2010) and physiological complaints (Adams et al., 2008). This trend has been documented across cultures (Dyrbye, Thomas &
Shanafelt, 2006; Goebert, et al., 2009) and is particularly relevant for Australian higher education students (Andrews & Chong, 2011; Stallman & Shochet, 2009). Studies looking at Australian higher education students tend to explore rates and prevalence of mental illness (Cvetkovski et al., 2012) or symptoms indicating psychological distress (Andrews & Chong, 2011; Stallman, 2010); however, little is known about individual characteristics which hinder or promote positive student experiences in relation to protective factors which promote academic motivation, an important pre-cursor to academic success (Hustinx, Kuyper, et al., 2009; Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2002) and persistence (Vansteenkiste, Lens & Deci, 2006; Vansteenkiste, Simons, Lens, Sheldon, & Deci, 2004). The present study aimed to explore such factors that promote or contribute towards academic motivation. It examined various factors contributing to psychological well-being, academic self-efficacy and resilience of Victoria University students, and whether they in turn predicted or contributed to academic motivation.

Motivation was explored in terms of the three types of motivation as described by self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 2002; Ryan & Deci, 2000b); that is, intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation. Factors explored and which were predicted to contribute towards motivation included psychological well-being, resilience, and academic self-efficacy. Other factors which were expected to contribute towards, and/or be mediated by psychological well-being, resilience and academic self-efficacy, included perceived stress, spirituality and locus of control. Specifically, the present study proposed a model of relationships and pathways that predicted and contributed towards academic motivation. Figure 1 (p. 57) outlines the model beginning with locus of control.
and spirituality as predictors of perceived stress. As mentioned earlier, perceived stress in this study was operationalised as the cognitive appraisal of stress. Perceived stress was in turn predicted to contribute towards levels of psychological well-being as measured by symptoms of depression, anxiety and stress, as well as resilience. As such, perceived stress was expected to mediate the relationships between its predictors locus of control and spirituality, with psychological well-being and resilience. Psychological well-being and resilience along with academic self-efficacy were expected to predict levels of motivation. Psychological well-being and resilience were also anticipated to act as mediators between perceived stress and academic motivation. Academic self-efficacy was assumed to be predicted by locus of control, and therefore also to mediate the relationship between locus of control and motivation.

Due to the small sample size, it was not possible to test the overall model with the preferred statistical method of structural equation modeling. Instead, the model was broken down into four components, and relationships were tested through a series of regression and mediation analyses. Component one considered the first section of the model examining the predictors of perceived stress, and perceived stress as a predictor and mediator. Component two moved towards the end of the model and looked at the three predictors of academic motivation (psychological well-being, resilience and academic self-efficacy). Components three and four considered the middle sections of the model, assessing variables which joined the first and last parts of the model with primarily mediating relationships. The relationships between locus of control, academic self-efficacy and motivation were
considered in component three while component four examined the mediators of perceived stress and motivation.

Results of the present study partially supported the overall hypothesised model, in that the combination of spirituality, locus of control, academic self-efficacy, perceived stress, psychological well-being and resilience were significant in contributing to all three levels of motivation, that is, intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation. This will be discussed in further detail later, as broken down into the four components.

**Exploratory findings**

Previous studies have reported motivation as a pre-cursor to well-being and achievement in educational settings (Kusurkar, Ten Cate, Van Asperen & Croiset, 2011); however, Gottfried (1990) suggested that the relationship is bi-directional and cyclical in nature with motivation influencing achievement, which in turn fosters further motivation. The present study showed some support for this notion. Students who reported to be performing not as well as they had expected academically also experienced higher levels of amotivation (i.e., less motivation) compared to students who were performing better than they had anticipated. It may be that performing poorly, or worse than anticipated, creates a lack of motivation or amotivation, which in turn affects the amount of time and effort put into academic work, thereby resulting in worse than expected performance. Levels of depression and stress were also higher for students who were performing worse than anticipated compared to students who were performing at about the same level as they had expected. It may be that levels of depression, stress and amotivation are tied together, and
perhaps associations between them are bi-directional and cyclical as proposed by Gottfried. Receiving grades lower than expected may elevate levels of depression and stress which may exacerbate feelings of helplessness and a difficulty to ‘get going’ again. This may increase levels of amotivation and hinder further academic studies and progress through factors such as lethargy, procrastination, fear and anxiety; hence reinforcing amotivation, and so forth.

The heightened level of psychological distress reported by participants of the present study is in line with other studies of higher education students (Berger, Franke, Hofmann, Sperth & Holm-Hadulla, 2015; Kreb, Sperth, Hofmann & Hom-Hadulla, 2015; Stewart-Brown et al., 2000), and of particular relevance, Australian higher education students (Cvetkovski et al., 2012; Stallman, 2008, 2010). The present study also found that students at Victoria University reported higher levels of symptoms of psychological distress compared with the general population (Slade, 2009) as measured by self-reported symptoms of depression, anxiety and stress. This is consistent with an American study of college students in which Sax (1997) reported a ten year trend of students increasingly feeling overwhelmed. More than half (52.8%) of the students in the present study reported symptoms of depression above the normal range, and 54.5% of students reported symptoms of anxiety above the normal range. Just under half (48.5%) of the students also reported levels of stress above the normal range. The measure used (i.e., the DASS-21) is not a diagnostic tool, however, it is often used clinically to explore psychological symptomatology and indicate psychological distress with any scores above the normal range indicating clinical levels of severity (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995). While the current
study’s findings are not directly comparable to the Australian population as a whole, due to differences in the measures used, it does indicate the same general trend of higher education students experiencing heightened levels of psychological distress. The 2007 National Survey of Mental Health and Wellbeing (Slade et al., 2009) indicated that 10% of Australians met criteria for an anxiety, affective and/or substance use disorder in the last month, 20% met criteria for diagnosis in the previous year, and 45.5% met criteria for diagnosis over the course of their lifetime. For those meeting criteria for any mental illness diagnosis in the previous 12 months, 46.3% were categorised as mild, 33.2% were categorised as moderate and 20.5% were categorised as severe. For anxiety disorders, 22.2% were in the severe range, while 51% of affective disorders met criteria for the severe range (Slade et al., 2009). These population rates are lower than that among the students of the present study.

In contrast to the general population whereby females reported higher rates of anxiety, affective and substance use disorders (Slade et al., 2009), the present study did not find significant gender differences in levels of psychological distress as measured by self-reported symptoms of depression, anxiety and stress. This is consistent with Stallman (2010) in which a study of Australian higher education students yielded no significant difference in psychological distress between male and female students. Boughton and Street (2007) also reported inconsistent gender differences related to depression in university students and Bhullar et al. (2014) reported no gender differences in psychological distress. Similarly, no gender differences were evident on any other outcome measures in the present study. Although gender differences have been found in relation to many outcomes,
Drapeau, Marchand and Beaulieu-Prevost (2012) suggest that when faced with stressors of a similar nature, there is no gender difference in the level of distress experienced. This may explain why there were no gender differences on any of the outcome measures in the present study, as all participants were faced with the same stressor of academic study. Also, the majority of participants reported current assessments as their primary stressor, further indicating similar stressors experienced by participants.

It appears that academic stressors are a large contributor to increased psychological distress, and hence lower psychological well-being. Working on current assessments and assignments was reported as the top stressor faced by students in the present study. Students who were studying for examinations reported higher levels of depression, anxiety and stress compared with students who were not required to sit examinations at the time of data collection. Financial hardship was the second most reported stressor by the students. Students reporting a secure financial situation also reported lower levels of stress compared to students who were struggling financially. Andrews and Wilding (2004) found that financial stress impacted negatively on academic performance and increased symptoms of anxiety and depression. This was also replicated with Australian university students in which financial stress was associated with increased distress (Cvetkovski et al., 2012). It appears that the cumulative effects of academic stressors and financial insecurity create an additional burden. Students who are not in a financially secure situation may need to work additional hours in paid employment which can be particularly taxing when studying for exams. Alternatively, it could be that during the examinations period, students may limit
their hours in paid employment to allow more time for study, hence increasing financial stress and burden.

Although students experienced multiple stressors and heightened levels of psychological distress, access to professional support was low. In support of prior findings which highlight a low prevalence of help seeking behaviour of Australian young people aged 12-24 years (Rickwood, Deane & Wilson, 2007), including students at an Australian university (Stallman, 2008), the present study also found that a large portion of students who required support were not accessing student support services through the university. In the present sample, 56.4% of students reported that they felt they needed some form of student services support, however the type of support required was not listed. Of those, only 11.7% of the students were engaged in student support services at the university at the time of data collection, and 35% reported having some contact with student support services during their time at the university. Of those who had not accessed student support services, the primary reason listed was due to being unaware of which support services were available (25.8%) while only 14.1% of students had accessed support outside of the university. Not surprisingly, students who were engaged with student support services also reported lower psychological well-being in the form of increased symptoms of depression, anxiety and stress; compared to students who were not engaged with student support services. This is to be expected, as it is likely that students engaged with support services are those seeking support due to symptoms of psychological distress. In line with this, students who were not engaged with student support services also reported higher levels of amotivation and resilience compared to students engaged with support services. Again, this
is not surprising as it takes some level of motivation, whether intrinsic or extrinsic and goal directed behaviour, to seek support.

Amotivation, or the lack of motivation to pursue goals and take steps towards attaining those goals, may be keeping students from seeking support. Resilience scores being higher in students not engaged with student support services compared to students engaged with support services is also not surprising, and in line with the conceptualisation of the three approaches of resilience described by Davydov et al. (2010). It may be that in terms of harm reduction, students who experience stressors but are able to recover quickly do not require additional support. The second approach of protection may also be a factor in the current sample in that students may have some pre-existing level of resilience, or protective factors which act as buffers against adverse effects and which they are able to utilise to cope with stressors. With that, students may have adopted tools and skills they have used in previous stressful situations in order to better deal with current stressors and strengthened their capacity to deal with future stressors, which Davydov et al. described as resilience promotion. Therefore, it is understandable that students who are better able to recover quickly, have protective factors to buffer against stressors and utilise skills and strategies to deal with difficulties may be less likely to seek student services support. Amotivation through levels of apathy and disengagement may also serve as a coping strategy and protective factor which students utilise in order to preserve their mental health by opting to care less about their studies. This may be a form of resilience in itself.
Findings pertaining to the proposed model

Component one

The first component of the proposed model centred on perceived stress. It examined locus of control and spirituality as predictors of perceived stress. Perceived stress as a predictor of psychological well-being and resilience was examined. Perceived stress was also considered as a mediator between both locus of control and spirituality with psychological well-being and resilience, respectively. In predicting levels of perceived stress, only spirituality in the form of existential well-being was significant such that higher existential well-being was associated with lower perceived stress. In contrast, locus of control did not independently predict perceived stress. Therefore, perceived stress was not tested as a mediator of any relationships between locus of control and psychological well-being or resilience.

The hypothesis that higher levels of perceived stress would result in higher levels of psychological distress was supported on all three measures of psychological well-being. Students with a greater tendency to perceive events as stressful also reported higher levels of depression, anxiety and stress. These findings are in line with earlier reports by Moeini et al. (2008), who reported that higher levels of perceived stress were related to lower levels of self-efficacy and poorer mental health. Similar to the present study, their measure of mental health included four subscales measuring somatic symptoms, anxiety and insomnia, social dysfunction and severe depression. While not directly comparable, as their sample consisted of 154 twelfth-grade male students in Iran, the present findings add
generalisability to the findings of Moeini et al. The present findings are also consistent with those of Krackow and Rudolph (2008), who examined life stress and cognitive appraisals in two groups of youths; one with depressive symptomatology in line with diagnostic criteria of major depressive disorder, dysthymic disorder and sub-syndromal symptoms; and one group with no symptoms of depressive disorders. They found that young people with depressive symptoms tended to rate events as more stressful compared to their non-symptomatic counterparts. Those who did not meet full criteria for diagnosis, but displayed depressive symptoms, also displayed similar patterns to those with diagnoses, albeit at a lesser intensity. The authors warned that it was not possible, however, to determine the direction of the relationship and questioned whether stress perception was a source or an outcome of depression. It is also important to note that the mean age of the participants in their study was 12.41 years, which is considerably younger than the current study of university students at the later stages of youth and emerging adulthood; however, this indicates that individual differences in cognitive appraisal of stress negatively impacts psychological well-being in people across different groups.

Cognitive vulnerability of depression is played out or evident through negative schemas individuals have about themselves, the world and the future. An individual’s vulnerability to depression is heightened through negatively biased interpretations of causes and consequences in addition to negative appraisals of events which are understood as threatening and harmful (Krackow & Rudolph, 2008). Taken together with the findings of previous studies, the present finding that greater perceived stress was predictive of higher levels of depressive symptoms indicates that it may be maladaptive inferences and
appraisals that contribute to students’ understanding of their environment as stressful and burdensome, to levels high enough to result in psychological distress. Misra and McKean (2000) found perceived stress and anxiety to be related in college students, however they reported an association in the opposite direction to that found in the present study. They suggested that levels of anxiety were predicted by perceived academic stress. The present study suggests, in contrast, that anxiety and stress (along with depression as discussed above) are emotional responses to stress once it has been appraised as too challenging and overwhelming. Even so, it is possible that there is a bidirectional relationship between cognitive appraisals and emotional responses. In addition, higher levels of perceived stress also predicted lower levels of resilience in this study. Resilience, being the ability to bounce back and persevere in the face of adversity, may be compromised by the appraisal of situations as too stressful for the available resources the individual has to cope.

Finally, the relationship between spirituality and psychological well-being was examined. In the present study, the scale measuring spirituality produced three scores: an overall spiritual well-being score and a score for each of the two subscales of religious well-being and existential well-being. Spiritual well-being was excluded in order to allow for both subscales of religious well-being and existential well-being to be considered separately to allow for distinctions between religiosity and spirituality to be considered. Initial analyses of the predictors of perceived stress (locus of control, religious well-being and existential well-being), however, highlighted religious well-being and locus of control as non-significant predictors. Thus, religious well-being and locus of control were excluded from further analyses, leaving existential well-being as the sole measure of spirituality and
the sole predictor of perceived stress. Also, as this study aligned with other studies which view religiosity and spirituality as distinct measures, existential well-being was used as the measure of spirituality as it is not connected to any religion or deity, but rather a personal sense of purpose and satisfaction.

As expected, higher levels of spirituality (existential well-being) were significantly related to lower levels of depression, anxiety and stress. This is consistent with the work of Brown, Carney, Parrish and Klem (2013) who found significant relationships between existential well-being and both depression and anxiety. Cotton et al. (2005) also found higher levels of spirituality, particularly existential well-being, in adolescents in an American high school was associated with fewer depressive symptoms compared to those with lower levels of spirituality. Lower levels of psychological distress being predicted by higher levels of spirituality may be due to the mediating effect of the cognitive appraisal of stress, as demonstrated in the present study. The relationships mediated by perceived stress, however, were only partial, with the direct effects between spirituality and resilience, depression and stress, respectively, remaining significant, albeit reduced. This suggests that mechanisms in addition to perceived stress are influencing the mediated relationships. This may occur through various means such as increased hope, finding a sense of meaning or purpose behind the stressful experience, or maybe even through an increased sense of perceived control. This may explain the non-significant contribution of locus of control in this instance, as it may not contribute any additional variance once existential well-being is accounted for. Perceived stress mediated the relationship between spirituality and all measures of psychological well-being and resilience. While higher levels of perceived
stress resulted in higher levels of psychological distress, spirituality predicted less perceived stress which may explain spirituality predicting lower levels of psychological distress. In short, it appears that perceived stress may act as a buffer against psychological distress, and a protective factor in resilience, in that perceiving events as less stressful because of the aid and protection of a spiritual power or existential purpose helps to alleviate psychological distress symptoms and strengthen resilience.

Component two

Component two considered the predictors of academic motivation. Academic self-efficacy, resilience, depression, anxiety and stress were expected to predict each type of motivation. Amotivation, or the lack of motivation, was predicted by academic self-efficacy, resilience, depression and stress. Specifically, higher academic self-efficacy contributed to lower levels of amotivation (that is, less amotivation), suggesting that academic self-efficacy may act as a buffer against amotivation. It is possible that perceived competence or the confidence in performing academic tasks and succeeding academically enables students to continue to perform, believing they have the ability to accomplish what they desire. In contrast, having lower self-efficacy may put students at risk of giving up and not trying due to the belief that they do not have what it takes to succeed academically. Self-efficacy underlies behaviour change and maintenance, influencing effort and persistence in attaining an identified goal, therefore it is possible that academic self-efficacy maintains levels of motivation and keeps levels of amotivation at a low, healthy and functional level. Surprisingly, also contributing towards higher levels of amotivation was increased resilience. However, the very low, non-significant bivariate
correlation between amotivation and resilience suggests that the significant regression result may be a statistical artefact due to a suppression effect.

Similarly, two of the three measures of psychological well-being (depression and stress) were significant predictors of amotivation. Anxiety did not offer any significant unique contribution towards amotivation. Although the measures of anxiety and stress are similar, they differ conceptually in this instance in that the anxiety subscale is considered as more situational and corresponds closely with panic disorder, whereas the stress subscale is more akin to generalised anxiety with irritability, agitation, tension, impatience and negative affect as key features (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995). The very features of depression are associated with characteristics or symptoms of amotivation such as disengagement, anhedonia, a diminished ability to initiate behaviour, a negative outlook and pessimism. In light of these symptoms it is understandable that higher levels of depression would be associated with higher levels of amotivation through limited intrinsically or extrinsically directed behavior and a lack of commitment to academic tasks. In contrast, higher levels of stress predicted lower levels of amotivation (less amotivation).

In this instance, stress may be operating as a hidden motivator, through which it enables students to focus, take action and be productive. This may be due to many reasons such as fear of failure, embarrassment at failing an exam or family pressure to succeed. This beneficial stress or eustress, which is considered a positive psychological response to a stressor (Simmons & Nelson, 2001) may encourage students to pursue goals which are challenging but not too overwhelming. O’Sullivan (2011) found eustress in undergraduate students was beneficial in predicting life satisfaction, particularly when considered with
hope and self-efficacy. O’Sullivan reported that higher levels of eustress, hope and self-efficacy predicted higher levels of academic and life satisfaction. She suggested that increased life satisfaction might be an important pre-cursor to academic engagement and commitment; however Mesurado, Richaud & Mateo (2016) suggest eustress does not influence academic commitment directly, but rather through flow. They described flow as a mental state that in which an individual is fully attentive to the task or experience at hand, providing a positive experience, or joy in participating in the activity despite any effort required to do so. Mesurado, Richaud and Mateo also reported that when related to academic activities, if a student experiences flow, they will continue to learn while enjoying the learning experience. This may be related to the most self-determined end of the motivation continuum in which students are intrinsically motivated and participating in studies due to the personal satisfaction or enjoyment experienced.

The only significant predictor of intrinsic motivation was academic self-efficacy, with higher levels of academic self-efficacy in students being associated with higher levels of intrinsic motivation. This finding is in line with Komarraju and Dial (2014) who reported that students with higher self-efficacy also experienced higher levels of self-determined motivation, that is, intrinsic motivation. Self-determination theory indicates that a stronger sense of self-determination is achieved through the acquisition of three innate needs, one of which is feeling confident and competent in overcoming challenges (Deci & Ryan, 2000). This is very similar to the definition of self-efficacy in that it is more about a belief and confidence in executing behaviours rather than an actual ability to perform a task, for example, gaining a good grade in academic studies. Therefore, it is comprehensible that a
higher sense of self-efficacy is associated with higher levels of intrinsic motivation due to the very fact that the essence of self-efficacy is akin to one of the three needs to achieve intrinsic motivation.

Academic self-efficacy, depression and resilience all contributed significantly towards levels of extrinsic motivation. Students who reported higher levels of academic self-efficacy also experienced higher levels of extrinsic motivation; while students who reported higher levels of depression and resilience experienced lower levels of extrinsic motivation. An increased sense of confidence and competence in specific academic tasks may elicit more extrinsic motivation as it is the form of motivation that is more associated with external rewards; therefore, a student more confident in their ability to write an essay or understand course material may be more motivated to study in order to obtain better grades. As low motivation, anhedonia and feelings of apathy are symptomatic of depression, it was expected and not surprising that higher levels of depression predicted lower levels of extrinsic motivation; however, the finding that lower levels of resilience predicted higher levels of extrinsic motivation was somewhat surprising. Resilience tends to be associated with qualities and characteristics such as optimism, positive affect, self-esteem and spirituality which can be considered as internal resources (Resnick, 2011). These internal resources may not be associated with external rewards and gains, on which extrinsic motivation is based; potentially explaining the negative association between resilience and extrinsic motivation. It is important to note, however, that bivariate correlation results showed a low non-significant association between resilience and extrinsic motivation. Therefore, resilience emerging as a significant predictor in the regression may indicate a suppression effect in which resilience was not significantly associated with extrinsic motivation alone, but had a role in jointly contributing towards levels of extrinsic motivation along with the other predictors.
The current findings regarding academic self-efficacy and motivation are somewhat consistent with previous literature. For instance, McGeown et al. (2014) found self-efficacy to predict levels of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in a sample of secondary school students aged 12 to 16 years. In contrast to the present study, however, which found a positive relationship between academic self-efficacy and both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, McGeown et al. found self-efficacy to be positively related to intrinsic motivation but negatively related to extrinsic motivation. Participating in activities for personal pleasure and satisfaction tends to be more enjoyable which in turn promotes perseverance in tasks and a sense of control which may foster a greater sense of confidence (i.e., self-efficacy) in a student’s ability to succeed in their studies. In McGeown et al.’s study, students who were more motivated by external factors such as not failing or parental pressure to succeed may have been less likely to persist on difficult tasks, resulting in lower achievement, feeding future feelings of incompetence and therefore lower confidence in their academic ability, thus being negatively related to extrinsic motivation. This difference may also be due to the fact that McGeown et al. utilised a generalised and global measure of self-efficacy, as opposed to the domain-specific measure of academic self-efficacy used in the current study, whereby questions were based around academic tasks and activities such as contributing to class discussions and understanding class content. Self-efficacy has been shown to be domain-specific (Pajares, 1996), therefore McGeown et al.’s general measure of self-efficacy may not have provided an accurate reflection of self-efficacy in an academic and educational context.
Self-efficacy beliefs are generally formed based on an individual’s prior performance and attainments with self-efficacy beliefs in one domain being independent from prior performance in other domains (Bong & Clark, 1999). The present study utilised an academic domain specific measure which relates to specific academic demands. Stajkovic and Luthans (1998) suggested that domain specific self-efficacy is dynamic and can vary based on specific tasks and situations. It may therefore be, that the specific academic measure of the present study captured subtle nuances and tapped into specific external or extrinsic motivators that McGeown et al.’s study did not. For example, the specific measure of academic self-efficacy in the present study, which asks questions about education may have tapped into extrinsic or external motivators such as getting good grades or to obtain a higher paying job later on.

Consistent with the present study, Komarraju and Dial (2014) found a positive relationship between academic self-efficacy and self-determined motivation. Self-determined motivation may be understood as equivalent to intrinsic motivation, with intrinsic motivation sitting on the positive and self-determined end of the motivation continuum, compared with extrinsic motivation and amotivation sitting on the lower end of the continuum, according to self-determination theory (Ryan & Deci, 2000b). Also consistent with the findings of the current study, Fortier, Vallerand and Guay (1995) concluded that an individual’s perception of academic competence was associated with higher levels of autonomous academic motivation. Perceived academic competence can be likened to that of academic self-efficacy, as self-efficacy is a measure of an individual’s beliefs and confidence in their abilities, rather than an objective measure of ability. They
derived the measure of autonomous motivation through various subsets of the intrinsic and extrinsic motivation sets of questions on the Academic Motivation Scale (Vallerand et al., 1992), which most closely correspond to intrinsic motivation, while acknowledging some elements of extrinsic motivation are autonomous and internally driven by the individual. Using a different motivation scale, Katz, Eilot and Nevo (2014) also lend support for the positive relationship between autonomous motivation and self-efficacy. They found autonomous motivation to mediate the relationship between self-efficacy and procrastination. They suggested that self-efficacy shapes the type of motivation experienced which impacts on procrastination and that intrinsic or autonomous motivation is not sufficient on its own as a buffer against procrastination, but rather that self-efficacy, or confidence and perceived competence, needs to be fostered or present.

Component three

Component three considered locus of control as a predictor of academic self-efficacy and academic self-efficacy as a mediator between locus of control and motivation. The expectation that locus of control would predict academic self-efficacy was supported by the data, with an internal locus of control predicting higher levels of academic self-efficacy. An internal locus of control is associated with feelings of being in control of outcomes of situations and also having personal agency in how situations are dealt with even if the outcome cannot be controlled (Peacock & Wong, 1990). Students who feel that they are in control of situations may also feel in control of their studies, with study outcomes such as grades dependent on their own efforts rather than on external (non-controllable) factors such as the quality of teaching. Feeling in control of their studies,
students may therefore feel more confident in their ability to study, learn, retain information and execute required tasks pertaining to their studies. Phillips and Gully (1997) also found an internal locus of control to predict higher levels of self-efficacy in a study of 405 undergraduate students. This has also been replicated in other areas, particularly with health behaviours and work stress.

While an internal locus of control was predictive of higher academic self-efficacy, as predicted, analyses revealed some interesting additional findings in relation to higher academic self-efficacy. Students who were not studying for examinations at the time of data collection reported higher levels of academic self-efficacy compared to students studying for examinations. Similarly, students who were not working on any current assessments and assignments also reported levels of higher academic self-efficacy compared to students who were working on current assessments and assignments. Confidence and perceived competence may be easier to channel at times when little effort is required, such as a quiet time of semester without assessments and examinations. At these times, students may be overestimating their abilities due to the fact that they are not required to exert too much effort. During examination or assessment periods, however, as work and demands get more difficult, students may begin to feel overwhelmed and doubt their academic capabilities; that is, they may have lower levels of academic self-efficacy when they are required to perform.

It was also expected that the association between locus of control and motivation would be mediated by academic self-efficacy. Earlier analyses of self-efficacy’s contribution towards motivation indicated that higher levels of academic self-efficacy contributed to higher levels of
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, and lower levels of amotivation. These findings are in line with prior research highlighting mastery (i.e., self-efficacy) as a predictor of student motivation (Ning & Downing, 2010; Kalechstein & Nowicki, 1997), particularly intrinsic motivation (Vallerand & Bissonnette, 1992; Vallerand et al., 1992). Bandura (1993) also highlighted self-efficacy as playing a pivotal role in motivation. Academic stressors have been highlighted as more controllable than relationship stressors (Hampel & Petermann, 2006), therefore it may be that students perceive more control over these stressors (i.e., an internal locus of control), which in turn may impact on their belief and confidence (i.e., self-efficacy) to overcome these stressors through problem-focused strategies which tend to be used in situations that are thought to be changeable (Folkman & Lazarus, 1980). From this, it appears that academic self-efficacy provides a buffer against amotivation. This is reflected in analyses which indicated that academic self-efficacy mediates the relationship between locus of control and amotivation but not intrinsic or extrinsic motivation. Results indicated that an external locus of control predicted lower levels of academic self-efficacy which in turn predicted higher levels of amotivation. Therefore, an external locus of control predicts amotivation through its undermining effects on academic self-efficacy. Through less perceived control stems low confidence in attempting to succeed and be effective, resulting in less motivation, or more amotivation.

Locus of control, however did not contribute towards levels of extrinsic and intrinsic motivation. This is in contrast to prior literature which suggests that an internal locus of control is associated with motivation (Landine & Stewart, 1998; Wuhrmann, 2008), although the studies did not differentiate between the types of motivation. Deci and Ryan (2000) suggest that classroom environments have the capacity to promote or impede intrinsic motivation through the supporting or hindering of the basic needs (autonomy, competence and relatedness) of intrinsic
motivation. They also suggest that behaviours or environments which tend to undermine motivation include threats, directive and the pressure to compete, all of which can be common in an academic environment, particularly as many participants were studying for examinations and assessments which creates an additional burden. Therefore, it may be that the time of data collection being during the examination period for many participants was not conducive to meeting the needs of autonomy, competence and relatedness which undermined the relationship or association between locus of control and intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.

**Component four**

Component four of the model focused on the role of psychological well-being and resilience as mediators between perceived stress and academic motivation. It was predicted that psychological well-being and resilience would mediate the relationship between perceived stress and motivation. However, resilience did not mediate any relationships between perceived stress and the three types of motivation. Correlation and regression analyses indicated that resilience may have been acting as a suppressor when combined with other variables, but on its own it was not associated with any of the motivation subscales. Resilience and perceived stress, however, were highly associated in the negative direction. Waugh, Thompson and Gotlieb (2011) reported that resilient individuals are more flexible and better able to shift and adapt their emotional responses to environmental and contextual changes, compared with less resilient individuals. It may be, then, that as a precursor to resilience, an individual has cognitively appraised situations as manageable and non-threatening, representing an ability to cope with adversity.
Psychological distress as a mediator of the association between perceived stress and motivation was considered in terms of each subscale individually. Stress and anxiety as measures of psychological well-being did not mediate the relationships between perceived stress and any type of motivation. Depression, however, significantly mediated the relationship between perceived stress and amotivation, but did not mediate the relationship between the other forms of motivation and perceived stress. Students who perceive events and experiences as more stressful may experience higher levels of amotivation through increased symptoms of depression. Feeling overly stressed may elicit feelings of hopelessness and helplessness and an inability to cope with demands. This sense of apathy is common to amotivation and may amplify levels of amotivation through behaviours such as giving up and no longer trying, or feeling unable to get started again.

Limitations

While the present research offers some understanding into student psychological well-being and the experience of motivation, it is important to note some limitations. One particular limitation of this study is that the sample was from one university only, therefore the results are less generalisable to the broader Australian university student population. Although Victoria University was deemed a suitable university for this study due to the diversity of students from a range of cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds, in order to obtain results which may be generalised to the Australian higher education sector overall, it would be worthwhile replicating this study with a cross section of students from a range of Australian higher education institutes.
In addition to the sample consisting of students from one university, perhaps a greater threat to generalisability is self-selection into the study, whereby the respondents who chose to participate may have done so purely due to personal interest in the topic at hand. This may create a sample not representative of the greater university population, or exaggerates particular findings.

The present study also relied solely on self-report measures, which raises concerns around validity and reporting bias. To obtain a more objective view of each participant and their functioning, it may be worthwhile for future studies to incorporate numerous sources of evidence, as is common practice in clinical settings. For example, it may be useful to incorporate actual grades received, reports from academic staff, peers, family or friends in addition to the student. Also, the current study included a predominantly female and undergraduate sample, which may lend to the results of no gender differences found on any of the measures.

The relatively small sample size may also not have shown the true magnitude of effects. In line with other studies of student populations from one university where the sample sizes have generally consisted of less than 300 students (Cooke et al., 2006), the current sample size of 163 may be unlikely to capture the complete student experience. Further research with a higher number of participants may permit more robust interpretations, and allow for the model to be tested as a whole using structural equation modeling without compromising statistical power. In addition, the limited sample size did not allow for the consideration of the factor structure of the constructs and model. A larger
sample size would have provided an opportunity to undertake structural equation modeling and to empirically consider factorial structures for construct validity and reliability.

Also impacting and potentially skewing the interpretation of the results is the high number of tests of significance evaluating mean differences which were performed. The high number of mean differences tested lends to the possibility that some statistically significant findings may be due to chance alone.

It is widely agreed upon and reported (Zinnbauer, 1997; Koenig & Larson, 2001) that spirituality is a difficult concept to define and therefore to quantify and measure validly. For this reason, it remains, as in previous studies, a limitation of the current study. The findings did, however, support the present study’s approach in separating the terms spirituality and religiosity and to understand them as distinct constructs. This was evident through analyses which highlighted the null contribution of religiosity and religious well-being towards perceived stress compared to existential well-being. It may be that elements of spirituality, or existential well-being compared to religious well-being, plays a greater role in student well-being. While religiosity and religious well-being is closely aligned with practices, rituals, and identifying with a particular faith or worshipping a specific deity, existentialism focuses an individual’s experience and understanding of the self and considers elements of personal freedom, suffering, death and the pursuit of purpose and life meaning (Ownsworth & Nash, 2015), which may be a reason why the present study found existential well-being having more psychological significance compared to religious well-being. McMahon and Biggs (2012) found that existential well-being better predicted lower levels of anxiety in students preparing for exams at an Australian university,
compared to religious well-being. Cotton et al. (2009) also reported that the aspects of purpose of life and meaning making behind existential well-being were better predictors of less depressive symptoms and improved emotional functioning in adolescents, compared to the connection to a higher power aspects of religious well-being. Similarly, Visser, Garssen and Vingerhoets (2016) found that while there was an overlap between existential well-being and psychological well-being, meaning of life was better aligned with existential well-being than psychological well-being.

Due to time constrictions and limited resources, it was not possible to perform a longitudinal study in which a cohort of students could be followed through their university experience from commencement through to degree completion. Future research may also benefit from a longitudinal design whereby students are asked to complete measures and questionnaires before the beginning of the academic year, at the beginning of the academic year, in the middle and towards the end. This may assist in determining any lasting or ongoing effects of mental health and may identify the directionality of the relationship between mental health and academic outcomes. In addition, it might be worthwhile to replicate this study longitudinally, and consider times of high stress versus low stress in the academic year (Andrews & Chong, 2011). Such examples of high stress would be the examination and assessment periods, with examples of low stress time being either during semester without examinations or assessments or during semester breaks. This was evident in the present study with students who were studying for exams and had assessments also reporting higher levels of psychological distress. Andrews and Chong (2011) found that at the beginning of semester, students recorded higher than expected scores of psychological
distress. However, it is important to keep in mind that university students experience compounding stress, and academic stress is only one source of stress. For students of the present study, current assessments was the most common stressor, but other stressors were also reported, including financial stress, employment stress, family stress, exam stress, relationship stress, physical health stress and other sources of stress that were unnamed.

Future directions and implications

The present study’s exploratory analyses highlighted some interesting findings and raised some interesting questions. Unfortunately, pursuing them at this point was beyond the scope of the present study; however, it would be interesting and potentially beneficial if future studies further explored and unpacked how factors such as financial stress fit into a model such as that proposed in this study.

Future studies may also benefit in further deconstructing the findings in terms of students’ cultural backgrounds. In the current study, more than a quarter of participants identified themselves as having a cultural background other than Australian. Only one participant self-identified as an international student. It is important, however, to include international students in future studies as just over one-fifth (21.1%) of students in Australia are international students (OECD, 2012a). Australia ranks third on the list of countries to attract international students (OECD, 2012b), with approximately 500,000 students from 200 countries studying in Australia in 2015 (Australian Government Department of Education, 2016), therefore it may be important to capture cultural differences. Not only do international students contribute to the mix of different cultures,
but Australia in general is known for its multicultural social environment, and many students may have diverse cultural backgrounds. This may influence the results, such as through the expression of psychological distress. Esia-Donkoh, Yelkpieri & Esia-Donkoh (2011) suggest that understanding the cultural expressions of psychological symptoms is paramount in understanding the student experience as cultures express distress differently; for example, their sample of Ghanaian college students tended to report somatic and physiological symptoms as expressions of psychological distress. Ryder et al. (2008) provide further evidence with findings that Chinese participants tended to report somatic symptoms of depression compared with Canadian participants who reported more psychological symptoms. This is in line with other cultural differences felt by students. For example, in non-Western collectivist cultures there may be more family pressure felt by students to succeed academically whereas students of a Western individualistic culture may tend to pursue higher education of their own volition.

In 2012, most (54%) undergraduate Australian students enrolled in higher education came directly from secondary schooling (Gale & Parker, 2013), with 25.8% of the 46% who did not come directly from secondary schooling having entered higher education after a 12 month ‘gap year’ from secondary schooling. Studies have shown that while levels of distress in higher education students can fluctuate depending on academic pressures such as examinations and assessments, levels of distress have been found not to decrease to pre-university levels at four different time points across their first year of study (Cooke et al., 2006). Therefore, it might be worthwhile to pilot a transition program for first year, or newly enrolled university students, particularly those transitioning directly from secondary
schooling. It might even be useful to begin such transition programs during their final year of secondary schooling, and continue through to their first year of higher education studies. Limited research of such transition programs was found. One example of an intervention program to reduce psychological distress has been documented in the United States of America (Deckro et al., 2002). Deckro et al. (2002) implemented a six week mind/body intervention to reduce psychological distress in 128 college students in the United States. Their intervention included a relaxation component and a cognitive behavioural therapy component. A particular strength of their intervention was the use of a control group with which they were able to compare the results of the intervention group, which received six 90 minute group sessions. After six weeks, the intervention group differed significantly in the reduction of their measures of psychological distress, state anxiety and perceived stress. Furthermore, anxiety scores in particular were lower than the average for college students post-intervention and the measure for psychological distress was in the non-clinical range for adults. This is an important finding, as many studies have reported that higher education students tend to score higher than adults of the general population (Cvetkovski et al., 2012; Stallman, 2010). Deckro et al. suggest that their intervention strategy may be useful as a preventive intervention.

Rasanen, Lappalainen, Muotka, Tolvanen, & Lappalainen (2016) trialed a seven week online acceptance and commitment therapy intervention to enhance psychological well-being in university students. Compared to the control waiting group, participants showed significant increases in well-being, life satisfaction and mindfulness skills with
reduced self-reported symptoms of stress and depression. These gains were maintained for 12 months, post intervention.

In the present study, significant group differences were evident on measures of academic self-efficacy, depression, anxiety, stress, resilience, amotivation, and intrinsic motivation. Taking these findings together with the significant mediated relationships, some implications begin to emerge. Access to student support services appears to impact on levels of depression, anxiety, stress, resilience and amotivation, acting as a buffer in many instances. Therefore, it might be useful for universities to be more active in promoting student support services, particularly first year students. Not surprisingly, exams, assessments and academic progress were also instrumental in predicting differences in levels of academic self-efficacy, depression, anxiety, stress, intrinsic motivation, and amotivation. Perceived stress acted as a mediator and predictor of psychological well-being and resilience; therefore it may be useful for interventions to focus on dealing with stressful situations, particularly related to academic pressures in addition to financial stress.

Based on the present findings, it may be worthwhile to trial programs and interventions which focus on a few different elements. The present findings suggest that academic self-efficacy is a key component in academic motivation. Higher academic self-efficacy was associated with higher levels of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, and lower levels of amotivation. Perceived competence and confidence in academic tasks may promote self-determined behaviour in students, while protecting against amotivation and a lack of drive and energy to pursue goals and take action towards attaining academic goals. The present study also highlighted students’ perceived competence in their studies was
predicted by an internal locus of control, and academic self-efficacy mediated locus of control and amotivation. McGeown et al. (2014) indicated that academic self-efficacy is more malleable than other personality traits which might be a good starting point in enhancing academic motivation. Therefore, it may be useful to students if their institutions and teaching staff were able to instil a sense of confidence and promote self-driven behaviours towards their studies. For example, teaching staff could provide honest positive feedback on students’ performance with specific examples of good work, particularly student initiated work. A sense of mastery may be developed or enhanced by breaking down big tasks into smaller manageable goals. Teaching and support staff at universities may also be able to increase self-efficacy and motivation by eliciting personal meaning in their studies. These strategies take into consideration two of the three basic psychological needs of motivation (autonomy and competence), therefore students may also benefit from having the third need of relatedness met. This may be met through activities such as group work in class and assigning group assessments. Offering student support groups such as group mindfulness and cognitive behavioural therapy so students can feel connected to their peers and studies may also help. Mindfulness and cognitive behavioural therapy may increase self-efficacy to better regulate emotions and distress. Zimmaro et al. (2016) reported mindfulness was associated with better psychological well-being and lower perceived stress in undergraduate students.

Perceived stress was also instrumental in predicting levels of psychological well-being and resilience. Since stress is related to an individual’s reaction to events and not the events themselves (Lazarus, 1966), it may be useful to foster students’ coping
strategies to better deal with stress and psychological distress. Cognitive behavioural therapy might be useful in this instance to assist with and challenge the cognitive appraisal of stress and replace maladaptive thoughts and behaviours with more constructive thoughts and behaviours which might assist in the reduction of future stress-related symptoms.

Existential well-being was related to perceived stress in that higher levels of spirituality predicted lower levels of perceived stress. Therefore, it may also be useful to further encourage and develop a sense of spirituality in students. This can be problematic due to terminology and some people rejecting spirituality on the basis of religious involvement or just not considering themselves spiritual. Therefore it may be useful to utilise components and elements of spirituality such as hope and optimism which might enable students to appraise future events as less stressful. This may promote lower levels of psychological distress and ability to deal with setbacks and adversity. Ponterotto, Mendelowitz, & Collabolletta (2008) state that hope includes goals and goal directed behaviour as well as pathways and plans to attain and reach those goals. Therefore it may be useful to assist students to develop attainable goals and outline various potential strategies to reach those goals. Regularly reviewing the goals and plans and adjusting them if necessary may provide a sense of hope to students that they are able to reach their goals. This also allows students to think about their future, which may tap into further elements of spirituality and existential well-being, as further protective factors against psychological distress.

Deckro et al. (2002) suggested it is important to consider psychopathology and negative symptoms along with positive functioning. The present study considered some
elements of positive functioning, such as academic self-efficacy and resilience, in examining factors influencing motivation, which is a key element to student academic performance. However, to consider the whole student experience, it may be worthwhile to consider other elements of positive functioning such as relationships (peer, family and romantic) and employment. Other studies (Steinhardt & Dolbier, 2008; Pierceall & Keim, 2007) have suggested that research needs to focus on coping strategies used. Further research and future directions that can be pursued to add to the current research in motivation, psychological well-being and resilience in Australian higher education students may benefit from this also. While the current research adds some insights into protective factors in higher education students at an Australian university, beyond spirituality it did not tap into any coping strategies and whether the coping strategies differ between more intrinsically and extrinsically motivated students, compared to students who lack motivation. This may have clinical implications and be able to better inform treatments and programs at a preventative level for student support services in Australian universities.

Summary and conclusion

This research began with the intention of exploring factors contributing to academic motivation in students at Victoria University. It explored psychological well-being, academic self-efficacy and resilience as direct contributors to motivation. Expecting to contribute towards these factors and motivation were locus of control, spirituality and perceived stress. Unfortunately time restraints and a small sample size did not allow for the model to be analysed as a whole using the preferred method of structural equation
modeling. Instead, the model was isolated into four separate components for analysis, which provided some support for the predicted associations.

The present findings are largely congruent with other studies, Australian and international, finding that higher education students do indeed experience high levels of psychological distress, at a level higher than the general community (Cvetkovski et al., 2012; Stallman, 2010). This is a concern. While students face the same stressful circumstances and life events as the general community, such as financial and relationship stress, it appears that they have an additional stressor or burden of academic studies which may be what others perceive as seemingly minor or routine, but in fact may be quite large due to the cumulative effect of stressors.

Despite the large obstacle of the experience of psychological distress at high and clinical levels, students are still succeeding in their studies. Nearly half (43.6%) of students in the current study reported to be progressing at a level better than expected in relation to their studies. It must be noted, however that when students were performing not as well as anticipated, they also experienced higher levels of depression. So, as posed in the introduction, the question is: which factors allow students to persevere and succeed in their studies? The present study answers that question to some extent while at the same time opens up further questions. While the proposed model was not able to be analysed as a whole, each component provided some insight into the student experience at Victoria University. The only factor to contribute towards all levels of motivation was academic self-efficacy. It appears that perceived competence and confidence is an important pre-cursor to intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, while also protecting students against
amotivation, or the lack of drive and effort to engage in behaviours related to attaining specific goals. Locus of control was an important antecedent to academic self-efficacy in that students who believed that they were in control of their environments were also more confident in their studies, and therefore more motivated to execute the required academic tasks.

Perceived stress appeared to play an important role as it significantly predicted all subscales of psychological well-being and resilience. Perceiving situations as stressful was associated with higher levels of psychological distress and lower levels of resilience. Predicting perceived stress was spirituality in the form of existential well-being. These results seem to suggest that an element of meaning-making is important to students, enhancing positive elements of functioning which in turn enhance optimum motivation. Meaning-making can come in many forms. Spirituality is one paradigm, which this study highlighted as a potential protective factor. Meaning-making is the process through which people make sense of the world around them including events, relationships and themselves. It appears that there may be a connection or common element of meaning making between spirituality, perceived stress and academic self-efficacy, which in turn impact on psychological well-being, resilience and motivation.

Universities need to be aware of these individual differences and adapt them into their curricula and student support services. Students are not seeking professional support in high numbers, therefore universities need to be more creative in fostering these protective factors. If Australia is committed to widening participation in higher education
(Gale & Parker, 2013); it must meet that with a commitment to enhancing and supporting student well-being.
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Appendix A
Demographic questionnaire

Please answer the following questions about yourself and your experiences.

Male  [ ]  Female  [ ]

Age (in years) ______

Marital Status

- Married/de facto relationship  [ ]  Single  [ ]
- Divorced/widowed/ separated  [ ]  Partnered  [ ]

Which type of course are you currently enrolled in?

- TAFE  [ ]  Postgraduate- research  [ ]
- Undergraduate  [ ]  Postgraduate -coursework  [ ]

Are you enrolled on a full or part time basis?

- Full time  [ ]  Part time  [ ]

Which academic college do you belong to?

- Arts  [ ]  Health and Biomedicine  [ ]
- Business  [ ]  Law and Justice  [ ]
- Education  [ ]  Sports and Exercise Science  [ ]
- Engineering and Science  [ ]  Trades College  [ ]

What is your main area of study? Please specify ________________________

How are you progressing with your studies in comparison to what you anticipated?

- Better  [ ]  Not as well  [ ]
- About the same  [ ]
Are you an International student?

Yes   No

What is your ethnicity?

Oceania  Southern and Eastern Europe

Australian  Nth African and Middle Eastern

Australian Aboriginal  South East Asian

Torres Strait Islander  Nth East Asian

Australian South Sea Islander  Southern and Central Asian

New Zealander  People of the Americas

North Western European  Sub Saharan African

Other

Please specify______________

In which country were you born?

Please specify ________________

What is your religious orientation?

None  Protestant

Jewish  Catholic

Buddhist  Orthodox

Muslim  Other Christian

Other

Please specify____________________

Are you currently employed?

Casual  Full time

Part time  Unemployed
How would you categorise your socio economic status?

Struggling  
(to pay for necessities)

Secure  
(able to pay for what I want)

Adequate  
(able to pay for necessities but not much else)

How would you describe your physical health?

Poor

Good

Average

Excellent

Are you aware of any student support services at the university? Please specify

Yes

No

Do you know where to access/find student support services at the University?

Yes

No

During your time at university, did you feel you needed help from any university services?

Yes

No

Have you accessed any student support services at the University?

Yes

No

How many times? __________

Are you currently engaged in any student support services at the University?

Yes

No

If you have accessed support services at the University, how would you rate their service?

Not helpful

Very helpful

Somewhat helpful
If you have not accessed student support services, why not?

- I didn’t know what was available
- I didn’t know how to make an appointment
- Other

Please specify__________

I went to a service off campus
I thought it might influence my academic results
I didn’t know it was free

Does the University offer opportunities for meaningful contribution?

- Yes
- No

Are you currently studying for exams?

- Yes
- No

Are you currently working on any assessments/assignments to submit?

- Yes
- No

Do you have any other current stressors?

- Yes

Please specify__________

- No
Appendix B

Scale used to measure psychological well-being

The Depression, Anxiety, Stress Scale- 21 items (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995).

Please read each statement and circle a number 0, 1, 2 or 3 which indicates how much the statement applied to you over the past week. There are no right or wrong answers. Do not spend too much time on any statement.

The rating scale is as follows:
0 Did not apply to me at all
1 Applied to me to some degree, or some of the time
2 Applied to me to a considerable degree, or a good part of time
3 Applied to me very much, or most of the time

1. I found it hard to wind down.

   0  1  2  3

2. I was aware of dryness of my mouth.

   0  1  2  3

3. I couldn’t seem to experience any positive feeling at all.

   0  1  2  3
PREDICTORS OF ACADEMIC MOTIVATION

4. I experienced breathing difficulty (e.g., excessively rapid breathing, breathlessness in the absence of physical exertion).
   0  1  2  3

5. I found it difficult to work up the initiative to do things.
   0  1  2  3

6. I tended to over-react to situations.
   0  1  2  3

7. I experienced trembling (e.g., in the hands).
   0  1  2  3

8. I felt that I was using a lot of nervous energy.
   0  1  2  3

9. I was worried about situations in which I might panic and make a fool of myself.
   0  1  2  3

10. I felt that I had nothing to look forward to.
    0  1  2  3

11. I found myself getting agitated.
    0  1  2  3
12. I found it difficult to relax.

0 1 2 3

13. I felt down-hearted and blue.

0 1 2 3

14. I was intolerant of anything that kept me from getting on with what I was doing.

0 1 2 3

15. I felt I was close to panic.

0 1 2 3

16. I was unable to become enthusiastic about anything.

0 1 2 3

17. I felt I wasn’t worth much as a person.

0 1 2 3

18. I felt that I was rather touchy.

0 1 2 3

19. I was aware of the action of my heart in the absence of physical exertion (e.g., sense of heart rate increase, heart missing a beat).

0 1 2 3
20. I felt scared without any good reason.

0  1  2  3

21. I felt that life was meaningless.

0  1  2  3
Appendix C

Scale used to measure resilience

Brief Resilience Scale (Smith et al., 2008).

Please indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following statements by using the following statements:

1 = strongly disagree
2 = disagree
3 = neutral
4 = agree
5 = strongly agree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I tend to bounce back quickly after hard times</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I have a hard time making it through stressful events</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. It does not take me long to recover from a stressful event</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. It is hard for me to snap back when something bad happens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PREDICTORS OF ACADEMIC MOTIVATION

5. I usually come through difficult times with little trouble
   1  2  3  4  5

6. I tend to take a long time to get over set-backs in my life
   1  2  3  4  5
Spiritual Well Being Scale (Ellison & Paloutzian, 1982).

For each of the following statements circle the choice that best indicates the extent of your agreement or disagreement as it describes your personal experience:

SA= strongly agree  D= disagree
MA= moderately agree  MD= moderately disagree
A= agree  SD= strongly disagree

1. I don’t find much satisfaction in private prayer with God.
   SA  MA  A  D  MD  SD

2. I don’t know who I am, where I came from, or where I’m going.
   SA  MA  A  D  MD  SD

3. I believe that God loves me and cares about me.
   SA  MA  A  D  MD  SD

4. I feel that life is a positive experience.
   SA  MA  A  D  MD  SD

5. I believe that God is impersonal and not interested in my daily situations.
   SA  MA  A  D  MD  SD
6. I feel unsettled about my future.

   SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD

7. I have a personally meaningful relationship with God.

   SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD

8. I feel very fulfilled and satisfied with life.

   SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD

9. I don’t get much personal strength and support from God.

   SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD

10. I feel a sense of well-being about the direction my life is headed in.

    SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD

11. I believe that God is concerned about my problems.

    SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD

12. I don’t enjoy much about life.

    SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD

13. I don’t have a personally satisfying relationship with God.

    SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD


    SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD

15. My relationship with God helps me not to feel lonely.

    SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD

16. I feel that life is full of conflict and unhappiness.

    SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD
17. I feel most fulfilled when I’m in close communion with God.

SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD

18. Life doesn’t have much meaning.

SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD

19. My relationship with God contributes to my sense of well-being.

SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD

20. I believe there is some real purpose for my life.

SA   MA   A   D   MD   SD
Appendix E

Scale used to measure perceived stress

Perceived Stress Scale- 10 items (Cohen, Kamarck & Mermelstein, 1983).

The questions in this scale ask you about your feelings and thoughts during the last month. In each case, you will be asked to indicate by circling how often you felt or thought a certain way.

0 = Never
1 = Almost Never
2 = Sometimes
3 = Fairly Often
4 = Very Often

1. In the last month how often have you been upset because of something that happened unexpectedly?

0 1 2 3 4

2. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were unable to control the important things in your life?

0 1 2 3 4
PREDICTORS OF ACADEMIC MOTIVATION

3. In the last month, how often have you felt nervous and “stressed”? 
   0  1  2  3  4

4. In the last month, how often have you felt confident about your ability to handle your personal problems? 
   0  1  2  3  4

5. In the last month, how often have you felt that things were going your way? 
   0  1  2  3  4

6. In the last month, how often have you found that you could not cope with all the things that you had to do? 
   0  1  2  3  4

7. In the last month, how often have you been able to control irritations in your life? 
   0  1  2  3  4

8. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were on top of things? 
   0  1  2  3  4

9. In the last month, how often have you been angered because of things that were outside of your control? 
   0  1  2  3  4

10. In the last month, how often have you felt difficulties were piling up so high that you could not overcome them? 
    0  1  2  3  4
## Scale used to measure academic self-efficacy

The Academic Self-Efficacy Scale (Owen & Froman, 1988) is used to measure how much confidence a student has about various academic behaviors. Respondents are asked to circle the letters that best represent their confidence on a scale ranging from very little (E) to quite a lot (A). The behaviors listed below include note-taking, participating in discussions, answering questions, taking different types of tests, writing term papers, listening to lectures, tutoring, explaining concepts, and earning good marks in courses. The scale aims to assess the student's perceived ability to perform these tasks effectively.

### Scale Items

1. Taking well-organised notes during a lecture.  
2. Participating in a class discussion.  
3. Answering a question in a large class.  
4. Answering a question in a small class.  
5. Taking “objective” tests (multiple choice, T-F, matching)  
6. Taking essay tests.  
7. Writing a high quality term paper.  
8. Listening carefully during a lecture on a difficult topic.  
9. Tutoring another student.  
10. Explaining a concept to another student.  
11. Asking a professor in class to review a concept you don’t understand.  
12. Earning good marks in most courses.
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13. Studying enough to understand content thoroughly. A B C D E
15. Participating in extracurricular activities (sports, clubs). A B C D E
16. Making professors respect you. A B C D E
17. Attending class regularly. A B C D E
18. Attending class consistently in a dull course. A B C D E
19. Making a professor think you’re paying attention in class. A B C D E
20. Understanding most ideas you read in your texts. A B C D E
21. Understanding most ideas presented in class. A B C D E
22. Performing simple math computations. A B C D E
23. Using a computer. A B C D E
24. Mastering most content in a math course. A B C D E
25. Talking to a professor privately to get to know him or her. A B C D E
26. Relating course content to material in other courses. A B C D E
27. Challenging a professor’s opinion in class. A B C D E
28. Applying lecture content to a laboratory session. A B C D E
29. Making good use of the library. A B C D E
30. Getting good grades. A B C D E
31. Spreading out study instead of cramming. A B C D E
32. Understanding difficult passages in textbooks. A B C D E
33. Mastering content in a course you’re not interested in. A B C D E
Academic Motivation Scale (Vallerand, et al., 1992)

Using the scale below, indicate to what extent each of the following items presently corresponds to one of the reasons why you go to University.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Does not correspond at all</th>
<th>Corresponds a little</th>
<th>Corresponds moderately</th>
<th>Corresponds a lot</th>
<th>Corresponds exactly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Because with only a high-school qualification I would not find a high-paying job later on.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2. Because I experience pleasure and satisfaction while learning new things.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3. Because I think that a University education will help me better prepare for the career I have chosen.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4. For the intense feelings I experience when I am communicating my own ideas to others.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5. Honestly, I don't know; I really feel that I am wasting my time in school.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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6. For the pleasure I experience while surpassing myself in my studies.
   1  2  3  4  5  6  7

7. To prove to myself that I am capable of completing my University studies.
   1  2  3  4  5  6  7

8. In order to obtain a more prestigious job later on.
   1  2  3  4  5  6  7

9. For the pleasure I experience when I discover new things never seen before.
   1  2  3  4  5  6  7

10. Because eventually it will enable me to enter the job market in a field that I like.
    1  2  3  4  5  6  7

11. For the pleasure that I experience when I read interesting authors.
    1  2  3  4  5  6  7

12. I once had good reasons for going to university; however, now I wonder whether I should continue.
    1  2  3  4  5  6  7

13. For the pleasure that I experience while I am surpassing myself in one of my personal accomplishments.
    1  2  3  4  5  6  7

14. Because of the fact that when I succeed at university I feel important.
    1  2  3  4  5  6  7

15. Because I want to have "the good life" later on.
    1  2  3  4  5  6  7

16. For the pleasure that I experience in broadening my knowledge about subjects which appeal to me.
    1  2  3  4  5  6  7

17. Because this will help me make a better choice regarding my career orientation.
    1  2  3  4  5  6  7
18. For the pleasure that I experience when I feel completely absorbed by what certain authors have written.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

19. I can't see why I go to university and frankly, I couldn't care less.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

20. For the satisfaction I feel when I am in the process of accomplishing difficult academic activities.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

21. To show myself that I am an intelligent person.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

22. In order to have a better salary later on.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

23. Because my studies allow me to continue to learn about many things that interest me.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

24. Because I believe that a few additional years of education will improve my competence as a worker.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

25. For the "high" feeling that I experience while reading about various interesting subjects.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

26. I don't know; I can't understand what I am doing in school.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

27. Because university allows me to experience a personal satisfaction in my quest for excellence in my studies.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

28. Because I want to show myself that I can succeed in my studies.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7
For each item, please choose which statement you agree with more, a or b.

1. a. Children get into trouble because their parents punish them too much.
   b. The trouble with most children nowadays is that their parents are too easy with them.

2. a. Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are partly due to bad luck.
   b. People's misfortunes result from the mistakes they make.

3. a. One of the major reasons why we have wars is because people don't take enough interest in politics.
   b. There will always be wars, no matter how hard people try to prevent them.

4. a. In the long run people get the respect they deserve in this world.
   b. Unfortunately, an individual's worth often passes unrecognized no matter how hard he tries.

5. a. The idea that teachers are unfair to students is nonsense.
   b. Most students don't realize the extent to which their grades are influenced by accidental happenings.

6. a. Without the right breaks one cannot be an effective leader.
   b. Capable people who fail to become leaders have not taken advantage of their
opportunities.

7.  a. No matter how hard you try some people just don't like you.
    b. People who can't get others to like them don't understand how to get along with
       others.

8.  a. Heredity plays the major role in determining one's personality.
    b. It is one's experiences in life which determine what they're like.

9.  a. I have often found that what is going to happen will happen.
    b. Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as making a decision to take
       a definite course of action.

10. a. In the case of the well prepared student there is rarely if ever such a thing as an
    unfair test.
    b. Many times exam questions tend to be so unrelated to course work that studying
       in really useless.

11. a. Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has little or nothing to do with
    it.
    b. Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right place at the right time.

12. a. The average citizen can have an influence in government decisions.
    b. This world is run by the few people in power, and there is not much the little guy
       can do about it.

13. a. When I make plans, I am almost certain that I can make them work.
    b. It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because many things turn out to be a
       matter of good or bad fortune anyhow.
14. a. There are certain people who are just no good.
   b. There is some good in everybody.

15. a. In my case getting what I want has little or nothing to do with luck.
   b. Many times we might just as well decide what to do by flipping a coin.

16. a. Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough to be in the right place first. b. Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability, luck has little or nothing to do with it.

17. a. As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are the victims of forces we can neither understand, nor control.
   b. By taking an active part in political and social affairs the people can control world events.

18. a. Most people don't realize the extent to which their lives are controlled by accidental happenings.
   b. There really is no such thing as "luck."

19. a. One should always be willing to admit mistakes. b. It is usually best to cover up one's mistakes.

20. a. It is hard to know whether or not a person really likes you.
   b. How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person you are.

21. a. In the long run the bad things that happen to us are balanced by the good ones.
   b. Most misfortunes are the result of lack of ability, ignorance, laziness, or all three.

22. a. With enough effort we can wipe out political corruption.
   b. It is difficult for people to have much control over the things politicians do in
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office.

23. a. Sometimes I can't understand how teachers arrive at the grades they give.
   b. There is a direct connection between how hard I study and the grades I get.

24. a. A good leader expects people to decide for themselves what they should do. b. A good leader makes it clear to everybody what their jobs are.

25. a. Many times I feel that I have little influence over the things that happen to me.
   b. It is impossible for me to believe that chance or luck plays an important role in my life.

26. a. People are lonely because they don't try to be friendly.
   b. There's not much use in trying too hard to please people, if they like you, they like you.

27. a. There is too much emphasis on athletics in high school. b. Team sports are an excellent way to build character.

28. a. What happens to me is my own doing.
   b. Sometimes I feel that I don't have enough control over the direction my life is taking.

29. a. Most of the time I can't understand why politicians behave the way they do.
   b. In the long run the people are responsible for bad government on a national as well as on a local level.